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Preface to ”Optimal Control of Hybrid Systems and

Renewable Energies”

International policies for sustainable development have led to an increase in distributed power

production based on renewable resources. This, in turn, leads to the necessity of defining new

technological solutions that can reduce costs as well as new control strategies to optimally manage

renewable resources which are increasingly characterized by the close interaction between different

energy vectors and their networks and by a transition from a centralized structure to a decentralized

one (both in terms of sources and controls). Since countries all over the world are implementing

low-carbon and energy efficiency policies, there has been a rapid increase in the installations of

distributed generation (DG) technologies using mainly renewable resources and fossil fuels in the

case of co(tri)generation applications. The presence of intermittent, non-programmable renewables

as “standalone” entities connected to the distribution networks can result in difficulties in balancing

the power of the transmission grid. This problem can be positively mitigated by new solutions,

such us bundling distributed energy resources (DERs) into intelligent microgrids (MGs), which

can, in an aggregate way, manage all power sources and loads, thereby playing a major role in

providing balancing services for the safe operation of the power system and, at the same time,

meeting environmental targets. Microgrids can alleviate the management and monitoring burden for

the distribution system operator (DSO) by clustering several DERs in a single entity, but they require

flexible and reliable energy management systems (EMSs) which, on the basis of simulation and

optimization models, automatically schedule the plants according to economic and environmental

criteria. Moreover, new actors are now entering the energy market, such as aggregators, and new

roles are foreseen for distribution and transmission system operators. This creates new challenges

for the integration of new optimization models and new control techniques. In this context, the

main aim of this book is to collect papers in the field of the optimal control of power and energy

production from renewable resources (wind, PV, biomass, hydrogen, etc.). In the first part of the

book, attention is focused both on the optimal control of local technologies (such as solar cooling

plants, wind turbines, and hybrid plants and storage systems). Then, the integration of distributed

production plants and storage systems in buildings, microgrids, and the energy market is presented.

Specifically, optimization and simulation models within SCADA and Energy Management Systems

are considered. Finally, the management of buildings and microgrids, equipped with renewables, by

an aggregator in the energy market is presented.

Michela Robba, Mansueto Rossi

Special Issue Editors
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Abstract: Solar energy for cooling systems has been widely used to fulfill the growing air conditioning
demand. The advantage of this approach is based on the fact that the need of air conditioning is
usually well correlated to solar radiation. These kinds of plants can work in different operation
modes resulting on a hybrid system. The control approaches designed for this kind of plant have
usually a twofold goal: (a) regulating the outlet temperature of the solar collector field and (b)
choosing the operation mode. Since the operation mode is defined by a set of valve positions (discrete
variables), the overall control problem is a nonlinear optimization problem which involves discrete
and continuous variables. This problems are difficult to solve within the normal sampling times for
control purposes (around 20–30 s). In this paper, a two layer control strategy is proposed. The first
layer is a nonlinear model predictive controller for regulating the outlet temperature of the solar field.
The second layer is a fuzzy algorithm which selects the adequate operation mode for the plant taken
into account the operation conditions. The control strategy is tested on a model of the plant showing
a proper performance.

Keywords: solar energy; Fresnel collector; model predictive control; fuzzy algorithm; hybrid systems

1. Introduction

The need of reducing the impact of fossil energies such as coal or petroleum has led to a great
interest in the renewable energies such as wind or solar. In particular, solar energy has experienced a
great impulse over the last 30 years. One of the most important advantages of solar energy compared
to other renewable energies is the possibility of using cost efficient heat energy storage systems [1,2].

Many solar power plants have been built around the world making use of multiple technologies
such as parabolic trough, solar power tower, solar dish, Fresnel collector etc. For example, the
experimental solar plant of ACUREX in Almería (Spain), the 50 MW commercial parabolic trough
plants Helios 1 and 2 in Castilla la Mancha (Spain) [3], owned by Atlantica Yield, in Écija (Spain),
can be mentioned. In the United States the large scale parabolic trough plants of Mojave of 280 MW [4]
and SOLANA [5] can also be found.

The use of solar energy for cooling systems has been increasing for several decades spurred by the
fact that the need for air conditioning is usually well correlated to high levels of solar radiation [6–8].
The plant used in this paper as a test-bench for control purposes is the solar cooling plant located
on the roof of the Engineering School (ESI) of Seville [9,10]. This plant was commissioned in 2008,
consisting of a Fresnel collector field, a double effect LiBr+ water absorption chiller and a storage
tank. The Fresnel collector delivers pressurized water at 140–170 °C to the absorption machine for
producing air conditioning. If solar radiation is not high enough for heating the water up to the
required temperature, the storage tank can be used. If neither the solar field nor the storage tank are
able to heat the water up to the operation temperature, the absorption machine uses natural gas [11].

Energies 2019, 12, 2723; doi:10.3390/en12142723 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies
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The previous developed works for another solar cooling plant installed at the ESI of Seville
as well, have shown that the design of control algorithms for this kind of systems is hindered by
two facts [12,13]: firstly, the primary energy source, the sun, cannot be manipulated. Secondly,
the environmental conditions and cooling demand may change substantially. This previous plant was
used in the framework of the Network of Excellence HYCON and served as a benchmark for testing
control technologies of hybrid systems.

The differences between the HYCON solar cooling plant and the one described in this paper are
as follows:

• The solar field of the plant described here is a Fresnel collector field, whereas the HYCON plant
uses a set of flat collectors.

• The storage system is a phase change material (PCM) storage tank, where as the accumulation
system of the HYCON plant is composed of two tanks storing water.

• The absorption machine is a double effect LiBr+ water absorption chiller with a theoretical cooling
power of 174 kW. The chiller of the HYCON plant was a simple effect absorption machine with a
cooling power of 35 kW.

Solar cooling plants may work in multiple operation modes as is pointed out in [14]. In order
to ensure an efficient operation of the plant, a model of the plant for control purposes is needed.
The control approaches designed for this kind of plant usually have a twofold goal: (a) regulating the
outlet temperature of the solar collector field and (b) choose the operation mode. Since the operation
mode is defined by a set of valves positions (discrete variables), the overall control problem is a
nonlinear optimization problem which involves discrete and continuous variables. These problems
are difficult to solve within the normal sampling times for control purposes (around 20–30 s) [15].

In this paper, a different approach is proposed. The control strategy uses two independent
algorithms. The first one is a nonlinear model predictive control (MPC) which regulates the outlet
temperature of the Fresnel collector field. The main control objective of this kind of plant is to regulate
the outlet temperature of the solar collector field around a desired value [16–18]. However, as stated
above, the plant can be working in different operation modes which involve the position of different
valves and the activation of a particular subsystem. The decision-making process to make a transition
between modes of operation is imposed as a restriction and has been designed by the experience of the
operators of the plant. The information accumulated by experience comes, on the one hand, clearly
defined in operating rules, determined by the limit values of certain variables and the transitions
allowed in each of the modes.

However, the operators of the plant have established decision rules that handle variables with
limits where certain activation thresholds are taken into account, causing the information to present
some undefined limits. Fuzzy logic can handle information closer to the human way, that is, uncertain,
vague or inaccurate. The second algorithm is based on a fuzzy logic to decide in which operation
mode the plant has to work. Fuzzy logic has been widely used in classification, matching and decision
making techniques (see [19–21]). Based on the theory of fuzzy systems and the idea of an expert
judgment, the proper mode of operation for the plant can be decided at any time. The results obtained
show that the proposed control strategy presents a good performance when applied in a hybrid system
with different modes of operation and under different conditions of radiation and demand. The main
advantage of this algorithm with respect to a non-linear control algorithm is the speed of computation
when the mode of operation is chosen and its easy implementation in systems of low computational
capacity such as Programmable Logic controllers (PLCs). On the contrary, its disadvantage is that the
global optimum is not guaranteed.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief description of the solar cooling plants
is presented. In Section 3, the modeling of each subsystem is carried out. In Section 4, the nonlinear
model predictive controller for regulating the outlet temperature of the field is presented. In Section 5,
the different operation modes are explained. In Section 6, the fuzzy algorithm developed to select
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the adequate operation mode is presented. In Section 7, some simulation results are presented and
discussed. Finally, the paper ends with concluding remarks.

2. Solar Cooling Plant Description

The solar cooling plant was commissioned in 2008 and consists of three subsystems: the double-effect
LiBr+ water absorption chiller of 174 kW nominal cooling capacity. The solar Fresnel collector field
aims at heating up the pressurized water used by the absorption machine. The PCM storage tank
supplies energy to the water if there is not enough energy reaching the solar field to reach the required
temperature. Figure 1 shows the scheme of the whole plant.

Figure 1. Plant general scheme.

Water absorption chiller: this is a double-effect cycle LiBr+ absorption machine with 174 kW and
a theoretical COP of 1.34, which transforms the thermal energy (hot water at 140–170 °C) coming from
the Fresnel solar field or the PCM storage tank, into cold water to be used by the ESI of Seville [9].
Apart from the hot water, a cooling fluid for the condenser is needed in the absorption machine. This is
obtained from the water catchment of the Guadalquivir river.

Solar field: the solar field consists of a set of Fresnel solar collectors (see Figure 2) which
concentrate solar radiation onto a line where an absorption tube is located. The energy is transferred
to a heat transfer fluid (in our case, pressurized water).

PCM storage tank: PCM storage is a is a shell-tube heat exchanger 18 m long and 1.31 m in
diameter (Figure 3). It consists of a series of tubes containing a heat transfer fluid and PCM fills up the
space between the tubes and the shell.

The storage tank uses a hydroquinone as a PCM because the melting temperature is about 170 °C,
which is suitable for the water absorption chiller operational range (145–170 °C).

Figure 2. Fresnel collector field.
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Figure 3. Phase change material (PCM) storage tank.

3. Modeling of the Plant Subsystems

In this section, the model of each subsystem comprising the whole plant is described. The solar
cooling plant has four subsystems: the Fresnel solar field, the storage tank, the absorption machine
and the piping system connecting them. The equations governing the dynamics of each subsystem are
presented. The models are validated and compared to real data taken from the plant.

Since the main goal of these models is to be used in control algorithms, the balance equations
of each subsystem should be as simple as possible and an adequate trade-off between precision and
complexity is pursued.

3.1. Fresnel Solar Field

In this subsection, the mathematical model of the Fresnel collector field is presented.
Two approaches are usually considered in this kind of systems: the lumped parameter model
(developed in [22]) and the distributed parameter model (described in [23]). In this paper, a distributed
parameter model has been used. The distributed parameter model is governed by the following two
PDE equations [24,25]:

ρmCm Am
∂Tm

∂t
= IKoptnoG − HlG(Tm − Ta)− LHt(Tm − Tf ) (1)

ρ f Cf A f
∂Tf

∂t
+ ρ f Cf q

∂Tf

∂x
= LHt(Tm − Tf ), (2)

where m subindex refers to metal and f subindex refers to a fluid. In Table 1, parameters and their
units are shown. The same system of equations is used to model the piping system. In this case,
the radiation reaching the tube is null and the thermal losses coefficient takes a different value.

The PDE system is solved by dividing the metal and fluid in 64 segments of 1 m long.
The integration step is chosen of 0.5 s.

As has been mentioned before, the heat transfer fluid is pressurized water whose density
and specific heat have been obtained as polynomial functions of the segment temperature using
thermodynamical data of pressurized water. The heat transfer coefficient depends on the segment
temperature and the water flow [26]. As far as the thermal losses coefficient is concerned, it was
obtained using experimental data from the collector field [10,22]. Figures 4 and 5 show a comparison
between the model and the real plant evolution in two different days (in October and June). The model
evolution behavior is very similar to the real solar field as can be seen.
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Table 1. Parameter description.

Symbol Description Units

t Time s
x Space m
ρ Density kgm−3

C Specific heat capacity JK−1kg−1

A Cross sectional area m2

T(x, y) Temperature K,°C
q(t) Oil flow rate m3s−1

I(t) Solar radiation Wm−2

no geometric efficiency Unitless
Kopt Optical efficiency Unitless

G Collector aperture m
Ta(t) Ambient temperature K,°C

Hl Global coefficient of thermal loss Wm−2°C−1

Ht Coefficient of heat transmission metal-fluid Wm−2°C−1

L Length of pipe line m

Figure 4. Solar field evolution model vs. real: 5 October 2017.

Figure 5. Solar field evolution model vs. real: 29 June 2009.
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3.2. PCM Storage Tank

In order to model the storage tank dynamics, two stages are considered: when the PCM is in the
sensible heat transmission state, the PCM behavior is modeled by a double-capacity model. In the
phase change stage, the solution is based on the Stephan solution. In [27], a more complete description
of the PCM storage tank is carried out. The subsection provides a brief description of the model.
The model was published in [28].

3.2.1. Double Capacity Model

In this stage, the model consists of two different capacitive zones, with a thermal resistance
between both of them. The re and ri radius denote exterior and interior radius respectively, rm is the
separation radius between the two capacities zones, which is a parameter that has to be identified.
T1 and T2 represent temperatures of zones 1 and 2, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, K the
conductivity, Cp the specific heat and T∞ stands for the hot water temperature [27].

The model has two differential equations, one per zone:
Zone 1:

ρCpπ(r2
m − r2

i )
dT1

dt
= 2hπri(T∞ − T1)− 2πK(T1 − T2)

ln(re/ri)
. (3)

Zone 2:
2πK(T1 − T2)

ln(re/ri)
= ρCpπ(r2

e − rm)
dT2

dt
. (4)

The aforementioned equations are valid for the liquid and solid phase. However, parameters such
as the conductivity K and the density of the hydroquinone ρ may have different values.

3.2.2. Stefan Solution for Phase Change

When the PCM reaches a temperature of 170 °C, the hydroquinone reaches the melting point
and the phase change stage starts. To model this stage, the liquid and solid phases are considered
to be stable. The dynamics of the hydroquinone temperature is governed by the Stefan solution.
This solution establishes an inferior limit of stored energy in a phase change phenomenon as well as
a velocity limit for its evolution. Since the Stefan number given by the expression (5) is very small,
finding a solution supposing a semi-infinite medium and that all the material is initially at the phase
change temperature is possible [29,30].

ST =
Cp(Tf − T(ri))

L
. (5)

The final expressions of the Stefan solution are given by Equations (6) and (7):

T(r) = Tf +
h ri
K

(
Tf − T∞

h ri
K ln(ri/R)

1 − h ri
K ln(ri/R)

− T∞

)
ln(r/R) (6)

tst = C
(

ri

[
rih
K − 2

]
− R2

(
2h
K ln(ri/R) + h

K − 2
ri

))

C =
ρL∗

4h(T∞ − Tf )
,

(7)

where R = R(tst) is the interface position which depends on tst (Stefan time), Tf is the melting
temperature, T(r) is the PCM temperature which depends on the radius and L∗ is the corrected
latent heat of hydroquinone. In [27,28], all the modeling details and parameters estimation are
better explained.
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Figure 6 shows a comparison between the model and the real temperature of the storage tank
evolution. At time 14.45 h the inlet valve opens and the hot water heats up the storage tank. As can be
observed, the model matches well the real data with a maximum error of a 2.5%.

Figure 6. PCM temperature evolution: model vs. real.

3.3. Absorption Machine Model

The water absorption chiller consists of three parts, a high temperature generator, a refrigeration
system and an evaporator [31,32]. Each component is modeled as a black-box using input-output data.

More complex thermodynamical models for absorption chillers exist in literature [33], but they
are too complicated to be used for control purposes. The model developed in this paper is a simplified
control model.

The three subsystems are described by a lumped parameter model with constant heat capacities.
All the coefficients involved in the following equations were obtained using data from the real
absorption machine. Figures 7 and 8 show a comparison between the model and the real water
chiller evolution.

Figure 7. Absorption machine model vs. real: 19 July 2010.
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Figure 8. Absorption machine model vs. real: 21 July 2010.

3.3.1. High Temperature Generator

The energy balance equation describing the output temperature of the generator is given by
Equation (8):

Cg
dTogen

dt
= Qcald − Qgloss + ρw qhCw(Togen − Tigen), (8)

where Togen and Tigen represent the outlet and the inlet temperature of the high temperature generator,
Qcald is the thermal power supplied by the absorption machine burner (W), Qgloss are the thermal
losses (W), Cg is the generator heat capacity, ρw and Cw are the density and the specific heat of the
water, and qh is the generator water flow.

3.3.2. Evaporator

The energy balance equation describing the output temperature of the evaporator is given by
Equation (9):

Cev
dToevap

dt
= −Qev − Qevl oss + ρw qevCw(Tiev − Toev), (9)

where Toev and Tiev represent the outlet and the inlet temperature of the evaporator, Qev is the cooling
power supplied by the absorption machine (W), Qevloss are the thermal losses (W), Cev is the evaporator
heat capacity, qev is the evaporator water flow.

3.3.3. Refrigerator

The energy balance equation describing the output temperature of the refrigerator is given by
Equation (10):

Cre f r
dTore f r

dt
= Qre f r − Qre f rl oss + ρw qre f Cw(Tire f r − Tore f r), (10)

where Tore f r and Tire f r represent the outlet and the inlet temperature of the refrigerator, Qre f r is the
thermal power dissipated by the refrigerator (W), Qre f rl oss are the thermal losses (W), Cre f r is the
refrigerator heat capacity, qre f is the refrigerator water flow.
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4. Solar Field Outlet Temperature Regulator: Nonlinear Model Predictive Control Strategy

As previously mentioned in the introduction, one of the control objectives in solar plants is the
regulation of the solar field outlet temperature around a desired set-point. The value of the set-point
can be decided by the operator or by optimal criteria as explained in [34].

The regulation of the outlet temperature of a solar collector field around a set-point is hindered
by the effect of multiple disturbance sources and its dynamics are greatly affected by the operating
conditions [35]. This fact means that conventional linear control strategies do not perform well
throughout the entire range of operations. In general, adaptative, robust or nonlinear schemes are
needed to cope with the highly nonlinear dynamics of a solar field, especially at low flow levels. In [36]
a practical nonlinear MPC is developed. In [37] a nonlinear continuous time generalized predictive
control (GPC) is presented and simulation results are shown. In [38], an improvement of a gain
scheduling model predictive controller is proposed and tested on a model of the ACUREX solar field.

Concerning the application of control strategies to Fresnel collector fields, there are several works
in the literature. For example, in [39] a sliding model predictive control based on a feedforward
compensation is developed for a Fresnel collector field and tested on a nonlinear model of a Fresnel
collector field. In [10] a gain scheduling generalized predictive controller was developed and tested
for a Fresnel collector field.

In this paper, a nonlinear model predictive control strategy is implemented to control the outlet
temperature of the Fresnel collector field.

Model Predictive Control Strategy

An MPC control strategy consists of the following three steps [40,41]: in the first place, a model to
predict the process evolution depending on a given control sequence is used. Then, it computes the
control sequence by minimizing an objective function. Finally, only the first element of the computed
control sequence is applied (receding horizon strategy).

The difference in MPC control strategies is usually given by the model used to predict the
future evolution of the system. If linear models are used, the resulting MPC problem is a quadratic
programming problem which is easily solvable and the optimum is ensured. If the model used
is nonlinear, the resulting nonlinear optimization problem is computationally harder to solve and
reaching the global optimum is not, in general, ensured [42].

In this paper, the model used is nonlinear. The model is a simplification of the Equation (2),
considering four segments (four segments for fluid and metal temperatures) instead of 64 segments
used in the full distributed parameter model. This simplification is required to alleviate the
computational burden of the resulting problem although a precision loss is produced.

In general, the mathematical expression of the MPC problem can be posed as follows:

min
Δu

J =
Np

∑
t=1

(
yk+t|k − yre f

k+t

)ᵀ (
yk+t|k − yre f

k+t

)
+ Ru

Nc−1

∑
t=0

Δuᵀ
k+t|kΔuk+t|k (11)

such that
yk+t|k = f (Δu, yk+t−1, yk+t−2, ...)

uk+t|k = uk+t−1|k + Δuk+t|k
umin ≤ uk+t|k ≤ umax

t = 0, . . . , Np − 1

(12)

where Np and Nc are the prediction and the control horizons respectively. The parameter λ penalizes
the control effort. Then uk ≡ uk|k is applied to the system. In this case, constraints in the amplitude of
the water flow and the maximum increment per iteration are considered. The sampling time of the
control strategy is chosen as 20 s.
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Due to the fact that only the inlet and outlet temperature are measurable, the intermediate fluid
temperatures and the four metal segments temperature have to be estimated. Since the mathematical
model used to predict the future evolution is nonlinear, an unscented Kalman filter is used to estimate
the value of the non-measurable states.

The Kalman filter is a widely used tool for state estimation in linear systems [43]. The Kalman filter
has been extended to nonlinear state estimation through algorithms such as extended Kalman filter
(EFK) or unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [44]. The UKF is based on the unscented transformation, which
represents a method for calculating the mean and covariance of a random variable that undergoes a
nonlinear transformation [45,46]. For further information the reader is referred to [44].

5. Hybrid Model of the Solar Cooling Plant: Operation Modes

In this section the hybrid model of the solar cooling plant described in this paper, is presented.
As has been mentioned previously, the solar cooling plant can work in different operation modes.

The selection of multiple operation modes will be done by a fuzzy algorithm. A particular operation
mode can be defined as a particular configuration of the subsystems, valves and pumps which compose
the plant (Figure 1). The choice of working in a particular operation mode is determined by the cooling
demand, the state of the plant and weather conditions.

The state of the plant is described by integer (for instance, valves position) and real variables
(temperatures of subsystems, water flow...). This fact leads to the need of a hybrid description of the
system. In order to implement advanced control strategies, a mixed integer programming will be
required if the control algorithm has to decide the operation mode [47]. Although there are efficient
mixed integer programming algorithms in literature [48], they require more computational resources
than those available in plant controllers. Furthermore, the complexity of solving these optimization
problems increases greatly with the number of integer variables. If a high number of variables is
considered, the optimization problem may be very difficult to solve in real time.

An alternative approach is selecting the operation modes by a fuzzy algorithm based on a series
of membership functions obtained using data corresponding to typical operation days. The algorithm
is tuned in order to fulfill two conditions: (a) the transition between modes has to be smooth, that
is, fast commutations between modes are not allowed and (b) only feasible transitions between the
modes are possible. Those transitions are imposed as a constraints and have been designed by the
experience of the plant operators.

The operation modes are listed and briefly described below:

• Mode 0: the solar field charges the PCM storage tank. There is no cooling demand and the water
chiller is off.

• Mode 1: the solar field is connected to the absorption machine through the PCM tank. This mode
is useful in two situations: the storage tank can provide energy if the solar field is not able to heat
the water up to the required temperature for powering the chiller. The second situation occurs
when there is an excess of solar radiation: the solar field can feed the absorption machine and
load the PCM tank.

• Mode 2: the PCM storage tank powers the water chiller while the solar field is heated up by
recirculating water.

• Mode 3: the tank is used for heating up the piping system. It can be useful early in the morning
for a quick start-up.

• Mode 4: the tank supplies hot water to the water chiller if solar collectors cannot work. For instance,
in a cloudy day when solar radiation is nil and the storage tank is charged.

• Mode 5: the water chiller is powered only by the solar collectors.
• Mode 6: water is recirculated in the solar field circuit. The absorption machine uses natural gas.
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Although, there are many possible transitions among the modes, only a small group of transitions
are feasible. For example, supposing that the plant is working in mode 5 and a sudden decrease of
radiation levels cools down the solar field temperature below the minimum required by the water
chiller. In this case, if the tank has energy available, the most reasonable decision is operating in mode
1. In the next section, the transition between different operation modes is explained.

6. Transition between Operation Modes

In this section, transitions between the operation modes are described. Only modes 0–2, 5 and 6
are considered to be selected automatically by the hybrid algorithm. The initial mode is considered
to be mode 6. Modes 3 and 4 are selected by the operator and deal with special cases in the plant
operation. The preheating of the pipes is a operation needed before the operation starts, and it is not a
possible state in a normal operation.

Not every transition among operation modes are allowed. The criterion for choosing the target
operation mode is that the opening and closing of the plant valves should be smooth: including or
excluding more than one subsystem in each transition is not desirable. the possible transitions are
showed in Table 2:

Table 2. Allowed transitions between operation modes.

Current
Target

M. 0 M. 1 M. 2 M. 5 M. 6

M.0 X X T0−2 T0−5 T0−6
M.1 T1−0 X T1−2 T1−5 X
M.2 T2−0 T2−1 X X T2−6
M.5 T5−0 T5−1 X X T5−6
M.6 T6−0 T6−1 X T6−5 X

The transitions depend on the plant variables: outlet temperature of the solar field, energy stored
in the PCM tank, cooling demand, environmental conditions etc.

Several points are worth pointing out:

• The minimum inlet temperature allowed for correct operation is about 135 °C. This should be
taken into account because thermal losses exist in the pipe connecting the solar field to the
water chiller.

• The storage tank can proportionate energy for 1 h approximately when it is fully charged.
The storage tank should be used only in the case when the amount of stored energy is high
or the solar field is able to charge it.

• When solar radiation is high and the solar field is able to charge the storage tank and power
the absorption machine, it should be done only if the temperature of the tank is high enough
to ensure that the inlet temperature of the absorption machine is adequate for correct operation.
For instance, if the outlet temperature of the solar field is 160 °C and the tank temperature is
120 °C, the use of mode 1 is not correct, because the temperature of the tank is smaller than that
required for the absorption machine.

• The maximum absolute difference between the outlet temperature of the solar field and the storage
tank temperature must be inferior to 30 °C, if the storage tank is to be used.

• In order to avoid very fast commutations of the modes, the fuzzy algorithm computes the adequate
operation mode every 120 s.

The experience of operation of the plant establishes that there are conditions for some transitions,
clearly defined by rules that handle limit values of variables that would be the following, presented
below, where the temperature of the outlet temperature of the solar field as Tcapt, the temperature
of the storage tank is denoted by Ttank, the current mode is CM, which takes values between 0 and
6, and the cooling demand is CD, which takes the value of 1 if there is cooling demand and 0 if
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there is not. TtankOUT is the storage tank outlet temperature and TtankMAX = 180 °C, the storage tank
maximum temperature.

Set of rules 1:

• IF CM = 6 AND CD = 0 AND Ttank < TtankMAX AND 6 ◦C < Tcapt − Ttank AND Tcapt − Ttank <

30 ◦C THEN select mode 0;
• IF CM = 5 AND CD = 0 THEN select mode 6;
• IF CM = 5 AND CD = 1 AND 139 ◦C < Tcapt AND Tcapt < 140 ◦C AND 150 ◦C < Ttank AND

Ttank < 155 ◦C AND Tcapt − Ttank ≤ 30 ◦C THEN select mode 1;
• IF CM = 5 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt < 139 ◦C AND 165 ◦C ≤ Ttank THEN select mode 1;
• IF CM = 0 AND CD = 0 AND Tcapt − Ttank < −30 ◦C THEN select mode 6;
• IF CM = 0 AND CD = 0 AND Tcapt − Ttank > 30 ◦C THEN select mode 6;
• IF CM = 0 AND CD = 0 AND Ttank > TtankMAX THEN select mode 6;
• IF CM = 0 AND CD = 0 AND Tcapt − Ttank < 0 ◦C THEN Select mode 6;
• IF CM = 0 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt − Ttank < 0 ◦C THEN Select mode 6;
• IF CM = 1 AND CD = 0 THEN select mode 0;
• IF CM = 1 AND CD = 1 AND Ttank < 135 ◦C THEN select mode 5;
• IF CM = 1 AND CD = 1 AND −3 ◦C < Tcapt − Ttank < 3 ◦C THEN select mode 5;
• IF CM = 2 AND CD = 0 THEN select mode 0;
• IF CM = 2 AND CD = 1 AND TtankOUT < 135 ◦C THEN Select mode 6;

These rules work with variables whose limits are well defined. However, on the other hand,
operators work with other rules that are activated with values of some variables which require a
certain threshold, depending on the transition, such as:

Set of rules 2:

• IF CM = 0 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt > 140 ◦C + U1, THEN select mode 5;
• IF CM = 1 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt < 140 ◦C + U1 AND Ttank < TtankMAX AND Tcapt − Ttank <

30 ◦C OR Ttank < 135 ◦C OR |Tcapt − Ttank| < 3 ◦C, THEN select mode 5;
• IF CM = 6 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt > 140 ◦C + U2, THEN select mode 5;
• IF CM = 6 AND CD = 1 AND 130 ◦C < Tcapt < 140 ◦C + U2 AND Ttank > 140 ◦C + U3 AND

Tcapt − Ttank < 30 ◦C, THEN select mode 1;
• IF CM = 5 AND [CD = 1 AND Tcapt − Ttank <= 30 ◦C AND Tcapt > 140 ◦C + U3 AND [[Ttank <

TtankMAX AND Ttank < Tcapt AND Ttank ≥ 135 ◦C AND |Tcapt − Ttank| ≥ 5] OR [Tcapt < 140 ◦C
AND Tcapt > 139 ◦C AND 150 ◦C < Ttank < 155 ◦C], THEN Select mode 1;

• IF CM = 5 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt < 139 ◦C AND Ttank > 140 ◦C + U4 AND Ttank ≥ 165 ◦CC,
THEN select mode 1;

• IF CM = 5 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt < 135 ◦C AND Ttank < 140 ◦C + U4, THEN select mode 6;
• IF CM = 0 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt > 140 ◦C + U5 AND |Tcapt − Ttank| > 30 ◦C, THEN select

mode 1;
• IF CM = 0 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt < 135 ◦C AND Ttank > 140 ◦C + U6, THEN select mode 2;
• IF CM = 1 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt < 135 ◦C AND Ttank < 140 ◦C + U7, THEN select mode 0;
• IF CM = 1 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt < 135 ◦C AND Ttank > 140 ◦C + U7, THEN Select mode 2;
• IF CM = 2 AND CD = 1 AND Tcapt > 140 ◦C + U8 AND Ttank < TtankMAX AND |Tcapt −

Ttank|<30 ◦C, THEN select mode 1;

where U1, ..., U8 are thresholds used by operators. A fuzzy system that integrates these last rules
has been implemented. To measure the membership of any value x to the sets x > A and x < A,
spline-based S-shaped and Z-shaped membership functions have been chosen respectively:

S(x, a, b) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 x ≤ a

2
(

x−a
b−a

)2
a ≤ x ≤ a+b

2

1 − 2
(

x−b
b−a

)2 a+b
2 ≤ x ≤ b

1 x ≥ b
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Z(x, a, b) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 x ≤ a

1 − 2
(

x−a
b−a

)2
a ≤ x ≤ a+b

2

2
(

x−b
b−a

)2 a+b
2 ≤ x ≤ b

0 x ≥ b

To measure the membership of the set A < x < B, trapezoidal membership functions T(x, a, b, c, d)
have been used (Figure 9):

T(x, a, b, c, d) = max
(

min
(

x − a
b − a

, 1,
d − x
d − c

)
, 0
)

Membership functions have been chosen without taking into account the aforementioned
thresholds and an adjustment method, based on genetic algorithms [49], has been used to position
and shape the functions. A vector k has been established, whose coordinates, added to each one of the
parameters of the membership functions, will give new shape and position to them. The evolutionary
algorithm will find the vector k, using plant operation data for this.
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Figure 9. Trapezoidal membership function adjustment.

Five fuzzy inference systems (FIS) with the same antecedent structure have been designed and
adjusted to evaluate whether modes 0–2, 5 and 6 are activated or not (FIS0, FIS1, FIS2, FIS5 and FIS6).
The systems have five inputs: CM, CD, Tcapt, Ttank and Tcapt − Ttank and the membership functions,
after the genetic algorithm result are shown in Figures 10–14. The output variable of each FIS has one
membership function with a single-valued constant (singleton membership function at 1).
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Figure 11. Inputs memberships functions of variable cooling demand (CD).
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The algorithm is the following (Algorithm 1)

Algorithm 1: Fuzzy algorithm

Loop

input=[CM,CD, Tcapt, Ttank, Tcapt-Ttank]; modef(1)=evaluateFIS(input,FIS0);
modef(2)=evaluateFIS(input,FIS1);
modef(3)=evaluateFIS(input,FIS2);
modef(4)=evaluateFIS(input,FIS3);
modef(5)=evaluateFIS(input,FIS4);
if (CM=6)&(CD=0) then

if modef(1)=1 then

mode=0;
end

end

if (CM=6)&(CD=1) then

if modef(2)=1 then

mode=1;
else if modef(4)=1 then

mode=5;
end

end

end

if (CM=5)&(CD=0) then

if (modef(5)=1) then

mode=6;
end

end

if (CM=5)&(CD=1) then

if (modef(3)=1) then

mode=2;
end

else if modef(2)=1 then

mode=1;
end

else if modef(5)=1 then

mode=6;
end

end

if (CM=0)&(CD=0) then

if (modef(5)=1) then

mode=6;
end

end
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Algorithm 1: Cont.

if (CM=0)&(CD=1) then

if (modef(2)=1) then

mode=1;
end

else if modef(3)=1 then

mode=2;
end

else if modef(4)=1 then

mode=5;
end

else if modef(5)=1 then

mode=6;
end

end

if (CM=1)&(CD=0) then

if (modef(1)=1) then

mode=0;
end

if (CM=1)&(CD=1) then

if (modef(1)=1) then

mode=0;
end

else if modef(3)=1 then

mode=2;
end

else if modef(4)=1 then

mode=5;
end

end

end

if (CM=2)&(CD=0) then

if (modef(1)=1) then

mode=0;
end

end

if (CM=2)&(CD=1) then

if (modef(2)=1) then

mode=1;
end

else if modef(5)=1 then

mode=6;
end

end

Evaluate(set of rules);
end
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7. Simulations and Results

In this section, simulations testing the hybrid algorithm proposed in the previous section are
presented. The data corresponding to solar radiation was taken from the real solar field.

Figure 15 shows a clear day where the storage tank had a temperature about 110 °C. The initial
operation mode was mode 6 in order to recirculate and heat up the water. The initial temperature
reference was about 145 °C. Once the outlet temperature of the solar field reaches an adequate value to
feed the absorption machine (higher than 135 °C), the fuzzy algorithm commuted to mode 5, where the
solar field was able to power the absorption machine. From 14 h onwards, the temperature reference
consisted of a series of increasing steps. As can be seen, the temperature regulator properly tracked
these references. This was the normal operation in clear days, where the solar field was sufficient to
power the water chiller.

Figure 16 depicts the results of a day where some clouds affect the solar field. From 12.5 h to 12.9 h
approximately, the solar field is in recirculation mode (mode 6) accumulation energy and increasing
the outlet temperature. The reference temperature for the outlet temperature was 10 °C above the inlet
temperature. This was done to maintain an approximately constant thermal jump without decreasing
much the water flow. As can be seen, the MPC controller tracks the reference properly in spite of the
radiation disturbances.

At 12.9 h the outlet temperature reached a value higher than 135 °C and the fuzzy algorithm
commuted to mode 5. At 12.95 h the solar field reaches a temperature about 150 °C which makes not
only powering the water chiller possible, but also accumulating energy in the storage tank. From 12.95 h
onwards, the outlet temperature of the solar field was increased and the storage tank was charged
(dashed green line). The fuzzy algorithm commutes between modes 5 and 1 depending on if the outlet
temperature of the solar field and the storage temperature were close enough or not (approximately
4 °C). The main reason to do this was that the temperature reaching the PCM tank was about 4 °C lesser
than the outlet temperature of the solar field due to the thermal losses in the pipe. Only when the
outlet temperature of the solar field was higher than 4 °C than that of the storage tank, it makes sense
charging it.
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Figure 15. Operation modes in a clear day.
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Figure 16. Operation modes in a clear day: storage tank charging.

Figure 17 shows a day with scattered clouds. At the beginning of the day, the absorption machine
functions burning natural gas and the operation mode was mode 6. The water recirculates through the
solar collectors to be heated. At 12.9 h the water reached 145 °C and the operation mode commuted to
mode 5. The solar field powered the absorption machine. At 12.95 h the mode commutes to mode 1 in
order not only to power the absorption machine but to accumulate energy in the storage tank. From
13 h to 14.4 h, the temperature reference increases to accumulate more energy in the storage tank.
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Figure 17. Operation modes in a cloudy day.

At 14.4 h clouds affecting the solar field appear. From 14.4 h to 14.7 h, the water flow is decreased to
maintain the temperature of the solar field and the operation mode is 5 because the outlet temperature
is higher than 135 °C. At 14.7 h, since there was no energy in the solar field but the storage tank
possessed energy, the fuzzy algorithm commuted to mode 2: the solar field was in recirculation and the
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water chiller is powered by the tank only. This mode is maintained until 15.15 h, when the solar field
outlet temperature increases again above 135 °C and it is capable to powers the absorption machine
and charging the PCM tank. Thus, the fuzzy algorithm commutes to mode 1.

Finally, in order to test the fuzzy algorithm, from 15.8 to 16 h it was considered that no cooling
demand exists. Since no cooling demand existed, the operation mode commuted to 0 and the solar
field was in recirculation mode.

As can be seen, the set MPC+fuzzy algorithm has performed adequately in all the tests.
This approach of using two independents algorithms has demonstrated to be very effective dealing
with the operation of a hybrid system such as the solar cooling plant. The final outcome can be
considered satisfactory.

8. Conclusions

Solar energy for cooling systems has been widely used to fulfill the growing air conditioning
demand. The advantage of this approach is based on the fact that the need of air conditioning is
usually well correlated to solar radiation.

This kind of plants can work in different operation modes resulting on a hybrid system.
The control approaches designed for this kind of plant have usually a twofold goal: (a) regulating the
outlet temperature of the solar collector field and (b) choose the operation mode. Since the operation
mode is defined by a set of valves positions (discrete variables), the overall control problem is a
nonlinear optimization problem which involves discrete and continuous variables. This problems are
difficult to solve within the normal sampling times for control purposes (around 20–30 s).

A two layer control strategy is proposed in this paper. The first layer is a nonlinear model
predictive controller for regulating the outlet temperature of the solar field. The second layer is a fuzzy
algorithm which selects the adequate operation mode for the plant taken into account the operation
conditions. The set MPC+fuzzy algorithm has performed adequately in all the tests. This approach of
using two independents algorithms has demonstrated to be very effective dealing with the operation
of a hybrid system such as the solar cooling plant. For the simulations, the data corresponding to
solar radiation has been taken from the real solar field. Three different scenarios have been considered:
clear day, clear day where some clouds affect the solar field and cloudy day. The control strategy is
able to perform the normal operation in clear days, where the solar field is sufficient to power the
water chiller. Where some clouds affect the solar field, the MPC controller tracks the reference properly
in spite of the radiation disturbances. The system commutes between operating modes using the
appropriate logic, contained in the operating rules of the fuzzy algorithm. The final outcome can be
considered satisfactory.
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MPC Model predictive controller
GPC Generalized predictive control
GS-GPC Gain-scheduling generalized predictive controller
UKF Unscented Kalman filter
PCM Phase change material
PDE Partial differential equations
FIS Fuzzy inference system
PLC Programmable Logic controller
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Abstract: Wind turbines usually present several feedback control loops to improve or counteract
some specific performance or behaviour of the system. It is common to find these multiple feedback
control loops in Floating Offshore Wind Turbines where the system perferformance is highly
influenced by the platform dynamics. This is the case of the Aerodynamic Platform Stabiliser
and Wave Rejection feedback control loops which are complementaries to the conventional generator
speed PI control loop when it is working in an above rated wind speed region. The multiple feedback
control loops sometimes can be tedious to manually improve the initial tuning. Therefore, this article
presents a novel optimisation methodology based on the Monte Carlo method to automatically
improve the manually tuned multiple feedback control loops. Damage Equivalent Loads are
quantified for minimising the cost function and automatically update the control parameters.
The preliminary results presented here show the potential of this novel optimisation methodology to
improve the mechanical fatigue loads of the desired components whereas maintaining the overall
performance of the wind turbine system. This methodology provides a good balance between
the computational complexity and result effectiveness. The study is carried out with the fully coupled
non-linear NREL 5-MW wind turbine model mounted on the ITI Energy’s barge and the FASTv8 code.

Keywords: floating offshore wind turbine; aerodynamic platform stabiliser; wave rejection; feedback
loop; control; optimisation

1. Introduction

Wind energy is becoming a real green energy solution to reduce the exhaust gases produced by
the fossil fuel of conventional energy production plants. Actually, wind energy can be harvested
in offshore water areas thanks to the bottom fixed and Floating Offshore Wind Turbine (FOWT)
technologies (see Figure 1), providing many advantages in comparison to its onshore counterpart [1].
The available amount of offshore wind energy is enough to supply most of the worldwide
energetic needs (https://carnegiescience.edu/node/2248, last accessed: 12 June 2019). The bottom
fixed technology presents the limitation of being installed in water depths less than 30–40 m [2].
This limitation significantly reduces the available offshore areas worldwide for the installation of
bottom-fixed wind turbines. Thus, the alternative solution to overcome this limitation is to mount
the wind turbines on floating platforms, i.e., the FOWTs.

Several FOWT prototypes have been launched since the first Blue H in 2007, such as Hywind,
WindFloat, SWAY, VolturnUS, Kabashima, Mitsui, Shimpu, Hamakaze, Floatgen and Hibiki [3,4],
among others. Furthermore, after the Hywind Scotland Pilot Park [5], several floating wind farms are
now currently in the developing stage: Kincardine in Scotland [6], Windfloat Atlantic in Portugal [7],
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and four more in France (Groix Belle Ile, Golfe du Lion, Eolmed, and Provence Grand Large).
The growing trend in these sort of projects confirms the industry interest in the FOWT technology.

The FOWT technology is actually in the development stage and not yet mature; this means that
there are many different floating platform designs, each one holding its strengths and weaknesses [3].
All these platform designs can be classified into three main groups, i.e., Spar-buoys (Spar), Tension Leg
Platforms (TLP) and Semi-submersible platforms (Semi-sub), as can be seen in Figure 1. These different
designs considerably differ in terms of building processes as well as in performance characteristics.
In general, platforms with larger hydrostatic restoring stiffness and hydrodynamic damping cost more
to build, mount and deploy, whereas less stable platforms can affect to the FOWT’s performance [8].
In this sense, the control strategy implemented for above rated wind speed (Region III) in FOWTs
is somehow conditioned by the platform design and performance. On the one hand, controllers
implemented in platforms with high hydrodynamic stiffness can focus their duties on improving
and optimising the overall system performance and reducing the mechanical loads of the components.
On the other hand, controllers implemented in platforms with low hydrodynamic stiffness should
mainly ensure the stability of the system due to the negative platform damping effect [9], and then,
improve the performance of the system as much as possible without destabilising the system.

Figure 1. Illustrative representation of the main offshore wind turbine concepts.

Several optimal controllers have been used to achieve improved behaviour in FOWT systems
according to the platform technology. The Model Predictive Control (MPC) is mainly used for Spa-
type platform-mounted wind turbines as found in [10,11], among others, or for hybrid Spar platform
such as the concrete torus [12], although one study for the Barge type platform is also found [13].
Similarly, the optimal Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controller is widely used in Spar-type FOWT
models as found in [14,15] or [16], among others, but some researches for TLP [17,18] and Barge [19,20]
floating technologies are also found. Finally, the H∞ is used for the Spar and TLP type FOWT systems,
but not for Semi-sub ones, as found in [21,22] and in [23], respectively.

In practice, wind turbine manufacturers often favor simple controllers based on the Proportional
and Integral (PI) feedback loops over more complex ones [24]. In previous studies, in combination with
the conventional PI controller, the Aerodynamic Platform Stabiliser (APS) [25,26] and Wave Rejection
(WR) [27] feedback control loops have been designed for above rated wind speed working region to
reduce the platform-pitch motions, while improving the generator speed regulation and reducing
the tower-base and blade-root loads of the NREL 5-MW wind turbine mounted on the ITI Energy barge.
The APS control loop is designed to reduce the platform-pitch dynamics produced by the interactions
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of the conventional generator speed PI controller and platform dynamics while regulating the generator
speed. Additionally, the WR control loop is designed to improve the APS control loop performance
in rough sea states due to the excessive platform-pitch loads registered in some working conditions.
The process followed to manually tune these control loops is: (1) the FOWT system is designed
and modelled; (2) the FOWT model is linearised around the working points of interest; (3) the control
loops are manually tuned through the loop shaping of the linearised transfer functions; and (4),
if the designed control loops fulfil the time- and frequency-domains as well as the load performance
analysis specifications, then (5) the manually tuned control loops can be optimised. This process is
depicted by the flowchart in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Process carried out for FOWT control design.

Both designed APS and WR control loops include several control parameters, so it is tedious
to improve the performance of the FOWT system by manual tuning. Such a fact motivates us to
apply an optimisation methodology to automatically find the control parameters which will improve
the system performance. The proposed optimisation methodology in this manuscript is based on
the Monte Carlo method [28]. This method is especially appropriate for systems with significant
uncertainties in inputs and large numbers of coupled degrees of freedom, such as the FOWTs.
The novelty of this method ensures the minimisation of the cost function through the computation of
the wind turbine Damage Equivalent Loads (DEL). The randomised algorithm is useful for numerically
solving the optimisation problem through the simple random search of the control parameters around
the best obtained solution. The random search is based on the arbitrary selection of the parameters
within a constrained region. Although other optimisation methodologies can be found in the literature,
e.g., gradient descent [29] or genetic [30] algorithms, the Monte Carlo method is numerically simpler
to implement taking into account the complexity of the FOWT non-linear system and cost function
characteristics. Furthermore, the random behaviour of this method prevents from getting stuck in
a locally optimal point while providing a more global optimal solution.

In regards to the conclusions collected in [27], after the implementation of the WR control
loop, the need to improve the tower-base DEL was summarised. Therefore, the optimisation
methodology proposed in this study quantifies the DEL of the FOWT simulation results to improve
the tower-base DELs automatically tuning the APS and WR control loops . All the simulations have
been carried out with FASTv8 [31].

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the manually tuned APS
and WR control loops processes. Section 3 describes the optimisation methodology used for automatically
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improving the manually tuned controllers. Section 4 presents the results obtained with the optimised APS
and WR controllers in comparison to the manually tuned ones and, to the conventional generator
speed Detuned PI controller performance taken from [32] as a reference. Finally, Section 5 summarises
the conclusions achieved during the development of this work as well as recommendations for
future work.

2. Manually Tuned Controllers

The APS and WR feedback control loops have been independently tuned: first, the APS is tuned
to reduce the platform-pitch dynamics due to the coupling between the thrust in the rotor of the wind
turbine and the low hydrodynamic stiffness of the platform while regulating the generator speed;
and second, the WR is tuned to improve the APS control loop performance due to the excessive
platform-pitch loads registered in some working conditions, concretely, in rough sea states. The APS
control loop measures the nacelle-pitch angular velocity, e.g., through an Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU), and the WR measures the blade-flapwise moments, e.g., through strain gauges or optical fibre,
both control loops contributing to the blade-pitch angle regulation as can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Conventional PI, Aerodynamic Platform Stabiliser and Wave Rejection feedback control loops.

The APS and WR feedback control loops have been designed following the procedure of Figure 4.
First, the FOWT model is linearised around certain above rated wind speeds, such as in this study,
every 2 m/s from 13 to 25 m/s. Since the ITI Energy barge model presents very low hydrodynamic
stiffness the linearisation process has been carried out with the alternative linearisation strategy
of trimming the generator torque explained in [33]. Next, the Single Input Single Output (SISO)
transfer functions for the tuning process are selected: for the APS control loop, the transfer function
from the blade-pitch to the nacelle-pitch angular velocity; and for the WR, from the blade-pitch
to the blade-flapwise bending moment. Then, the loop shaping of each control loop is done in
open-loop configuration as explained in [26] for the APS, and in [27] for the WR. The last step includes
the verification of the tuned control loops in a closed-loop configuration from wind to platform-pitch
and to generator speed, as shown in [26] and [27], respectively.

Figure 4. Process carried out for the APS and WR control loops manual tuning.

Once each closed-loop transfer function response shows an acceptable behaviour, the sensitivity
of the system and the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the platform-pitch angle as well as the generator
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speed are analysed. The sensitivity of the system is to be reduced as much as possible while improving
the PSDs results. In this study, the results of the reference Detuned PI controller [32] must be
improved. If the requirements of lowering system sensitivity and improving the PSDs are not fulfilled,
then the feedback control loop process is restarted, taking into the account the aspects that must
be improved.

An additional strategy for switching both feedback control loops has been implemented to
increase the effectiveness of each control loop duty as explained in [27]. The control loop switching
strategy must deal with the on-line adjustment of each control loop weighting factor depending on
the sea state to maximise its effectiveness.

After several retuning iterations, the manually tuned feedback control loops fulfil the FOWT
performance requirements: the platform-pitch dynamics have been improved while regulating
the generator speed, and the quality of the harvested electric energy is better than that of the reference
Detuned PI controller; and, the blade-root-flapwise and -edgewise fatigue loads show a reduction
below the reference in all sea state conditions. However, the tower-base-pitch loads are still above
the reference in some rough sea state conditions. Since there are two feedback control loops with several
parameters to be modified, an optimisation methodology has been implemented to automatically
obtain the control parameters. The objective of this optimisation is to reduce the tower-base-pitch
DELs, while maintaining the blade-root ones below the reference and keeping the performance of
the overall system.

3. Optimisation Methodology

Optimal control deals with the problem of finding a control law to achieve the optimum system
performance for a given criterion. The proposed optimisation methodology optimises the manually
tuned feedback APS and WR controllers analysing the simulation results and automatically finding
the optimal control parameters according to the defined cost function. Concretely, the cost function is
based on the quantification of the DELs of the tower-base-pitch and blade-root results. The automatic
finding of the control parameters is based on the random search strategy, which arbitrarily selects
the control parameters of the APS and WR loops. The random search starts from the manually tuned
parameters and the search range is limited within a set of constrains. The constrains are defined during
the manually tuning process, where one can learn within which values the behaviour of the designed
controller does not work as desired. The controller is improved every time the cost function is
minimised, starting from the initial value obtained with the manually tuned controller results.

The proposed optimisation methodology takes the pole, zero and static gains of the manually
tuned feedback control loops and automatically changes their control parameter values minimising
the predefined cost function. This method will be referred to as Pole and Zero Optimiser (PZO).
The process for the PZO methodology is illustrated by the block diagram of Figure 5. The process
is divided in two main parts: the initialisation, where the initial cost function value is computed
with the manually tuned control parameters; and the iterative loop, where the control parameters
are automatically changed to minimise the cost function. The optimisation process step by step is
explained in detail next.

In the first step of the PZO process, the control parameters of the manually tuned controller are
inserted. The parameters of the APS control loop are: the static gain (KAPS) and the real pole frequency
(Real PoleAPS). The parameters of the WR control loop are: the static gain (KWR), the complex pole
frequency (Complex PoleWR) and damping coefficient (ζWR), and the real zero frequency (Real ZeroWR).
The static gain (Kc) of the control loop switching strategy is also included. In the second step,
the simulations of the FOWT system are run, in this case with FASTv8 [31], for the following working
conditions: wind speeds from 13 to 25 m/s, every 2 m/s; and significant wave heights from 0 to 6 m,
every 1 m. After the simulations, the DEL of each working condition is computed. Then the partial
terms of the cost function are defined: the mean and the maximum values of all the computed DELs
(Equations (1) and (2), respectively). Since the main objective is to reduce the tower-base loads
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while maintaining the blade-root ones below the reference, the partial terms are repeated for all
the measurement of blade-root-flapwise (MyB), -edgewise (MxB), and tower-base-pitch (MyT) bending
moments, given as:

Jmean = [mean(DELMyB), mean(DELMxB), mean(DELMyT )] (1)

Jmax = [max(DELMyB), max(DELMxB), max(DELMyT )] (2)

Figure 5. Process carried out for the manually tuned control parameters optimisation.

In the third step, the initial cost function is computed weighting (W) each partial term, as shown
in Equation (3). The weighting of each partial term has been assigned according to the improvement
interest, which has been heuristically chosen analysing the first PZO trials.

J =
3

∑
i=1

[Wmean(i) × Jmean(i) + Wmax(i) × Jmax(i)] (3)

Once the initial cost function with the manually tuned control parameters is computed,
the iterative loop of the PZO process starts. In this step, the new control parameters are selected
through a random search. In the first optimisation loop the randomly chosen parameters are around
the manually tuned control solution and, for the next loops, the parameters selected by the random
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search are around the last optimised control solution. A random value αi is added to the actual control
parameters Pi (for i = 1 to the number of control parameters) to obtain the new ones Pi

r , as can be
seen in Equation (4). All the parameters are within the set of constraints Λi that is defined with
the knowledge acquired during the manually tuning process. During that process, one can learn
between what range of control values the operation of the controller and FOWT system performance
are acceptable.

Pi
r = Pi + αi, Pi ∧ Pi

r ∈ Λi (4)

In the next steps, simulations are run with FASTv8 [31] for the same working conditions as
during the initialisation part. The DELs and cost function are computed for these new selected
control parameters. If the cost function value obtained with the new control parameters is smaller
than the values of previous iterations then these control parameters as well as the current value
of the cost function are saved. After that, as well as if the cost function has not been minimised,
the process is repeated going back to the previous step where the control parameters are selected
through the random search around the last saved control parameters. Then, the PZO iterative process
continues as explained. The PZO process can be concluded when the cost function is not minimised
after a number of interactions.

4. Result Discussion

The proposed PZO process has been implemented with Matlab code whereas FASTv8
and the feedback control loops have been implemented in Simulink [34]. In the first part of the Matlab
code the manually tuned control parameters and the initial cost function are computed. In the second
part, the iterative optimisation process of the FOWT system simulations and the selection of the randomly
chosen control parameters are carried out. The FOWT simulations are run in Simulink with FASTv8
and the NREL 5-MW wind turbine mounted on the ITI Energy barge model, where the FASTv8’s code
has not been modified at all. The randomly chosen control parameters of the APS and WR control loops
have been obtained with the rand command of Matlab. After simulations, the new cost function value
and the comparison to the previous one are computed in Matlab.

The PZO process has been repeated a number of times, first to adjust the weighting of the cost
function partial terms, and second, to verify the convergence of the optimisation process. The selected
weights for the mean and max (Wmean and Wmax) of the tower-base-pitch, blade-root-flapwise
and -edgewise partial terms are 2, 1.2 and 1, respectively. The weight of each partial term have
been keep constant throughout the optimisation process. The obtained cost function values during
the iterative optimisation process are shown in Figure 6. One can see the stochastic cost function
values obtained during the process due to the completely random input control values. The initial cost
function value obtained with the manually tuned control parameters is minimised until the iteration 31.
In the next iterations, until the optimisation process is interrupted, the cost function value has no longer
been minimised. Considering the reduction of the minimisation rate in the last three minimisations
and the lack of new minimised value in the last 34 iterations, it can be said that the chances for
a new minimisation is unlikely. Otherwise, the minimisation rate will be so small that the impact on
the system performance will be negligible considering the impact of the control parameters obtained
in the last minimised iterations.

Note that since the control parameter values have several decimals, the number of possible
solutions can be huge. However, from the FOWT performance point of view the variation of the least
significant digits of the control parameters does not impact in the behaviour of the controller. Due to
the stochastic nature of PZO process and the huge number of possible solutions, it may be a more
optimal solution, even if the final FOWT operation shows hardly any improvements. Therefore,
it can be said that the proposed PZO methodology is suboptimum. The manually tuned feedback
control loop parameters, the optimised ones and the established constrains for the PZO process are
summarised in Table 1.
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Figure 6. Cost function value results during the iterative optimisation process.

Table 1. Manually tuned and optimised control parameters values after applying the PZO method.

Control Parameter Manually Optimised Constrains

KAPS (–) 7 3.6945 2 – 8
Real PoleAPS (Hz) 0.00278 0.00380 0.001 – 0.007

KWR (–) 7.6×10−7 4.19×10−7 1×10−7 – 1×10−6

Complex PoleWR (Hz) 0.0884 0.120 0.05 – 0.3
ζWR (–) 1.00 0.19 0.1 – 1.0

Real ZeroWR (Hz) 0.0035 0.00731 0.001 – 0.1
Kc (–) 2 1.75 0.5 – 3

All the simulations have been carried out with FASTv8 [31] and the fully non-linear FOWT model,
with all Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) enabled [34]. The stochastic wind fields have been generated with
the Turbsim v1.03.00 module. The most turbulent wind case scenarios have been selected (wind turbine
class—A, according to the IEC61400-1 design standard [35]), to demonstrate the vigorous blade-pitch
regulation with the designed controllers in harsh wind conditions. The irregular sea state conditions
have been generated with the Hydrodyn v2.03 module [36] where the sea state is derived from
the Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP) wave spectrum, as prescribed by IEC61400-3 offshore
standard [37].

Figure 7 contains the DEL results of the simulations carried out at all working conditions with
the control parameters shown in Table 1. The results of the manually and optimised controllers are
shown normalised according to the reference Detuned PI results. One can see how the objective of
reducing the tower-base-pitch DELs has been achieved with the results obtained by using the optimised
controller below the reference Detuned PI controller ones in the most of the FOWT working conditions.
From 17 m/s wind speed to above all the DEL, results are below the reference with the optimised
controller. Some results below this wind speed are above the reference; in contrast, such conditions are
hardly expected to happen according to [32]. This region is also highly influenced by the switching
between the below and above rated wind speed controllers. Therefore, it is believed that these results
can be improved with a smooth controller switching strategy. Furthermore, the second objective of
keeping the blade-root-flapwise and -edgewise DELs below the reference has been achieved as well.
The tower-base-roll DELs have also been reduced, although the reductions are not significant due to
the magnitude difference in comparison to tower-base-pitch loads, which are between 13.6 and 80.5%
smaller depending on the working condition.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Damage Equivalent Load relatives to the baseline Detuned PI results (dashed lines) for
Hs = 0...6 m (decreasing darkness for increasing Hs). (a) Manually tuned APS & WR. (b) Optimised
APS & WR.

The improvements in the DELs results do not negatively affect the overall performance of
the FOWT. The performance of the optimised controller is quite similar to the manually tuned
one as can be seen in calm (a) and rough (b) sea states in Figure 8. This is due to the controller
parameters being slightly modified with respect to those of the manually tuned controller (as shown
in Table 1) to achieve the objectives defined by the cost function in the previous section, but without
altering the essence of the original controller. However, the generated electric power (Pg) quality
has been improved and not only in calm sea states avoiding the gaps when extreme waves occur,
but also in rough sea states where the improvement is much more accused. The generator speed (Ωg)
excursions have been also reduced in both sea state conditions as well as the generator torque (Mg),
which shows smother regulation. This provides more conservative operation reducing the strokes
in the gear-box. The platform-roll (θxP) and -pitch (θyP) oscillations have been reduced successfully,
mainly in rough sea states which is the main contributor to the positive tower-base DEL results shown
in Figure 7. In addition, the blade-pitch (θ) activity shows less excursions than the reference Detuned PI
and the manually tuned controller contributing to a minor deterioration of the blade-pitch actuator.

The Standard Deviation (STD) quantifies the amount of dispersion of the set of variables shown
in the time-domain results of Figure 8. One can see the platform-pitch and -roll STD reductions in
rough sea states with the optimised controller in Figure 9b, not increasing the blade-root-flapwise
and -edgewise ones. The platform-pitch and -roll STD have been reduce up to 10 and 14%, respectively.
The generator speed and generator torque regulation have been slightly worsen with the optimised
controller compared to the results obtained with the manually tuned controller, as it can be seen in
Figure 9b. However, still showing better results than the reference Detuned PI controller. These results
are consistent with those of Figure 8.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. Time-domain simulation results. (a) Vhub = 19 m/s and Hs = 0 m. (b) Vhub = 19 m/s
and Hs = 6 m.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Time-domain simulation Standard Deviations results. (a) Hs = 0 m. (b) Hs = 6 m.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

In this article, a novel optimisation methodology for the manually tuned FOWT feedback
controllers for an above rated wind speed region is presented. This method automatically updates
the manually tuned feedback control loop parameters to improve the system performance minimising
the described cost function. In this study, the previously presented APS [25,26] and WR [27]
control loops for the NREL 5-MW ITI Energy barge FOWT models are used for the optimisation
process. These two control loops present several parameters to be manually optimised, therefore,
a novel optimisation methodology has been presented in this article based on Monte Carlo, showing
the potential to improve the manually tuned controller performance through the objectives of:
(1) reduce the tower-base DELs in all the contemplated working conditions below the reference
from 17 m/s wind speed to above; (2) keep the blade-root DELs below the reference; and (3), preserve
the overall FOWT performance hardly affected in comparison to the reference Detuned PI controller
results. Efforts are currently being carried out at IK4-IKERLAN to further improve this preliminary
optimisation method and analyse different variants with the aim of comparing the results obtained in
this study as well as investigating other optimisation methods, e.g., genetic algorithms, in order to
examine the trade off between code complexity, computational time and performance results.
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Abstract: With decreasing costs of renewable energy harvesting devices, penetration of solar panels
and wind turbines have increased manifold. Under such high levels of penetration, coping with
increased intermittency and unpredictability and maintaining power system resiliency under reduced
inertia conditions has become a critical issue. Pumped storage hydro (PSH) is the most matured
and economic form of storage that can serve the purpose of capacity for over 4 to 8 h. However,
to increase network inertia and add required flexibility to low inertia power systems, significant
paradigm shifting modifications have been engineered to result in the development of Ternary PSH
(TPSH). In this paper a test system to consider governor interaction is constructed. The dynamic
models of conventional PSH (CPSH) and TPSH are constructed and integrated to the test system to
examine the effect of CPSH and TPSH in the hydraulic short circuit (TPSH-HSC). The ability and
the effect of mode change (from pump to turbine) without the loss synchronism of TPSH has also
been examined. Results display the superior capability and effect of TPSH with its HSC capability to
contribute to frequency regulation during pumping mode and the effect of rapid mode change, as
compared to its primitive alternative, CPSH.

Keywords: energy storage; pumped storage hydro; ternary pumped storage hydro; dynamic
simulation; dynamic modeling; inertia; renewable energy; power system

1. Introduction

1.1. Problem Statement

With the introduction of large-scale renewable energy sources (RES), power system inertia is
dropping [1]. The key underlying reason behind this is the fact that the inclusion of renewables in
the schedule removes steam-driven synchronous generators out of the schedule. The removal of
synchronous generators from the schedule simultaneously removes the services that are being provided
to the grid by the thermal generators. These services include the inertia response and reserve, primary
control and reserve, and secondary control and reserve. To exacerbate the situation, many thermal
power plants that are now aging, are being decommissioned. From press releases, these aging thermals
are planned to be replaced mostly by combined cycle gas turbine plants [2] but some are planned and
being converted into solar farms [3–5]. Apart from aging, the other cause of retirement is the cost of
operation. Especially in regions with high renewable penetration the cost of operating an outdated
coal-based or gas-based plant can be comparatively high. Among other reasons for early retirement is
that the plant has become unreliable or it does not meet the emissions standard of the region [6].

In such a low inertia system, a significant frequency deviation (that can be caused by the loss
of a generator) may cause highly configured inverters to provide virtual support through virtual
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synchronous generation, but most others (especially small roof-top photovoltaic (PV) units) are
programmed to disconnect from the grid and cause further deviation in frequency [7]. It is obvious that
gas turbine based peaking plants can be deployed but, adding gas turbines diminishes the purpose of
renewable energy completely as they are a key source of greenhouse gases and NOx and SOx pollutants.

Energy storage is a critical component of future power systems. If managed efficiently, energy
storage can provide several beneficial services like cost savings through avoided capacity investments,
curtailment mitigation and increased and firmed renewable penetration, ancillary and capacity reserves,
black start capabilities, load shifting, transmission support, and congestion relief among a few others [8].
As such, modern large-scale green initiatives and investments are inclined more towards solar + storage
or wind + storage rather than having the RES only [9]. A study conducted in [10] states that the size of
required storage increases almost linearly as renewable energy penetration increases. However, there
is an optimal size of energy storage beyond which penetration levels off. This was observed in two
different systems examined and the authors arrived at the conclusion that it was 70% to 20% of the
daily average demand.

Pumped storage is by far the most matured form of grid scale energy storage with discharge
durations ranging from 1 to 6 h. PSH can provide synchronous inertia and primary and secondary
frequency regulation services. Pumped storage hydro (PSH) relies on gravity as the driving force.
When the price of electricity is less than a carefully selected optimum value, the plant pumps water to
an elevated reservoir. When there is a shortage of power on the grid, it unleashes the water stored in
the reservoir down to the turbines to produce energy and delivers it to the grid. This describes the
basic operation of the PSH plants that has been prevalent for the past several decades. However, this
basic use of price differentials or arbitrage is no more than enough to meet today’s power system’s
needs. The need for power system resiliency and flexibility has caused power system operators to look
for storage devices that can be deployed for long duration and serve system regulatory needs.

Around the world, there is 170 GW of installed PSH plants [11] that includes 3211 MW as ternary
PSH (TPSH) and 9545 MW as adjustable speed PSH (ASPSH) but the 157 GW is still conventional PSH
(CPSH). The main drawbacks of CPSH include the pump mode inflexibility (which is because of the
use of a synchronous machine) apart from which the slow mode changing time and low part-load
generation efficiencies are important short-comings of CPSH.

To overcome these drawbacks, PSH technology has seen a paradigm shift during the past 10 years
with technological advancements in the fields of electromechanical design and construction and power
electronics. Two such remarkable modifications are the TPSH and the ASPSH. Given a majority of PSH
plants are at the end of life or above their half-life [12], many existing PSH plants are considering the
upgrade during renovations and new PSH plants are looking forward to these modified units.

Moreover, markets around the world are creating opportunities for energy storage to participate
in capacity and regulation markets. Realizing the benefits and obstacles of widescale use of energy
storage, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) order-841 issued on 15 February 2018 in USA
directs regional operators and independent system operators (ISOs) e.g., California ISO, New York
ISO, Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection (PJM), etc. to remove barriers and lay down
legal foundations for the participation of energy storage in the concerned region’s wholesale markets,
i.e., the capacity market, energy market, and ancillary service markets [13]. On the face of increased
penetration from renewable energy, regional markets have realized the potential of energy storage and
have responded to FERC order-841 through their compliance plans [14]. Most of these ISOs are now in
the process of developing participation models for energy storage systems while trying to comply with
the directives of FERC order-841. As of now, except CAISO, most other ISOs are either partially or
completely non-compliant with FERC order-841. Most of these regional operators need to figure out a
market structure or model in which the energy storage devices can participate [15].
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1.2. A General Classification of PSH

Pumped storage facilities can be classified as a closed or open circuit. Open-circuit PSH refers to
those plants that have their lower reservoir connected to a river or a sea. Closed-circuit PSH refers
to those plants that have no other source of water except that which is already stored in the upper
and lower reservoirs. Pumped storage facilities can be further classified into sub-surface and surface
reservoir types. While the surface reservoir is the most common type of PSH, the sub-surface reservoir
type, one or more reservoirs, and the powerhouse will be underground. This concept allows the usage
of abandoned mines, wells, shelters, and shafts to be utilized as a reservoir [16].

1.3. Other Notable Modifications of PSH

Although PSH is a solution to the ever-fluctuating renewable energy resources, many regions in
the world do not have the geographic ability required to build a PSH. To overcome this problem, the
following solutions have been devised:

1. STENSEA (stored energy in the sea) where a concrete tank, equipped with a
pump-turbine-generator system, is placed at the bottom of the ocean bed. This structure
generates electricity when filled and uses electricity to pump water out of the system [17].
The concept is now at a technology readiness level between 5 and 6. It has been successfully
tested in a lab, which was followed by a similar environment testing in a lake.

2. Wind turbines with water storage are a recent invention and are the only source where the two
forms of energy are physically integrated. Here wind turbines pump water up their tower and
into tall tanks beside them when excess energy is available. When energy is required these tanks
are emptied through a pump-turbine to generate electricity [18]. The pilot project is already
completed for this concept. Four such turbines are in operation in Germany’s Swabian–Franconian
forest with turbines supplied by General Electric (GE) renewable energy.

3. Gravity power modules implement the principle of a hydraulic jack and gravity to generate
electricity. A very heavy mass slides down a hole in the ground pushing water below the mass
into the pump-turbine (through a narrow hole) to generate electricity. The same pump turbine is
used to pump the mass up to its initial level to store excess energy. [19].

This work contributes to the construction of dynamic models of a governor-turbine system for
TPSH and examines the benefits of TPSH over CPSH. The dynamic model is constructed to display the
generating, pumping, and hydraulic short circuit mode. The authors have considered an IEEE 9 bus
test system and evaluated the effect of significant PV penetration by simulating an increase in the load
event. Simultaneously, the authors have examined the benefit of TPSH over CPSH in enhancing system
resiliency in terms of system frequency profile. This paper is divided into five sections. Section 2
describes ASPSH and TPSH and details the modes of operation of the TPSH. Section 2 also details some
differences between ASPSH and TPSH. Section 3 presents the dynamic modeling of TPSH. Section 4
presents the test system for the study along with certain simulation details and Section 5 presents the
results of the study followed by a brief description of the test case and results.

2. Advanced Pumped Storage Hydro Plants

2.1. Adjustable Speed PSH plants (ASPSH)

There are two variants of adjustable speed PSH (ASPSH) as displayed in Figure 1.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. Adjustable speed pumped storage hydro: (a) Employing doubly fed induction machine
(DFIM) with a rotor side converter; and (b) employing synchronous machine. GSC—Grid side converter,
SSC—Stator side converter, RSC—rotor side converter.

Type-1: Here, the plant uses a doubly fed induction machine (DFIM) with a reversible
pump-turbine, instead of the conventional fixed-speed synchronous machine coupled with a reversible
pump-turbine [20]. This version is inspired from type-3 wind turbines. The back-to-back converter has
two separate parts namely, the grid-side converter (GSC) and the rotor-side converter (RSC). The RSC
controls the torque (real power) and the reactive power exchanged with the grid through the stator.
The GSC regulates the DC-link voltage and attempts to keep it constant. By utilizing this configuration,
the speed of the machine can be controlled, which will in turn control the power consumed during the
motoring phase or generating phase.

Type-2: Here, a fully fed converter is coupled with a synchronous machine, which is coupled with
a reversible pump-turbine. This is inspired from the type-4 wind turbines. This plant implements a
synchronous machine with the stator connected to the grid via a back-to-back voltage source converter
and the required filter. The rotor is extended to provide excitation. The stator-connected converter
helps to control the speed and hence the power transfer to or from the machine. The excitation is usually
a controller to maintain a fixed stator voltage. Here, the size of the converter required is equal to that
of the machine and hence the floor space requirements are more than that of type-1, which translates
into increased capital investment cost. Like type-1, generation and pumping speeds can be varied
by the converter system. This configuration allows the operator to bypass the converter generation
operation while including it during the pumping operation, which adds to network regulation.

2.2. Ternary Speed PSH Plants (Synchronous Speed)

A TPSH consists of a turbine, pump, and a synchronous machine on the same shaft. The turbine
can be a Francis turbine or a Pelton wheel depending upon the available head. The pump is usually a
single or multi-stage centrifugal pump. The three systems are separated by two clutches on each side
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of the salient-pole synchronous machine. The turbine and the pump share the same penstock, which
also implies that the TPSH system can operate only in the pumping mode or the generating mode at
any instant of time.

2.2.1. Generator Mode of TPSH

Figure 2a illustrates the generator mode. During the generation mode, the TPSH plant operates
like a conventional hydro plant, where the pump-side clutch c2 separates (status 0) the pump from the
shaft while c1 connects the turbine to the shaft (status 1). A governor is used to regulate the speed and
power of the generator. The turbine valve (Vt) remains open and the pump valve (Vp) remains closed.

2.2.2. Pump Mode

Figure 2b displays the pump mode operation. During the pumping mode, the turbine remains
disconnected from the shaft using clutch c1 (status 0) and the pump is connected to the shaft via c2
(status 1). The turbine valve Vt remains closed for pure pumping mode.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. Modes of operation of ternary pumped storage hydro (TPSH) with the status of valves
and clutches: (a) Generator mode; (b) pure pump mode; and (c) hydraulic short circuit mode (HSC).
Clutches c1 and c2 are either in open mode (status 0) or closed mode (status 1). The turbine valve Vt
and pump valve Vp are either in the open mode (status green) or in the closed mode (status red).

2.2.3. Hydraulic Short-Circuit Mode

Figure 2a displays the hydraulic short-circuit mode (HSC) mode. During the HSC mode, a part of
(or all) the water pumped by the pump is transferred to the turbine by opening Vt while Vp remains
open. Both the clutches c1 and c2 also connect the turbine and pump to the shaft. This in turn causes
the turbine to produce torque that is supplied to the shaft. This mechanical torque from the turbine will
reduce the current drawn from the grid while still rotating at the synchronous speed. The remaining
part of the water is pumped up to the upper reservoir.

The hydraulic short circuit mode takes advantage of the fact that the head generated by the
pump is either equal or greater than that of the upper reservoir at any instant of its operation as
long as the pump rotates at synchronous speed. The turbine being connected right next to the pump
experiences the pump generated head, which is in fact the rated head of the turbine, which enables it
to generate power.

In Figure 2a 100 MW of electrical power is consumed from the grid. Since the pump rotates at
synchronous speed it generates rated head and part of the discharge at rated head (worth 100 MW)
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is supplied to the turbine, which generates equivalent mechanical power. Hence the net work done,
which is found through the amount of water raised to the upper reservoir is only 100 MW while 100
MW is supplied to the shaft.

The use of HSC allows the plant to follow power commands from the automatic generation
control (AGC) and provide a secondary frequency. It also allows the plant to respond to network
frequency disturbances and provide primary frequency control. Table 1 highlights the pros and cons of
the advanced pumped storage units in comparison to CPSH.

Table 1. Comparison of adjustable speed PSH (ASPSH) and TPSH with respect to conventional
PSH (CPSH).

Attribute ASPSH TPSH

Converter requirement

Type 1 requires converters rated
10% of the machine,
Type 2 requires fully

rated converters

Does not require converters for
grid interfacing.

Efficiency

Peak efficiency will be reduced
compared to the CPSH. Part-load
efficiencies can be improved with

speed variation.

Peak efficiency same as that of CPSH.
Part-load efficiencies are better than CPSH as

TPSH uses a pure turbine instead of
pump-turbine.

Mode-change time
Time required to change from the
pumping to generating mode is in

the order of a few minutes.

Time required to change from the pumping to
generating mode is significantly reduced.

Seamless mode change can be performed as
shaft rotated in a single direction.

Shaft inertia Same as CPSH.

The shaft consists of the electrical machine
and the separate pump and a separate turbine.
Thus, in the hydraulic short circuit mode the

shaft has comparatively more inertia.

Design optimization

The pump-turbine is optimized as
a pump and then as a turbine.

Thus, during off-design operating
conditions as a turbine, the

efficiency decreases drastically.

The pump and the turbine can be separately
optimized. This leads to higher

cycle efficiency.

Frequency regulation
Possible but only with

auxiliary control. Fully capable.

Natural inertia and synchronous
frequency response

The converter’s natural tendency
is to act against grid frequency.

The direction of change of speed
and change of torque (and hence

the current) are opposite.

Its natural tendency is to support the grid
frequency, which allows the machine to slow
down and release energy into the network.

Range of flexibility

Limited range of flexibility is
available. Range is limited by

cavitation limits and
converter size.

Higher range of flexibility due to the use of a
separately optimized turbine and pump.

Smooth start capability for
pumping mode.

Possible but only with
auxiliary control.

Fully capable as the pump can be started with
the turbine.

Possibility of failure
Increases as the number of

components increases.
Low because the number of components is

comparatively lower.

3. Dynamic Modeling of TPSH

To realize the above-mentioned functionalities of the TPSH plant, the following model has been
adapted from [21] and [22]. Compared to [22], [21] gives a better idea of pump performance but
provides a model that simulates the turbine and pump modes separately. While [22] does unite the
pump and turbine models, however, there are certain model corrections that need to be noticed. First,
there is no need for a power distribution coefficient as the pump does not participate in reference
tracking. Secondly, the integration of Δh to generate the discharge should be negative to realize the
effect of the pump. Finally, the pump and turbine mechanical powers are added together, which should
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be a subtraction operation instead. Apart from that, the fact that the system has variable inertia has
not been stated or accommodated by the model in [21] or [22]. This work is not focused on correcting
these flaws but tries to incorporate the required corrections to regenerate the dynamics of the plant.

Figure 3 displays the schematic of the governor turbine system. The penstock dynamics for the
pump and the turbine and their interaction can be modeled by [23]:

dqt

dt
=

Ht − h− hl
Tw

, (1a)

dqp

dt
=
−[Hp − h− hl]

Tw
, (1b)

where Ht, Hp, h, and hl define the available head for the turbine, generated head by the pump, head at
turbine entrance qbase, and head loss due to friction as hl = fpQ2, and Tw is the water starting time
constants to accommodate the interaction between the turbine and pump or vice versa.

Equations (1a) and (1b) relates head and discharge without accommodating any interactions and
can be generalized as:

dq
dt

=
Δh
Tw

, (2)

where, the water starting time constant is given as:

Tw =
Lqbase

Aghbase
. (3)

Here, L, qbase, A, g, and hbase define the length of the penstock, base flow (= 1), cross section of the
penstock, the gravitational constant and the base head (= 1).

The above model can also be represented in matrix form as:

[
Twtt Twtp

Twpt Twpp

]⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dqt
dt

dqp
dt

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
[

Δht

Δhp

]
. (4)

Here Twtt, Twtp, Twpp, and Twpt are the water starting time constants to accommodate the
interaction between the turbine and pump or vice versa.

Equation (5) represents the interactions between the turbine and pump. To accommodate multiple
units, this can be expanded in a similar manner [21]. The non-linear relation between gate, head and
discharge is given by:

qt = G
√

h, (5)

where G is the turbine or pump gate.
The turbine is equipped with a PIDGOV type governor turbine model that controls the main inlet

valves of the turbine and that of the pump. The non-linearity between the gate and power required
has been ignored. The characteristics of the turbine and pump are simulated by:

Pm = Ath((q− qnl)) −DGΔω, (6)

where Δω, and qnl define the speed deviation from synchronous speed and the no load discharge
required to maintain 0 power output while meeting all losses and yet maintain synchronism; D and At

define the damping and power coefficients of the turbine to account for turbine characteristics; and Pt

and Pp define the power output of the turbine and pump.
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Figure 3. Dynamic model of TPSH with a PID governor for the turbine.

This model accounts for the no-load losses of water and the frictional losses. The model uses the
coefficient At to relate discharge to the mechanical power output,

At =
TurbineMW rating

(GeneratorMVA rating)hr(q− qnl)
. (7)

Equations (5)–(7) can be repeated for the pump in a similar way. The net power from the system
is the sum of the pump power and turbine power, which is also the shaft power that is given to the
electrical machine,

Psha f t = Pt + Pp. (8)

While the turbine accepts continuous gate commands, the pump accepts open and close commands.
This governor turbine system is then connected to a salient pole machine model. The pump and
turbine heads are modeled, respectively, by:

Hp = [H0 + H1(q) + H2(q)
2](1 + Δω)2, (9)
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Ht = 1(Hp < 1) + Hp(Hp > 1). (10)

Equation (9) can be obtained by identifying the characteristics of the pump given by the
manufacturer. Equation (10) states the possibility of head at turbine entrance being greater than 1 due
to system frequency fluctuations and pump speed variations. However, since the pump acts against a
rated head produced by the upper reservoir, the head at the turbine entrance cannot be less than 1.

4. The Test System, Simulation, and Solver

Figure 4 demonstrates the test system used to compare the dynamic behavior of TPSH and CPSH
plants. The IEEE 9-bus system was modeled with governors to represent system dynamics. The system
consists of three thermal plants equipped with IEEE-T1 governor systems with similar parameters
but varying capacities [24]. The exciter system and voltage dynamics were assumed to be unaffected.
The system parameters can be found in Appendix A.

To realize the effect of the loss of inertia, the thermal plant at bus 1 rated 500 MW was replaced by a
PV plant of equal capacity and a CPSH plant of 500 MW was placed at bus 7 to form the baseline cases.
For the purpose of comparison, the CPSH was replaced by a TPSH of 500 MW with the governor and
turbine structure as indicated in Figure 3. CPSH was simulated using the governor turbine structure
as indicated in Figure 3 with the turbine set-point as 0 and the clutch c1 disengaged. Simulating the
CPSH the water starting time matrix was also modified to represent a single value Twpp.

MATLAB code has been used to reconstruct the differential equations relevant to each block.
The equations are then initialized and simulated. To simulate the system, a runge-kutta 4 solver was
implemented. The use of this solver helps simulate all differential equations and accommodate the
time varying inertia of the shaft, which would not be convenient in Simulink.

 
Figure 4. IEEE 9-bus test system indicating PV and PSH plants.

5. Results and Discussion

The test cases analyzed here focused mainly on the pump mode operation of the plant. In the
generating mode the TPSH and the CPSH were basically the same as they both had governor control of
the turbine. The difference, however, was that the TPSH employs a turbine rather than a pump-turbine,
which enables it to operate over a wider range of power output.

5.1. TPSH-HSC Reference Tracking

Reference tracking was examined to understand the regulatory capability of TPSH in the pump
mode using HSC and observe the expected non-linear characteristics of the hydro plant. Power
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references were provided to the plant and the plant tracks the references. The tracking performance
of the plant in the pump mode has been displayed in Figure 5. At t = 40 s a step of 0.5 was applied,
followed by a step of 0.9 at t = 100 s, and 0.75 at t = 175 s.

Figure 5. Reference tracking performance during the HSC mode. Negative power indicates
pumping mode.

The reverse response behavior of the turbine was visible at t = 100 s and at t = 175 s. The extent or
degree of reverse response (non-linearity) increased as the loading level increased, which was mainly
because of the change in effective water time constant. More details about such behavior can be found
in [25].

5.2. Baseline Analysis of Test System in Pump Mode of CPSH

This baseline analysis answers the question as to what happens when large capacity PV farms
were added to the system in the presence of a CPSH operating as a pump. The addition of the PV
farm caused the retirement of a similar capacity thermal plant or exclusion of the thermal plant from
scheduling. However, this resulted in the loss of inertia and to make matters worse, removed the
primary and secondary frequency response services that were provided by the thermal plant. This
situation was simulated by removing the 500 MW thermal governor and plant from the system and
adding a 500 MW PV farm into the system whose dispatch was adjusted to match that of the thermal
plant that it replaced. The system inertia was reduced by 3 s. The steady-state dispatch value was
obtained through simulation without the PV farm. The size of the test system did not allow the
simulation of a plant trip so load change from 33% to 66% was simulated to the system at 50 s, which
caused the system frequency to drop significantly as to initiate governor action.

Before the addition of RES the frequency nadir was 59.72 Hz. Figure 6a reveals that when
the system inertia was reduced and primary frequency services previously provided by plant 3
(Appendix A) existed no more, the frequency nadir now decreased to 59.68 Hz. The usual frequency
limit set by FERC was ±0.5 Hz hence the system was not in critical condition as to trigger load
shedding or the tripping of PV inverters but the possibility of such events was valid in the face of
further reduction of inertia with further addition of RES. Figure 6b illustrates that under the given test
conditions, the thermal plants experience more governor action. This will result in higher wear and
tear or thermal governor. Hence, there is an ardent need for flexibility of network resources, which
helps increase network resiliency to cope with such events.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Baseline analysis of the test system in pump mode of CPSH.

5.3. Comparison of Pump Mode Response from CPSH, TPSH in HSC, and Mode Change Capability of TPSH
without PV

This case described the benefits of the ability of the TPSH system to change its mode rapidly from
pumping mode to generation mode in case of severe disturbances. A comparison of the governor
response of CPSH and TPSH and the unique capability of the TPSH to change its mode rapidly was
studied here. This case did not consider PV.

System frequency dropped rapidly as the load was applied at t = 50 s. The effect of the governor
action of the thermal and hydro generators on system frequency was visible in Figure 7a. Thermal
governors respond with instantaneous droop-based control through their IEEE-T1 governor system.
The PIDGOV-based hydro action was visible when the TPSH-HSC was observed after t = 60 s, where
the system frequency climbed up to be higher than that with CPSH. The HSC mode helped the plant to
respond to the AGC systems command and to the change in system frequency.

The TPSH-MC describes the effect of a mode change (MC). The plant trip detection is done
with wide area monitoring systems and the command is sent to the TPSH plant. After receiving the
command, the plant engages the turbine and HSC to change the mode. The algorithm then inspects if
the turbine has saturated. If the turbine saturates at its maximum, the pump outlet gate is closed, and
it is mechanically disconnected from the shaft with the help of a clutch.

The figures display the regulatory capability of the TPSH and its ability to change its mode.
Figure 7b shows the TPSH unit could move from −500 MW to 500 MW, thereby adding 1000 MW of
regulatory capability to the existing network. Figure 7c shows the response of the turbine. The turbine
equipped with the PID governor ramped up to a rated capacity of 500MW. Figure 7d shows that after
the turbine saturated (in Figure 7c) at its rated output, the pump gate closed. As a result, pump power
decreased to its minimum, after which the pump was disconnected from the shaft.
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 7. Comparison of CPSH, TPSH in HSC-mode (TPSH-HSC), and TPSH with HSC and mode
change capability (TPSH-MC): (a) System frequency response; (b) net power production or consumption;
(c) turbine power; and (d) pump power without PV.

5.4. Comparison of the Pump Mode Response from CPSH, TPSH in HSC-mode, and Mode Change Capability of
TPSH in the Presence of PV

This case illustrates the contribution of TPSH over CPSH in a low inertia power system. Here,
bus 1 was replaced with an equal capacity PV plant, which removed 3 s of inertia and the primary
frequency services provided by the thermal plant.

With the HSC mode and the MC capability the frequency nadir was 59.75 Hz as compared to
the 59.68 Hz of the case with CPSH. Until t = 90 s, the effect of the PIDGOV hydraulic governor was
evident in the frequency response after which the turbine governor saturated, and the pump gates
were closed. Frequency oscillations were evidently reduced by the HSC mode and the MC capability
added to the regulation as stated before and aided in system frequency recovery as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Comparison of CPSH, TPSH in HSC mode (TPSH-HSC), and TPSH with HSC and mode
change capability (TPSH-MC) with PV.

6. Conclusions

The reduction in system synchronous inertia is a rising issue among power system engineers.
In case of a disturbance in power balance, the low inertia power system can experience cascaded
failures. To host more renewable energy and retain the resiliency of the system, pumped storage is a
great alternative to electrochemical storage.

To understand the benefits of ternary pumped storage in a reduced inertia scenario, a dynamic
model of ternary pumped storage plant was constructed and compared with that of a conventional
pumped storage plant by integrating them to an IEEE 9-bus test-system simulated in MATLAB. Certain
short-comings of similar works were accommodated. An increase in the load event was simulated
to create a disturbance. Baseline analysis with and without PV indicated the fall in frequency nadir
as the system inertia reduced when the disturbance was triggered. Results show that the hydraulic
short circuit allowed the ternary pumped storage plant to track power references and hence provided
regulation for the power system even in the pump mode. This capability to provide pump mode
frequency regulation will be extremely helpful for modern power systems as PSH will also provide
inertia to the system compared to electrochemical alternatives. Lastly, the HSC allows the TPSH plant
to rapidly travel from the pumping mode to the generating mode, which provides twice the regulation
capability in the case of severe outages in low inertia power systems.
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Appendix A

The following Table A1 describes the parameters of the hydraulic governor system for the TPSH.
Identical parameters have been used for the CPSH system.
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Table A1. Parameters for the hydraulic governor turbine system.

Hydro Penstock, Turbine, and Pump Parameters Value (unit)

Turbine damping (D) 0.5 pu/pu
Water starting time for turbine (Twtt) 2.13 s
Water starting time for pump (Twtp) 2.13 s

Water starting time for turbine-pump (Twpp) 0.13 s
Water starting time for pump-turbine (Twpt) 0.13 s

Pump head discharge coefficients (H0, H1, H2) 700, −0.2, −0.001
Turbine and pump no-load losses (qnl) 4.3 m3/s

Turbine and pump rating (Prate) 500 MW
Generator rating 500 MVA

Inertia for pump and turbine 3 s, 3 s

Hydro Governor Parameters Value (unit)

Servo motor gain (Kg) 0.98
Servo motor Time constant (Tp) 0.2 s

Permanent droop (R) 0.05 pu
Electrical power filter time constant (Te) 5 s

Frequency filter time constant (Tf) 5 s
PID gains (Kp, Ki, Kd) 0.875, 0.00025, 0

Maximum opening (Vop) and closing rate (Vol) 0.1 pu/s and −0.1 pu/s
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Abstract: The article is devoted to the problem of reducing fuel consumption in a diesel generator set
(DGS) as a part of a wind-diesel power plant (WDPP). The object of the research is a variable speed
DGS. The goal is to develop the WDPP intelligent control system, providing an optimal shaft speed
of an internal combustion engine (ICE). The basis of the intelligent control system is an economy
mode setting device (EMSD), which controls the fuel supply to the ICE. The functional chart of EMSD
has been presented. The main EMSD blocks contain a controller and an associative memory block.
The associative memory block is a software model of an artificial neural network that determines
the optimal shaft speed of the ICE. An algorithm for the WDPP intelligent control system has been
developed and tested using the WDPP Simulink model. The EMSD prototype has been created, and
its research has been conducted. Dependences of the change in specific and absolute fuel consumption
on the load power have been obtained for two 4 kW DGS: with constant rotation speed and variable
rotation speed DGS with EMSD. It has been established that the use of EMSD in the mode of low
loads allow one to reduce fuel consumption by almost 30%. The error in determining the optimal
engine speed using EMSD prototype is not more than 15%.

Keywords: wind-diesel power plant; intelligent control system; diesel-generator set; internal
combustion engine; artificial neural network; fuel economy

1. Introduction

Wind-diesel power plants (WDPP) are widely used for power autonomous consumers all round
the world [1]. The main components of the WDPP are a wind turbine and a diesel generator set
(DGS). DGS provides guaranteed power supply to consumers, and the wind turbine can reduce fuel
consumption and harmful emissions into the environment [2]. However, commercially available
WDPP have certain disadvantages like an excessive diesel fuel consumption during DGS operation,
low efficiency, an incomplete use of a wind turbine at low wind speeds [3].

The studies aimed at solving these problems can be divided into two main groups:

• Optimization of the WDPP structure
• Controlling WDPP operating modes and ensuring its stability

The first group includes studies devoted to determining an optimal quantity and capacity of
the power units in the system of the WDPP. The article [4] proposes a specific methodology for
substantiating the parameters, placing and evaluating the WDPP effectiveness based on a multi-level
system assessment of the resource potential and climate information. The article [5] considers
the influence of the share of the wind turbine generator capacity in the installed capacity in the WDPP and
the composition of consumers on the amount of replacement of the DGS energy output. The article [6]
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presents an optimal day-ahead scheduling of the WDPP and considers the role of battery storage system
in frequency response. The optimal sizing of the PV/Wind/Diesel/Battery storage stand-alone hybrid
system has been presented in the article [7] to minimize the cost of energy supplied by the system while
increasing the reliability and efficiency of the system presented by the loss of power supply probability.
The article [8] proposes a two-stage stochastic optimization framework to determine an optimal size
of energy storage devices in a WDPP. The article [9] introduces an optimization method that takes
economic and technical indexes into account. The method optimizes the capacity of the battery and
DGS under the premise of satisfying the technical indexes, and it also increases the capacity of the wind
turbine and photovoltaic array by considering the economic index.

The second group includes studies on improving the WDPP efficiency. The articles [10,11]
proposed an additional adaptive voltage compensation controller for static var compensator by using
a double sliding-mode optimal strategy to maintain the system bus voltage stability. In the article [12],
a composite control strategy has been investigated for a photovoltaic, wind turbine, and DGS-based
off-grid power generation system to achieve high performance while supplying unbalanced nonlinear
loads. The article [13] introduces a frequency regulation scheme to share the active power, not supplied
by the wind power, among DGS with the aim of reducing the total fuel consumption of the DGS.
The article [14] presents a wind energy conversion system with a diesel generator. The proposed
system regulates the loading of diesel generator to achieve low-specific fuel consumption.

The use of DGS with the variable shaft speed as a part of the WDPP is the most effective solution [15].
As a rule, a change in the shaft speed depending on the load power is stepwise. This allows one to
reduce specific fuel consumption by up to 20%. However, fuel economy can be increased by a smooth
regulation of the speed based on the multi-parameter characteristic of the internal combustion engine
(ICE) as a part of the DGS.

The multi-parameter characteristic is individual for each ICE; it has a nonlinear character and
shows the dependence of specific fuel consumption on the shaft speed and pressure on the ICE
piston. The multi-parameter characteristic varies depending on the external and internal ICE operating
conditions. External working conditions for ICE are temperature, pressure, and humidity of ambient air,
etc. Internal conditions are the brand and quality of fuel and the wear of ICE internal parts, etc. WDPP
manufacturers do not provide information on such characteristics, as a rule. It is impossible to calculate
a multi-parameter characteristic; it can only be obtained experimentally. There are no developments
allowing an optimal selection of the ICE speed in the absence of a multi-parameter characteristic.

The aim of the research is the development of an intelligent control system for WDPP, which
provides effective operating modes under changing external and internal working conditions.

The economy mode setting device (EMSD) has been proposed to be used as the basis of
the intelligent control system. EMSD automatically calculates the value of the optimal speed of
the ICE for the current value of the load power under changing external and internal conditions.

Section 2 describes EMSD. Section 3 presents an algorithm of the intelligent control system.
Section 4 is devoted to simulation. Section 5 describes the EMSD prototype. Section 6 is devoted to
the experimental research and discussion.

2. Economy Mode Setting Device (EMCD)

A functional chart of EMSD is presented in Figure 1.
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Pw ω ge 

Figure 1. Functional chart of economy mode setting device (EMSD): (1) learning controller,
(2) management controller, (3) associative memory block, (4) data memory block, (5) information bus,
(Pω) DGS power, (ge) ICE fuel consumption, and (ω) ICE shaft speed.

EMSD is an adaptive controller that uses the principle of artificial neural networks. EMSD consists
of four main elements: a management controller, a learning controller, an associative memory block,
and nonvolatile memory. A common information bus, providing bi-directional exchange of information
and expansion of the system in the case of controlling multiple ICEs, combines the elements.

EMSD optimizes the speed of the engine shaft by controlling the ICE fuel supply depending on
the internal and external working conditions. The control signal is generated using the associative
memory block, which is a software model of an artificial neural network. The optimal ICE shaft
rotation speed is determined in real time. The principle of EMSD operation is as follows.

The sensors record the following parameters: DGS power (P), ICE fuel consumption (ge), and ICE
shaft speed (ω). These parameters are transferred to the learning controller, where they are compared
with similar parameters available in the data memory block.

If the parameters of the current mode match to the parameters of one of the modes stored in
the data memory block, the learning controller reads information about the position of the fuel pump
rail (value h) and transmits it to the management controller. The management controller forms a control
signal in the ICE fuel supply system. As a result, the fuel pump rail moves in the right direction by
the required number of steps.

If the input data of the learning controller does not match to any mode stored in the data memory
block, then the learning controller performs several learning cycles of the memory block. After training,
a new optimal position of the fuel pump rail is formed, which is transmitted to the management
controller. Additionally, parameters of a new mode are formed from the input (P, ge, and ω) and
output (h) parameters, which are stored in the data memory block.

A block scheme of the neural network of the EMSD associative memory block is presented in
Figure 2.

The neural network of the associative memory block consists of three layers: input, hidden, and
output. The input layer distributes the input data. The hidden layer consists of two neurons whose
activation function is hyperbolic tangent. The signals of the neurons of the hidden layer are displayed
linearly in the output layer. The output layer sums up the signals of the hidden layer and normalizes
them. Neural network learning is implemented according to the algorithm of back error propagation,
and it is realized by the learning controller.
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Figure 2. The block scheme of the associative memory block: (Pload) load power vector, (Knorm)
normalization coefficient required to bring the load power value to the unit basis of the neural network,
(xij) input i of the neuron (j) of the layer n, (Wij) weight ratio of the corresponding neuron input, (Bi)
weight of additional input for the i-th neuron initialization, (Yij) output i of the neuron (j-1) of the layer
n, (Sij) calculated function on the j-th layer of neurons, and (ωopt) optimal value of the rotation speed
at the output of the learning controller.

At the beginning of learning process, the load power vector Pload is applied to the inputs of
the first layer of the network. At the outputs of the first layer, the following values are calculated:

xi1 = Pload·Knorm; (1)

xi2 = th(xi1·Wi1 + Bi); (2)

s(n)j =
M∑

i=0

y(n−1)
i ·W(n)

i j ; (3)

y(n)j = th
(
s(n)j

)
, ωq ≡ Pq, (4)

where

xn
ij is the input i of the neuron (j) of the layer n;

W(n)
i j is the weight ratio of the corresponding neuron input;

Knorm is the normalization coefficient required to bring the load power value to the unit basis of
the neural network;
Bi is the weight of additional input for the i-th neuron initialization;
M is the number of neurons in the layer n;
yn

i( j−1)
is the output i of the neuron (j − 1) of the layer n;

Pq is the component q of the input vector P; and
ωq is the component q of the output speed array ω.

For the output layer and the hidden layer n, the error value (δ) and the weight change (ΔWij) are
calculated:

δ
(n)
j =

(
y(n)j − dj

)∂yj

∂sj
; (5)

ΔW(n)
i j = −β · δ(n)j y(n−1)

i , (6)

where dj is an ideal (desired) state of the neuron and β is the learning coefficient.
Next, the values of the network link weights are corrected:

W(n)
i j (t) = W(n−1)

i j (t− 1) + ΔW(n)
i j (t), (7)
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where t is the number of the learning era of the associative memory block.
The value of the optimal rotation speed (ωopt) is determined in the output:

ωopt =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
n∑

i=1

Wi2xi2 + Bi

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ · 1/Knorm, (8)

where xi1 and xi2 are the inputs of the i-th neurons of layers 1 and 2 of the neural network, respectively,
and Knorm is the normalization coefficient needed to reduce the load power value P to the unit basis of
the neural network.

The calculation continues until the network operation error (Eω) becomes less than permissible.
Network operation error is determined by:

Eω =
1
2

p∑
t=1

(
ωt −ωopt

)2
, (9)

where

ωt is an actual value of the rotation speed at the output of the neural network at the era t;
ωopt is an optimal value of the rotation speed at the output of the learning controller; and
p is the number of the learning era corresponding to the permissible error.

A necessary condition for the correct learning of the neural network is the presence of a learning
set; that is, a set of logical pairs ωopt = f (P). A table array of speed values ωopt = f (P) for discrete values
of power P is stored in a data memory block.

3. Algorithm of the WDPP Intelligent Control System

The WDPP intelligent control system consists of four modules:

• A network learning management module
• A module for determining the minimum fuel consumption of ICE
• A control module for the optimal position of the ICE fuel pump rail
• A module for managing associative memory and data memory of the neural network

A block-chart of the algorithm of the WDPP intelligent control system is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The algorithm block-chart of the wind-diesel power plant (WDPP) intelligent control system.

The input data of the algorithm are an actual value of the DGS power (PDGS), an ICE fuel
consumption (ge), a rotational speed of the ICE shaft (ωICE), and an actual value of the output power
of the wind generator (Pw).

The management controller monitors change in the value of the load power during the WDPP
operation. If the load power changes by more than a predetermined value Pstep, then a new value Pnew

is fixed. Further, the management controller determines that the new power value belongs to the range
of values stored in the associative memory block.

Based on the artificial neural network of the associative memory block, the optimal value of
the ICE speed is determined. In accordance with the optimal value of the ICE speed, a control signal
for the fuel pump rail h is generated. This provides an efficient mode of WDPP operation.
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The developed algorithm significantly expands the limits of the efficient operation of the WDPP
and makes the intelligent control system adaptive towards to the external and internal operating
conditions of the ICE.

4. Simulation

A Simulink model of the WDPP has been created to test the developed algorithm. The Simulink
model allows one to study the static and dynamic modes of WDPP taking into account the mutual
influence of WDPP units on each other.

The model is built on the basis of differential equations describing the functioning of the main
units of the WDPP:

• A wind turbine, consisting of a turbine and a synchronous generator
• DGS, consisting of a diesel engine and a synchronous generator
• Energy storage systems
• Three-phase active-inductive load

The block scheme of the Simulink model is in Figure 4.

Turbine 

Synchronous 
generator

Rectifier 

Diesel 
engine 

Synchronous 
generator

Rectifier Charge 
controller 

Accumulator 

The DC bus 

Inverter 

Load 

Wind turbine 

Storage systems 

Figure 4. The block-scheme of the WDPP Simulink model. DGS: diesel generator set.

Mathematical models have been developed to simulate the operation of each WDPP unit.
The models are differential equations that describe the processes of change of physical quantities such
as current, voltage, frequency, torque, etc.

So, the operation of a synchronous generator as part of a wind turbine and DGS is described by
a system of equations based on the law of electromagnetic induction and Ohm’s law [16]:

Uabc =
d
dt Ψabc + RabcIabc + HsUx,

d
dtψ f = e f − r f i f ,

(10)

where

Uabc is the stator voltage vector;
Ψabc is the stator flux distribution vector;
Rabc is the stator windings resistance vector;
Iabc is the stator current vector;
Hs is the matrix of independent circuits [17];
Ux is the vector of the voltage across stator clamps;
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ψf is the excitation winding flux distribution;
ef is the electromotive force of the excitation winding;
rf is the resistance of the excitation winding; and
if is the current of the excitation winding.

Differential equations allow one to determine the phase currents and voltages for static and
dynamic modes of operation based on the initial parameters for a specific model of a synchronous
generator. The detailed descriptions of the mathematical models of WDPP units and their study results
are given in [16].

A system of matrix differential equations has been developed to study WDPP operation modes,
taking into account the mutual influence of WDPP units on each other:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

| d
dt YD = VD(YD, YG),
| d

dt YG = VG(YD, YG, YW , YE),
| d

dt YW = VW(YG, YW , YE),
| d

dt YE = VE(YG, YW , YE).

(11)

Vectors Y with corresponding indices represent variable values describing the operation of
the diesel engine (D), the synchronous generator (G), the wind turbine (W), and the load (E). Vectors
Y are determined for each WDPP unit with appropriate mathematical models. So, the variables
for the synchronous generator are the stator voltage and current vectors, which are determined by
Equations (10). The variables for the diesel engine are the engine speed and the position of the fuel
pump rail. The variables for the wind turbine are wind turbine power and torque.

All equations have been compiled in relative units that facilitate their joint integration. The basic
values correspond to the nominal passport data of the elements [16].

The algorithm of the WDPP intelligent control system for WDPP consisting of a 4 kW wind turbine
and a 4 kW diesel generator has been tested on the Simulink model. Modeling was carried out for
relative values of the load power in the range from 0.00 to 1.00 in increments of 0.05. Figure 5 shows
the obtained dependence of the ICE rotation speed on the load power P.

rel. unit

rel. unit 

Figure 5. The dependence of the internal combustion engine (ICE) rotation speed on the load power
obtained with the Simulink model: (P) load power, (ωopt) optimal value of the ICE speed.

Dots indicate discrete values calculated by using the learning controller. The solid line shows
a continuous dependence ωopt = f (P) obtained with the associative memory block. The difference
between the values ωopt, calculated with the associative memory block and the discrete values
determined by the learning controller for the corresponding P values, does not exceed 0.03% of
the nominal value of the ICE speed.
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The research has shown that the developed algorithm of the WDPP intelligent control system
provides a minimum error in determining the optimal ICE shaft speed.

5. Economy Mode Setting Device (EMSD) Prototype

An EMSD prototype has been developed. In addition to the learning and management controller,
associative and data memory blocks (for generating a control signal), the prototype includes a block of
parameters from measuring sensors (for obtaining initial data) and a stepper motor control unit (for
changing the position of the fuel pump rail).

The appearance of the prototype is shown in Figure 6.

 
Figure 6. EMSD prototype: (1) programmable control unit, (2) linear stepper motor, and (3) learning
and management controller.

Learning and management controllers are combined in one device (3), which is based on
the TM4C123GH6 microcontroller. Its memory capacity is 256 kB, which makes it possible to store
the control algorithm, process sensor signals, and also store intermediate data during the functioning
of the neural network. To control the position of the fuel pump rail, a linear stepper motor (2) is used,
which is connected to a programmable control unit (1). The control unit generates control pulses with
a frequency of up to 10 kHz and an accuracy of 0.2%.

6. Experimental Studies and Discussion

The appearance of the test bench is shown in Figure 7. The test bench consists of the following
parts: (1 and 2) DGS and wind turbine simulators based on an asynchronous variable frequency
drive and an alternator, (3) a DGS based on a gasoline ICE and synchronous generator, (4) connecting
terminals for connecting a wind turbine, (5) an accumulator battery, (6) a programmable logic controller,
(7) an autonomous inverter, (8) measuring equipment, (9) learning and management controller, and
(10) programmable control unit.
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Figure 7. The test bench. (1 and 2) DGS and wind turbine simulators based on an asynchronous variable
frequency drive and an alternator, (3) a DGS based on a gasoline ICE and synchronous generator,
(4) connecting terminals for connecting a wind turbine, (5) an accumulator battery, (6) a programmable
logic controller, (7) an autonomous inverter, (8) measuring equipment, (9) learning and management
controller, and (10) programmable control unit.

Technical parameters of the test bench are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Technical parameters of the test bench. DGS: diesel generator set.

Parameter Value Units

Wind turbine rated power 4 kW
DGS-rated power 4 kW

Wind speed changes from 0 to 10 m/s
Active load changes from 0 to 8 with step 0,1 kW

The programmable logic controller (6) provides an overall control of the test bench. EMSD
prototype is designed to control the operation of DGS simulator (1) and DGS with the gasoline ICE (3).

The EMSD prototype is connected to the frequency converter as part of the DGS simulator.
Therefore, it is able to adjust the DGS speed. DGS simulator (1) and wind turbine simulator (2) are
used for testing and tuning the software of the WDPP intelligent control system.

The main purpose of the EMSD prototype is to control the DGS based on a gasoline ICE and
synchronous generator (3). The learning and management controller (9) as part of EMSD prototype
receives information from the sensors about the DGS power, the ICE fuel consumption, and the rotation
speed of the ICE shaft and determines the optimal value of the ICE speed according to the algorithm
(Figure 3). Information is transmitted to a programmable control unit (10), which forms a control signal
for a linear stepper motor. The linear stepper motor changes the position of the ICE fuel pump rail
according to the optimal engine speed. The placement of the learning and management controller,
the programmable control unit, and the linear stepper motor as the part of the EMSD prototype is
shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Placement of the EMSD prototype blocks on the test bench: (1) learning and management
controller, (2) programmable control unit of the stepper motor, (3) ICE, (4) linear stepper motor, and (5)
rail of the ICE fuel pump.

Figure 8 shows: (1) the learning and management controller, (2) programmable control unit of
the stepper motor, (3) ICE, (4) linear stepper motor, and (5) rail of the ICE fuel pump.

A test bench has been used to study the parameters of the WDPP operation modes with
EMSD. Figure 9 shows the dependences of the specific ge (Figure 9a) and absolute g (Figure 9b) fuel
consumption of 4 kW DGS with variable rotation speed. The results were obtained by calculation
(using the multi-parameter characteristics of the ICE) and experimentally (using the EMSD prototype).

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Dependence of specific (a) and absolute (b) fuel consumption for DGS with variable rotation
speed: (P) load power, (ge) specific fuel consumption, (g) absolute fuel consumption.

In Figure 9, the blue lines show the calculated characteristics, and the red lines show
the experimental characteristics. The obtained results show that the error in determining the optimal
engine speed using EMSD prototype is not more than 15%.

Figure 10 shows that the dependences of changes in specific (Figure 10a) and absolute (Figure 10b)
fuel consumptions on the load power have been studied for two types of 4 kW DGS: with a constant
(blue lines) and variable speed when using EMSD (red lines).
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Figure 10. Dependence of specific (a) and absolute (b) fuel consumption for DGS with constant rotation
speed (blue lines) and DGS with variable rotation speed with EMSD (red lines): (P) load power, (ge)
specific fuel consumption, (g) absolute fuel consumption.

In the figures, one can see that the greatest difference in the fuel consumption corresponds to
the mode of low loads. The difference in the fuel consumption is decreasing with an increase in the load
power (Figure 10). The fuel economy takes place due to the regulation of the engine rotation using
EMSD and is the greatest with a load power of 1 kW and amounts to almost 30%.

Also, the research results have shown that the intelligent management system based on EMSD
provides:

• A stabilization of the current value of the output voltage when changing wind speed and
load power

• A total harmonic distortion of the output voltage that does not exceed 5%

7. Conclusions

The article is devoted to solving the problem of the low efficiency of WDPPs.
An WDPP intelligent control system has been developed, which provides effective operating

modes when changing external and internal conditions. It has been proposed to use the EMSD as
the basis of the intelligent control system. The key block of EMSD is an associative memory block,
which is a software model of an artificial neural network. Using this unit, the optimal ICE speed for
the current load power value is automatically determined. The proposed approach allows one to
expand the limits of WDPP effective operation.

The algorithm of the intelligent control system has been tested on the WDPP Simulink model.
The simulation results have shown that the error in determining the values of the ICE shaft rotation
speed does not exceed 0.03%. This confirms the high accuracy of the algorithm.

An EMSD prototype has been created. Research of the prototype has been conducted on a test
bench consisting of simulators of a 4 kW DGS and 4 kW wind turbine. The research results have
shown that the use of EMSD can significantly improve the efficiency of the WDPP. The error in
determining the optimal engine speed using an EMSD prototype is not more than 15%. Diesel fuel
economy in the low-load area was almost 30% for variable-speed ICE with EMSD compared with
the constant-speed ICE.
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Abstract: To coordinate multiple power sources properly, this paper presents an optimal control
strategy for a fuel cell/battery/supercapacitor light rail vehicle. The proposed strategy, which uses
the firefly algorithm to optimize the equivalent consumption minimization strategy, improves the
drawback that the conventional equivalent consumption minimization strategy takes insufficient
account of the global performance for the vehicle. Moreover, the strategy considers the difference
between the two sets of optimized variables. The optimization objective is to minimize the
daily operating cost of the vehicle, which includes the total fuel consumption, initial investment,
and cycling costs of power sources. The selected case study is a 100% low-floor light rail vehicle.
The advantages of the proposed strategy are investigated by comparison with the operating mode
control, firefly algorithm-based operating mode control, and equivalent consumption minimization
strategy. In contrast to other methods, the proposed strategy shows cost reductions of up to 39.62%
(from operating mode control), 18.28% (from firefly algorithm-based operating mode control), and
13.81% (from equivalent consumption minimization strategy). In addition, the proposed strategy can
reduce fuel consumption and increase the efficiency of the fuel cell system.

Keywords: fuel cell; power control; multi-objective optimization; equivalent consumption
minimization strategy; firefly algorithm; hybrid light rail vehicle

1. Introduction

With the environmental deterioration and energy crisis, developing green energy and new energy
vehicles has become the consensus of government and public [1–3]. Compared with the small-power
new energy vehicles like the plug-in hybrid vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles, the hybrid light rail
vehicles are more suitable for urban public transportation, due to its high-power level and large-capacity.

As typical green energy, proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell (FC) is suitable for the
vehicle [4–6]. Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) has many advantages such as high
reliability and efficiency, however, its dynamic response is slow. Designers often add an energy storage
system (ESS) to assist the PEMFC system. The ESS can provide the extra energy, store the regenerative
energy, and extend the cruising range [7].

The ESS often contains a battery (BAT) pack and/or a supercapacitor (SC) pack [8]. According to
the different ESS, the PEMFC hybrid system can be divided into three types: (1) “PEMFC + BAT” [9],

Energies 2019, 12, 2665; doi:10.3390/en12142665 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies
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(2) “PEMFC + SC” [10], (3) “PEMFC + BAT + SC” [11]. Compared with the other two combinations,
the optimized “PEMFC + BAT + SC” hybrid vehicle has the best fuel economy [12]. A 100% low-floor
light rail vehicle (LF-LRV) is powered by “PEMFC + BAT + SC” hybrid system [13]. As the primary
power source of the LF-LRV, the PEMFC provides the average power demand. Furthermore, the SC
supplement the power during acceleration, because of its high specific power. As the second power
compensation, the battery improves the dynamic performance of the whole hybrid system. Besides,
the battery and SC can absorb braking energy [14].

Due to the introduction of ESS, there are multiple power sources in the hybrid system. The power
control strategy is used to split the power demands among the power sources and meet the load power.
The strategy is mainly divided into two types: rule-based and optimization-based [15]. The rules of
the rule-based strategy can be made by power source characteristics. Ahmadi et al. [16] proposed an
operating mode control (OMC) for the FC hybrid vehicle, and subsequently used the genetic algorithm
(GA) to optimize the OMC. Caux et al. [17] implemented GA to optimize the fuzzy logic strategy and
developed an online fuzzy logic strategy for the FC hybrid vehicle. Other examples of the rule-based
strategy include: power follower strategy [18], model predictive control [19], sliding mode control [20],
and so on. The rule-based strategy has strong applicability; however, its control performance depends
on the experience of designers.

Different from the rule-based strategy, the optimization-based strategy needs to define an
optimization objective and use optimization methods to obtain the control parameters or control law.
By the length of time horizon, the optimization-based strategy consists of the global optimization
strategy (GO) and instantaneous optimization strategy (IO) [21]. The GO can obtain the global optimum
solution for the driving cycle. Hu et al. [22] and Xu et al. [23] applied the dynamic programming
to a FC hybrid vehicle, respectively, and achieved good results. However, the main insufficiency of
dynamic programming is the curse of dimensionality, and this limits its application in complex systems.
Another example of GO is based on the meta-heuristic algorithms, such as GA and particle swarm
optimization (PSO). Li et al. [24] used the GA to optimize the control strategy for the hybrid tramway,
and fuel economy is improved. Olivier et al. [25] utilized PSO to optimize five driving parameters for
the FC vehicle, in order to maximize vehicle performance. Zhang et al. [26] used the multi-population
GA and the artificial fish swarm algorithm to reduce the operating costs of the high-power hybrid
vehicle. GO can obtain good global performance, however, these methods are hard to real-time apply
due to the heavy computation load.

Instantaneous optimization methods can obtain the control command in real time. As one of the
typical IO, equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) is widely used in the small and
medium power vehicles [27–29] because of its excellent instantaneous performance, but less used in
the high-power light rail vehicle. Torreglosa et al. [30] developed a control method based on ECMS and
improved the hydrogen consumption for an FC/battery light rail vehicle. Hong et al. [3] presented a
method to introduce a dynamic power factor to ECMS for an FC/battery locomotive, in order to achieve
less fuel consumption and high efficiency of the system. Zhang et al. [31] improved the fixed balance
coefficient of conventional ECMS and presented a control strategy based on the hybrid dynamic degree
for an FC/battery light rail vehicle.

The ECMS has been verified to effectively reduce fuel consumption for the “PEMFC+ BAT” vehicle.
However, the strategies cannot be used directly in the “PEMFC + BAT + SC” vehicle, as its solving
process only considers FC and battery. To solve this problem, Zhang et al. [21] and Garcia et al. [32]
used the SC to compensate the gap of load power that the FC and battery cannot meet, and developed
the ECMS for FC/battery/SC light rail vehicle respectively. Yan et al. [33] proposed an equivalent
energy consumption strategy for FC/SC light rail vehicle, and aims to minimize energy consumption in
multiple modes. Nevertheless, the ECMS mentioned before cannot obtain the global optimal solution
because of its aim to minimize instantaneous fuel/energy consumption. In fact, the global optimal
solution is useful for the further decrease of the consumption of the light rail vehicle. Moreover,
the optimization objective of ECMS only considers fuel/energy consumption. Actually, some other
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factors such as the total fuel consumption, sizing, and lifecycle of power sources, are also important for
the overall evaluation of the operating cost of the vehicle.

In order to mitigate the problems mentioned above, this paper presents an optimal control strategy
for the PEMFC/battery/SC light rail vehicle. The strategy uses the firefly algorithm (FA) to optimize the
ECMS, and the aim is to obtain the global optimal solution. The optimization objective includes the
total fuel consumption cost, initial investment, and replacement cost of power sources. The selected
case study is a 100% low-floor light rail vehicle. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
the model of the vehicle is introduced. In Section 3, an improved ECMS combined conventional ECMS
with OMC is designed. In Section 4, the FA is introduced. Subsequently, the optimization objective is
defined. Based on this objective, an optimal control strategy integrates FA and ECMS is developed at
last. The results are discussed in Section 5. In Section 6, the conclusions are summarized.

2. Vehicle Modeling

A 100% LF-LRV is assembled by the CRRC Tangshan Co. Ltd. and Southwest Jiaotong
University [34], as shown in Figure 1a. The vehicle includes two motor units, powered by the PEMFC
system, SC pack, and battery pack [13]. The PEMFC system is the primary power source that provides
the average traction power. Besides, the SC pack and battery pack are utilized for the ESS to help
the PEMFC system during the vehicle cruise and acceleration and can absorb energy during braking.
The diagram of the hybrid system’s power flow is shown in Figure 1b.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. The low-floor light rail vehicle: (a) realistic images; (b) structure of the hybrid system.

In order to test the performance of the proposed strategy, a backward/forward LF-LRV model is
established. The model consists of eight blocks: the driving cycle, train longitudinal dynamics, wheel
dynamics, transmission system, motor, DC bus/auxiliary load, control strategy, and hybrid system.
The description of the whole model has been proposed in our previous research [35,36], and a brief
introduction of the hybrid system model is given below.

2.1. PEMFC

PEMFC is a kind of electrochemical device, which can transform the chemical energy of the fuel
into electrical energy. The anode and the cathode electrode of the PEMFC are separated by a proton
exchange membrane [37]. Based on the Ballard HD6 Module [38], the PEMFC model is built. The stack
output voltage can be expressed as [39]:

Uf = Ufoc −Ua −Ufo (1)

With ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Ufoc = kfc(Un −Uc)

Ua = 1
tds+1 NfA ln

( if
ifo

)
Ufo = Rfoif

(2)
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where Ufoc is the open-circuit voltage, Ua is the activation voltage, Ufo is the ohmic voltage, kfc is
a fit coefficient, Un is the Nernst voltage, Uc is the voltage drop caused by a decrease in the gas
concentration of the reactants, td is the dynamic response time constant, Nf is the number of cells, if is
the cell output current, and Rfo is inner resistance of a stack. The efficiency of the PEMFC system is
described in Figure 2a.

2.2. Battery

In LF-LRV, the lithium-ion battery is selected as the ESS. The lithium-ion battery is a green and
rechargeable power device. It can transform the chemical energy of the active materials into the
electrical energy and can be recharged by the converse process. The battery is utilized, capturing the
braking energy coordinate with SC, and supplying a portion of load power coordinate with PEMFC.
In the study, a Li-ion battery model was applied. The output voltage of the battery is defined as [40]:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ub = Ubo −Rbib − kb
Qb

Qb−ibt

(
ibt + i∗b

)
+ αbe(−βbibt) (ib ≥ 0)

Ub = Ubo −Rbib − kb
Qb

ibt−0.1Qb
i∗b − kb

Qb
Qb−ibt ibt + αbe(−βbibt) (ib < 0)

(3)

where Ubo, ib, Qb, and i∗b are the constant voltage, output current, maximum capacity, and filtered
current of the battery, respectively, kb, αb, and βb are the parameters of polarization constant, exponential
zone amplitude, and exponential zone time constant inverse, respectively.

The state of charge (SOC) is used to evaluate the current status of the power source. The relation
between SOC and open circuit voltage (OCV) of the battery measured in the experiment is shown in
Figure 2b, and the SOC is calculated as:

SOCb = 1− 1
Qb

∫
ibdt (4)

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. The data of power sources: (a) efficiency of proton exchange membrane fuel cell system;
(b) open circuit voltage-state of charge curve of battery.

2.3. Supercapacitor

A supercapacitor is a storage unit, which stores electrical energy on high-surface-area conducting
materials [41]. Compared with battery, SC is suitable to restrain the power fluctuation in short-time for
the high-power hybrid vehicle, due to its structure of an electric double layer capacitor. In this work,
an SC equivalent electrical model is selected. The model consists of an ideal capacitance (the voltage is
Usc), an equivalent series resistance (Rss), and an equivalent parallel resistance (Rsl). They simulate
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the SC ideal performance, the resistance, and the self-discharging losses, respectively. The SC output
voltage is expressed as [42]: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Us = Usc − isRss

is = isc + isl

isc = −Csc · dUsc
dt

isl =
Usc
Rsl

(5)

where is, isl, and isc are the currents flowing through Rss, Rsl, and the ideal capacitance respectively,
and Csc is the capacitance. The SOC of the SC is calculated as:

SOCs =
U2

s

U2
smax

(6)

where Usmax is the maximum voltage of SC.
As the battery and SC can release and absorb the energy, their power and current can get positive or

negative values. Moreover, the validity of PEMFC, battery, and SC models mentioned above have been
verified by the contrast of experimental data in our previous research [39]. Besides, the efficiency model
of DC-DC converters has been considered as a constant value (90%), due to the backward/forward
LF-LRV model mainly simulate the power flow throughout the power sources [43,44].

3. Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy

The current power control strategy of the LF-LRV is based on the OMC. However, the strategy
has some deficiencies, such as the large fuel consumption of the fuel cell, the low utilization rate of the
battery, and the less efficiency of the vehicle [24]. So, the strategy needs to be improved, and the IO
strategy is considered as an improvement scheme because of its good fuel economy.

The IO strategy controls the power split of power sources according to an instantaneous
optimization objective. In order to consider fuel and electricity consumption in a single objective,
the equivalent fuel consumption was defined by Paganelli et al. [45]. Based on that, Xu et al. [46]
proposed an ECMS to optimize the fuel economy for an FC/battery city bus. Due to the conventional
ECMS not considering the factor of SC, the strategy needs to be improved for the PEMFC/battery/SC
light rail vehicle. First, the conventional ECMS is detailed, and finally, an improved ECMS which
considers the factor of SC is presented.

3.1. Conventional ECMS

Conventional ECMS aims to convert the battery’s electrical energy into the equivalent fuel
consumption. For the vehicle, the strategy calculates the optimal power of the FC system (Pf,opt), which
minimizes hydrogen fuel consumption (C1) and consists of FC hydrogen consumption (Cf) and battery
equivalent hydrogen consumption (Cb). The optimization problem can be formulated as [30,31]:

Pf,opt =
argminC1

Pf =
argmin(Cf+kcCb)

Pf (7)

where Pf is the output power of the FC system, kc is the penalty co-efficient.
Otherwise, Cf can be expressed as a function of Pf:

Cf = afPf + bf (8)

where af and bf are fit coefficients.
Cb is calculated based on the battery power Pb:

Cb = Pb · σ ·
Cf,avg

Pf,avg
(9)
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with:

σ =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1

ηbc,avg·ηbd
Pb ≥ 0

ηbc · ηbd,avg Pb < 0
(10)

where Cf,avg and Pf,avg are the average hydrogen consumption and average power of the FC system
respectively, ηbd and ηbc are the discharging efficiencies and charging efficiencies of the battery
respectively, ηbd,avg and ηbc,avg are the mean efficiencies.

ηbd and ηbc are defined by: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ηbd = 1

2

(
1 +

√
1− 4RbdPb

U2
b

)

ηbc = 2
/(

1 +
√

1− 4RbcPb
U2

b

) (11)

where Rbd and Rbc are the discharging resistances and charging resistances of the battery respectively.
The penalty coefficient kc is expressed by:

kc = 1− 2μb · SOCb − 0.5 · (SOCbh + SOCbl)

SOCbh + SOCbl
(12)

where μb is the balance factor, and it is 0.6 in [21,30,46], SOCbh and SOCbl are the upper and lower
limit of SOCb respectively.

Now, some variables can define as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ρ′1 = kc/ηbc,avg

xmin =
√

1 + 4Ub,min · (Ub,min −Ub)/U2
b

xmax =
√

1 + 4Ub,max · (Ub,max −Ub)/U2
b

(13)

where, Ub,min and Ub,max are the minimum and maximum voltage of battery respectively. Based on
Equations (8–13), the solutions of the optimization problem raised by Equation (7) can be expressed:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Pb,opt =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(Ub −Ub,min)Ub,min
/
Rbd ρ′1 ≤ xmin(

1−
(
ρ′1

)2
)
U2

b

/
4Rbd xmin < ρ

′
1 ≤ 1

0 1 < ρ′1 ≤ 1
/(
ηbc,avgηbd,avg

)
[
1−

(
ρ′1ηbc,avgηbd,avg

)2
]
U2

b

/
4Rbc 1

/(
ηbc,avgηbd,avg

)
< ρ′1 ≤ xmax

/(
ηbc,avgηbd,avg

)
−(Ub,max −Ub)Ub,max

/
Rbc ρ′1 ≥ xmax

/(
ηbc,avgηbd,avg

)
Pf,opt = Pm + Paux − Pb,opt

(14)

where Pb,opt is the optimal power of the battery, Pm is the output power of the electric motor, Paux is
the power consumed by the auxiliary components of the hybrid vehicle.

ECMS has the advantages of good optimal effect and high real-time. However, the strategy can
only obtain the optimized power of FC and battery. For the PEMFC/battery/SC LF-LRV scenario,
the strategy should be improved in the next section.

3.2. Improved ECMS

Operating mode control is a typical rule-based strategy. Due to its good adaptation and low-cost
computing, it is widely used for FC hybrid vehicles [16,47]. However, the fuel costs of OMC are often
more expensive compared with ECMS, due to its control effect relying on expertise. To use the ECMS to
control the power distribution for PEMFC/battery/SC light rail vehicle, an improved ECMS combined
with conventional ECMS and OMC has been tried.
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The improved ECMS is based on an assumption: compared to FC and battery, SC aims to generate
the peak powers in short periods, and the equivalent consumption of SC can be ignored [21,32].
The strategy contains two processes: the ECMS process and the OMC process. In the ECMS process,
Pb,opt and Pf,opt can be calculated according to Section 3.1, and they are used as the input variables of
the OMC process.

In the OMC process, the slope limitation and maximum/minimum limitation is considered.
FC actual output power Pf can be determined at first. Then, six modes are defined. According to
correlated variables and conditions, battery actual power output Pb and SC actual power output Ps

can then finally be determined. The structure of the improved ECMS is depicted in Figure 3, where
Pfmax and Pfmin are the maximum power and minimum power limitations of the FC, respectively, Pd is
the power demand of DC bus, C1, C2, C3, and C4 represent the judgment conditions, M1, M2, M3, M4,
M5, and M6 represent the operating modes of the vehicle.

 
Figure 3. The structure of improved equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS).

Because the energy storage system of the LF-LRV contains two power sources: battery and
supercapacitor, the improved ECMS can be divided into two types by the priority of energy supply
in ESS: battery-prior ECMS (BP-ECMS) and supercapacitor-prior ECMS (SP-ECMS). Their judgment
conditions and operating modes are summarized in Table 1, where Pbmax and Pbmin are the maximum
power and minimum power limitations of the battery, respectively, Psmax and Psmin are the maximum
power and minimum power limitations of SC, respectively, SOCbh and SOCsh are the maximum SOC
limitations of battery and SC, respectively, Pbr is the output power of braking resistor. The comparison
of BP-ECMS with SP-ECMS will be shown in Section 5.

So far, the ECMS has been applied to the PEMFC/battery/SC light rail vehicle. ECMS aims to solve
the optimization problem in Equation (7), which is to minimize the instantaneous fuel consumption.
However, to evaluate the performance of the vehicle comprehensively, many more factors need to be
considered such as the total fuel consumption, replacement and investment costs of power sources.
These factors can be considered as global performance. The next section attempts to enhance the global
performance of ECMS for the hybrid vehicle.
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Table 1. The conditions and modes of operating mode control (OMC) process for ECMS.

Condition/Mode BP-ECMS SP-ECMS

C1 Pb,opt < Pbmax Pd − Pf − Pb,opt < Psmax

C2 Pb,opt > Pbmin Pd − Pf − Pb,opt > Psmin

C3
(
Pb,opt > 0

)
&(SOCs > SOCsh)

(
Pb,opt > 0

)
&(SOCs > SOCsh)

C4 SOCb < SOCbh SOCb < SOCbh

M1 Pb = Pb,opt, Ps = Pd − Pf − Pb Ps = Pd − Pf − Pb,opt, Pb = Pd − Pf − Ps

M2 Pb = Pbmin, Ps = Pd − Pf − Pb Ps = Psmin, Pb = Pd − Pf − Ps

M3 Pb = Pbmax, Ps = Pd − Pf − Pb Ps = Psmax, Pb = Pd − Pf − Ps

M4 Ps = Psmax, Pb = Pd − Pf − Ps Ps = Psmax, Pb = Pd − Pf − Ps

M5 Pb = Pb,opt, Ps = Psmax,
Pbr = Pd − Pf − Pb − Ps

Pb = Pb,opt, Ps = Psmax,
Pbr = Pd − Pf − Pb − Ps

M6 Pb = Pb,opt, Ps = Pd − Pf − Pb Ps = Pd − Pf − Pb,opt, Pb = Pd − Pf − Ps

4. Optimal Control Strategy

Researchers often use the meta-heuristic algorithms to improve the global performance of the
control strategy for the hybrid vehicle [24,25,44]. With this in mind, this section attempts to optimize
the ECMS by the meta-heuristic algorithm. First, a meta-heuristic algorithm - the firefly algorithm,
is detailed. Then, an optimization objective is introduced to evaluate the global performance of the
vehicle. Finally, the optimizing ECMS with the firefly algorithm is proposed.

4.1. Firefly Algorithm

Yang [48] developed a meta-heuristic optimizer named the firefly algorithm, which is inspired by
the flashing light of fireflies. Compared with other classical meta-heuristic algorithms, such as GA and
PSO, the FA showed a better optimization efficiency [48]. Therefore, the algorithm is widely used in
many engineering fields [49–51] and is adopted in this paper.

In FA, the higher the brightness of the firefly is the more attractive it is, and the attraction of each
firefly can be calculated:

β = β0 · e−γr2
(15)

where β0 is the attraction at r = 0. The distance between any two fireflies i and j at xi and xj respectively,
is rij = xi − xj. For any given two fireflies, xi and xj, the movement of firefly i is attracted to another
firefly j, which is more attractive:

xi = xi + β0 · e−γr2
i j
(
xj − xi

)
+ αεi (16)

where the third term represents random movement, α and εi are the randomization parameter and a
vector of random numbers respectively.

To calculate the attraction of the firefly by Equation (15), an optimization objective will be defined
in the next section.

4.2. Optimization Objective

For the PEMFC/battery/SC light rail vehicle, reducing the fuel consumption of the FC system
might lead to an increase in the use of the ESS and hence accelerate the degradation of it, and vice
versa. This can be regarded as a multi-objective problem.
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To solve the multi-objective problem, one needs to define an optimization objective, which
determines the optimized direction. Considering the scenario of this paper, the objective is defined
as follows:

min
X∈Ω

Ctram(X) = [Cfc(X), Csc(X), Cbat(X)] (17)

With ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Cfc = (FCfuel + FCca + FCre + FCm)/365
Csc =

(
SCca + SCre + SCm + SCchg

)
/365

Cbat =
(
BATca + BATre + BATm + BATchg

)
/365

(18)

where Ctram is the total operating cost of the vehicle, Cfc, Csc and Cbat are the cost models of the PEMFC
system, SC pack, and battery pack, respectively.

FCfuel is the annualized total fuel cost due to the PEMFC system operation:

FCfuel = mfuel ·Cfuel = Cfuel ·
∫

Pf

LHV · ηfc
dt (19)

where mfuel is the fuel consumption of the PEMFC, Cfuel is the cost of the fuel, LHV is the low heat
value of hydrogen, and ηfc is the PEMFC efficiency.

FCca is the annualized capital cost related to the initial investment:

FCca = (Pdc_fcCdc + CafcCfc) ·CRF (20)

where Pdc_fc is the DC-DC rated power of the PEMFC system, Cdc is the cost of the DC-DC, Cafc is the
rated power of the PEMFC system, Cfc is the cost of the PEMFC, and CRF is the capital recovery factor.

FCre is the annualized replacement cost:

FCre =

Nr_fc∑
i=1

(1 + I)−i·Li f efc ·Cafc ·Cfc ·CRF (21)

With
Nr_fc = ceil(T/Li f efc − 1) (22)

where ceil(x) is the function that returns the smallest integer that is not less than x, I is the interest
rate, T is the lifetime of the system, Li f efc is the life expectancy of the PEMFC and FCm is the average
maintenance cost.

SCca, SCre, SCm, and SCchg are the annualized capital cost, the annualized replacement cost,
the annualized maintenance cost, and the annualized charged cost of the SC pack, respectively.
BATca, BATre, BATm, and BATchg are the annualized capital cost, the annualized replacement cost,
the annualized maintenance cost, and the annualized charged cost of the battery pack, respectively.
They are defined as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ESSca = (Pdc_essCdc + CaessCess) ·CRF

ESSre =
Nr_ess∑
i=1

(1 + I)−i·Li f eess ·Caess ·Cess ·CRF

ESSchg =
Eess(SOCinit_ess−SOCend_ess)·Cgrid

ξdc

(23)

where the ESS/ess can represent the BAT or SC scenario. Eess is a function that calculates the energy of
the battery or supercapacitor from the termination state SOCinit_ess to the initial state SOCend_ess, Cgrid

is the cost of the energy from the grid, and ξdc is the efficiency of the DC-DC. The definitions of other
symbols in Equation (23) are similar to the PEMFC scenario. FCm, SCm, and BATm are considered the
fixed value.
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In Equation (18), the FCca, SCca, and BATca are related to the sizing of the corresponding power
sources. Besides, the FCre, SCre, and BATre are related to the lifecycle of the power sources. Moreover,
the SCchg and BATchg are used to calculate the electricity costs which the power sources recharge to
the initial state. The cost models in Equation (18) are expressed in economic terms, and have been
detailed by our previous research in [26].

The feasible solution space Ω is subject to the following constraints:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

30% ≤ SOCb ≤ 90%
30% ≤ SOCs ≤ 100%
10 kW ≤ Pf ≤ 170 kW
−200 kW ≤ Pb ≤ 200 kW
−300 kW ≤ Ps ≤ 300 kW
−20 kW/s ≤ dPf

dt ≤ 20 kW/s

(24)

These constraints aim to ensure that the power sources do not overcharge or over-discharge,
while also taking the limit of device operating conditions into account. It is worth to mention that the
optimization objective Equation (18) is used to evaluate the global performance of the hybrid vehicle.

4.3. Control Strategy

So far, a new control framework can be proposed, and its aim is to get better global performance
than the ECMS. The framework, named the firefly algorithm-based ECMS (F-ECMS), is applied to FA
in order to optimize the variables of ECMS proposed in Section 3.2, and the objective is to minimize
the total operating cost for PEMFC/battery/SC light rail vehicle.

The choice of optimized variables affects the results of the optimization problem. As shown in
Figure 3, the ECMS contains two processes. In the ECMS process, the calculation of Pb,opt depends
on the balance factor μb and SOCb, as seen in Equations (12)–(14). The relationships between Pb,opt

and SOCb, with different balance factor (BF), are illustrated in Figure 4a. It means that the balance
factor can affect Pb,opt, and so affect Pf,opt. For this reason, the balance factor μb is selected as the
optimized variables.

Moreover, in the OMC process, the maximum power and minimum power limitations of power
sources (e.g., Pfmax, Pbmax, Psmax etc.) have a large impact on the choice of operating mode, and thus
affect the vehicle performance, as seen in Figure 3 and Table 1. So, these power limitations of power
sources are considered as the candidates of optimized variables.

After the optimized variables are selected, the process of F-ECMS can be determined:

Step 1: Determine the number of iterations X and fireflies N.
Step 2: According to the selected optimal variables, initial the swarm of firefly within the

confined region.
Step 3: Take out the nth firefly, it represents a solution. Put it to the ECMS (Section 3.2).
Step 4: Apply the above-mentioned ECMS to the vehicle model (Section 2). Then the model is

used for simulation.
Step 5: According to the simulation results, calculate the global performance index Ctram

(Section 4.2).
Step 6: Repeat steps 3 to 5 until the corresponding performance index of all fireflies are acquired.
Step 7: Calculate the attraction of each firefly with Equation (15) and update the locations of all

fireflies with Equation (16).
Step 8: Repeat steps 6 and 7 until X iterations are complete.
Step 9: The location of the most attractive firefly is the best solution for the optimization problem.

The flowchart of the F-ECMS process is summarized in Figure 5.
In order to reveal the impact of the optimized variables selection on optimization effect,

a comparison between two different sets of optimized variables is made. The one set is to optimize the
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signal variable: balance factor μb. Another set is to optimize multiple variables: balance factor and
power limitations. The optimized process and results of two sets are shown in Figure 4b, where ‘S-OV’
means the situation of signal optimized variable, ‘M-OV’ means the situation of multiple optimized
variables, and ‘B-data’ means the situation of the benchmark data produced by ECMS. The higher
attraction means a better effect. It can be seen that:

1. Only optimizing the balance factor of F-ECMS can obtain a better result (2.875) than ECMS (2.826).
2. Optimizing the balance factor and power limitations can obtain the best result (3.279).

So, both balance factor and power limitations are selected to the optimized variables for F-ECMS
in this paper.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. The choice of the optimized variables: (a) the relationship between Pb,opt and SOCb; (b)
optimized process of the firefly algorithm-based equivalent consumption minimization strategy (F-ECMS).

Figure 5. The process of F-ECMS.
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5. Results and Analysis

This section reports the validation of the proposed strategy in the LF-LRV scenario. In order to
verify the control strategy, the model of the vehicle is constructed using MATLAB/Simulink, as shown
in Figure 6. The model according to the target speed profile, calculates the speed demand, torque
demand, or power demand of each part for the hybrid vehicle. The comparison between actual data
and model simulation of the vehicle has been proposed in our previous research [52], and the error is
less than 1%.

Figure 6. Vehicle simulation model.

The driving cycle is based on the Guanggu T1 line in Wuhan, China, which is 15 km in length and
has 23 stations. The corresponding target speed profile of the vehicle as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Target speed profile.

To accomplish the driving cycle, the PEMFC system’s power of the vehicle should be above the
cycle’s average power, which is 200.8 kW. So, two PEMFC systems are selected, and its rated power is
150 kW. The peak traction power and braking power of the driving cycle are 696.7 kW and 636.7 kW.
So, the hybrid system, in a motor unit, consists of an FC system (150 kW), two battery packs (40 Ah)
and three SC packs (45 F). The basic parameters of the power sources are summarised in Table 2,
and the parameters of the objective function can be found in [26].

Table 2. Basic parameters of power sources.

Power source Parameter Value

PEMFC

Maximum power (kW) 170
Rated voltage (V) 540

Maximum current (A) 320
Cell number 735

Battery cell

Rated voltage (V) 3.2
Rated capacity (Ah) 40

Operating voltage (V) 2.5–3.8
Operating temperature (K) 253–318

SC cell

Rated voltage (V) 2.7
Rated capacity (F) 3000

Maximum current (A) 210
Operating temperature (K) 233–335

To show the performance of the strategy mentioned in this paper clearly, two strategies are chosen
as benchmarks: one is the OMC strategy [26], and another is FA-based OMC (F-OMC), which uses the
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FA to optimize the power limitations of OMC. Their corresponding operation cost of the vehicle is as
shown in Figure 8a. Because of the FA optimizing, the F-OMC ($373.20/day) can get lower costs than
OMC ($505.13/day). It is worth to mention that in Figure 8a, the ‘Fuel’ cost represents the fuel cost
consumed by the FC system, and the ‘FC’ cost includes the cost of initial investment, replacement,
and maintenance for the FC system.

First, two types of ECMS: BP-ECMS and SP-ECMS, have been evaluated. The corresponding
operating costs are shown in Figure 8a. Compared with the OMC ($505.13/day), the costs based on the
BP-ECMS ($374.45/day) and SP-ECMS ($353.84/day) can be decreased to varying degrees. It is because
the ECMS can optimize fuel consumption, which is the major part of the operating cost. Besides,
the cost of SP-ECMS is lower than BP-ECMS. The reason is as follows; when compared with BP-ECMS,
the usage of battery in SP-ECMS is higher, which results in a reduction of fuel cost. It can also be
seen that the result of SP-ECMS is better than F-OMC ($373.20/day), due to the good instantaneous
performance of the ECMS. As the operating costs of SP-ECMS precede BP-ECMS as mentioned above,
the SP-ECMS is used to represent the ECMS in a followed comparison. Moreover, in this paper,
the F-ECMS combines the FA and SP-ECMS.

Then, the F-ECMS has been evaluated. The result is shown in Figure 8a. Compared with SP-ECMS
($353.84/day), the operating costs of F-ECMS ($304.99/day) could be further reduced, due to the
introduction of FA. It also proves that F-ECMS has the best global performance in this paper.

To observe the fuel economy of the strategies, the total fuel consumption resulting for the driving
cycle are shown in Figure 8b. The fuel consumption of the F-ECMS is 1.68 kg, the OMC is 3.43 kg,
the F-OMC is 2.47 kg, and the SP-ECMS is 2.12 kg. It means that, compared with OMC, the introduction
of the ECMS (i.e. SP-ECMS) or FA (i.e. F-OMC) can improve the fuel economy for the hybrid vehicle,
and combine both of them (i.e. F-ECMS) to achieve the best results.

In order to demonstrate the performance advantage of the F-ECMS compared with SP-ECMS
more clearly, the operating point distributions of the FC system are shown in Figure 9a. The FC
system output power is mainly distributed in two regions: low-power region and high-power region.
The low-power region of SP-ECMS and F-ECMS is around 18 kW, which means that the vehicle operates
in the regenerative braking phase. Because of the optimization of FC power limitations, the high-power
region of F-ECMS around 115 kW. In contrast, the high-power region of SP-ECMS around 170 kW. This
should result in the average efficiency of F-ECMS (55.85%) is high than SP-ECMS (55.35%).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. The results of different strategies: (a) optimal solutions and operating cost; (b) fuel consumption.

The fluctuation distribution comparison of FC power between F-ECMS and SP-ECMS is shown in
Figure 9b, and the lower standard deviation means the better life expectancy of the FC system. By using
FA to optimize the SP-ECMS, the limiting effect of F-ECMS (7.6176) is better than SP-ECMS (9.3744).
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(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 9. The results of fuel cell (FC) System: (a) distribution comparison; (b) power fluctuations.

As the main objective of this paper is to minimize the operation cost, the F-ECMS is finally
selected as the control strategy for the LF-LRV. The power curves of the power sources for F-ECMS
are illustrated in Figure 10. It can be seen that the F-ECMS can ensure that the hybrid system works
steadily, and that the output power among the power sources rational distribution. Table 3 summarizes
the improvement of F-ECMS compared with the OMC, F-OMC, and SP-ECMS.

Figure 10. Performance of power sources for F-ECMS.

Table 3. The improvement of F-ECMS.

Indicators OMC F-OMC SP-ECMS

Methods Introduces ECMS and FA Introduces ECMS Optimized by FA
Operating cost Save 39.62% Save 18.28% Save 13.81%
Fuel consumption Save 51.02% Save 31.98% Save 20.75%
FC system efficiency Improve 3.34% Improve 0.88% Improve 0.5%

6. Conclusions

This paper presents the optimal control strategy for a light rail vehicle, which is powered by the
fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor. The aim is to improve the global performance of the equivalent
consumption minimization strategy (ECMS).
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As the conventional ECMS cannot be directly applied to the fuel cell/battery/supercapacitor hybrid
system, a strategy combined ECMS and operating mode control is presented. Then, the firefly algorithm
is introduced to optimize the strategy, in order to enhance the global performance. The optimization
objective is to minimize the operating costs of the vehicle, which contains the total fuel consumption,
initial investment, and replacement costs of power sources. The balance factor and power limitations
are considered as the candidate of the optimized variables.

A 100% low-floor light rail vehicle is selected as the case study. The operation costs of the vehicle
based on battery-prior ECMS, supercapacitor-prior ECMS, and the proposed strategy are obtained.
The operating mode control and firefly algorithm-based operating mode control are used as benchmarks.
The simulation results indicate that the proposed strategy offers the lowest operating cost. Compared
with operating mode control, firefly algorithm-based operating mode control, and supercapacitor-prior
ECMS, the proposed strategy can save 39.62%, 18.28%, and 13.81% cost, respectively. Moreover,
the strategy can reduce fuel consumption and increase the efficiency of the fuel cell system. It can be
concluded that among all of the strategies mentioned above, the proposed strategy not only satisfies
the power/energy demand, but also offers the best global performance for the hybrid vehicle.
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Abstract: This paper presents a modified power supply system based on the current alternating
current (AC)-fed railways with neutral zones that can further improve the eco-friendliness and smart
level of railways. The modified system complements the existing infrastructure with additional
energy-storage-based smart electrical infrastructure. This infrastructure comprises power electronic
devices with energy storage system connected in parallel to both sides of each neutral zone in the
traction substations, power electronic devices connected in parallel to both sides of each neutral zone
in section posts, and an energy management system. The description and functions of such a modified
system are outlined in this paper. The system allows for the centralized- and distributed-control of
different functions via an energy management system. In addition, a control algorithm is proposed,
based on the modified system for regenerative braking energy utilization. This would ensure that
all the regenerative braking energy in the whole railway electrical system is used more efficiently.
Finally, a modified power supply system with eight power supply sections is considered to be a case
study; furthermore, the advantages of the proposed system and the effectiveness of the proposed
control algorithm are verified.

Keywords: eco-friendliness; smart railway; smart electrical infrastructure; control algorithm;
regenerative braking energy

1. Introduction

Rail transport is one of the most environmental friendly modes for transportation. Under the
background of an environmentally concerned economy, it is a crucial way to satisfy increasing transport
demands [1]. However, despite its high efficiency, the rail industry is still a significant energy consumer
worldwide [1]. With a growing population and energy usage, the increased demand placed on rail
services will further increase and the energy consumption will increase accordingly [2]. Along with
the energy shortage and global warming, policy makers pay special attention to the high level of
energy demand users. Due to the vast potential of energy recovery lying behind them, the targets of
reduction of carbon emission and energy consumption can be achieved by regulating their energy
consumption [3]. The energy savings in rail transport will play an important role in achieving this
target. In rail transport, the consumption of traction energy accounts for about 60% to 80% of the
total energy consumption [1]. Therefore, the regulation for traction energy will be a key area for
energy savings.

To satisfy the specified energy efficiency targets, several measures have been proposed to save
traction energy. Currently, the main measures for savings based on the existing technologies include
renewable energy system, efficient driving, and regenerative braking.
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The installation of equipment that provide clean energy from renewable sources (e.g., solar panels
and wind generators) to feed the traction loads in rail may have a significant impact in the energy costs
and CO2 emissions of a railway system, increasing the environment friendliness of the railway [4–6].
The introduction of renewable energy is to partially reduce the depletion of non-renewable energy
resources and thus reduce CO2 emissions. These outcomes have been favored by scholars and many
countries, such as North American, European, China, and Japan [6,7]. But in practice, the traction
energy consumption of railways has not been reduced.

By contrast, the efficient driving and regenerative braking schemes differ the renewable energy
scheme. They can essentially reduce the traction energy consumption of railways.

Efficient driving is an effective way to reduce the traction energy consumption of rolling stock.
Typically, the running state of vehicles comprises three phases: braking, speed-holding (cruising)
and acceleration. At present, many literatures have studied the efficient driving and realize the
traction energy savings through the optimum combination of these phases [8–13]. To implement
such trajectories and maximize savings, some auxiliary systems, such as driver advisory systems
(DAS) [10,11] and automatic train operation (ATO) [12,13], must be provided to drivers. The trials of
such systems have shown savings of 5-18%. However, with efficient driving, the savings of energy
consumption may sacrifice service quality, such as the train speed, stopping time, etc. [1].

Regenerative braking energy (RBE) recovery is a simple and efficient way to reduce energy
consumption, which cannot influence the operation of trains and service quality. Regenerative braking
is a technology that can recover the mechanical energy during a locomotive braking as electricity.
In some cases, over a third of the total traction energy, even a half, can be recovered using this
method. If this part of energy is used effectively, the traction energy consumption of a network will
be significantly reduced [1]. There are some mature RBE utilization schemes in metro, but the metro
and alternating current (AC) railways are different in some respects, such as the type of power supply
voltage, the amount of traction power and so on. Therefore, the RBE recovery equipment in the
metro cannot be used directly in AC railway systems, but the metro schemes can be used as reference.
According to experience of the metro systems and the art of research, the main regenerative energy
saving measures are: a reversible inverter, optimizing operation timetable, energy storage system, and
power transfer device.

Reversible inverter can directly inject the RBE into the public grid or distribution grid.
Conventionally, the RBE is reversed from the traction power supply system to the public grid
via traction transformers at substations. However, it is not reflected to the electric charge purchased
from a utility company for railway operation [14]. Furthermore, it is not certain that the back-flown
regenerative power is effectively utilized. Due to the single-phase characteristics of the back-flown
power, it may be consumed in the traction transformers as a circulation current or as a heat [15].
In addition, the back-flown regenerative power, due to its stochasticity, may have impacts on the
public grid.

Another option is to inject the RBE into the distribution grid via a regenerative inverter to power
the distribution load in railway power supply systems, such as lighting, air conditioning, elevators,
escalators, and so on. However, the distribution power of a conventional railway station on the ground
is considerably smaller than the regenerative power [16]. Therefore, the RBE would be surplus, flowing
back to the public grid or being stored in an energy storage system.

Optimizing operation timetable is a low-cost solution for reducing energy consumption of railways
by increasing the coexistence time of the traction and braking trains in the same electric section without
auxiliaries [1,17,18]. However, owing to unanticipated occurrences often emerging during the actual
operation, such as the temporary addition or cancellation of trains, equipment failure, bad weather,
and so on, the trains cannot consistently run according to the optimized operation timetable. This leads
to a significant reduction in energy saving efficiency. Furthermore, the flexibility of this solution is
poor [19].
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The other option is to store the RBE in an energy storage system (ESS), by which the RBE can be
utilized or sold at some point in the future. ESS can be generally divided into on-board and wayside
ESS. The first standard related to railway ESS, IEC62924, was published in 2017 and it will provide
guidance for the application of ESS in railway [20]. According to the measured data in the railway
systems in Japan, the total energy saving effect can amount to several hundred MWh per year after
applying ESS. If the ESS is installed in the appropriate location, the total traction energy consumption
can be reduced by about 4-8% [21]. In realizing railway energy saving and consumption reduction, it
will bring huge electricity savings to railway operation. However, this data was obtained from the
Japanese direct current (DC) railway traction system; according to present reports, the installation of
ESS is usually only in DC traction systems or metros. Actual cases of installing such energy storage
devices in AC systems are seldom reported.

In the AC railway system, an application of RBE utilization is the use of a railway static power
conditioner (RPC). By using it, the regenerative braking power can be interchanged from one supply
section to an adjacent one. At present, a RPC was installed at Ushiku section post in Japan in 2014 [14].
At first, the development of RPC was to solve the three phase imbalance problem at traction substations.
Then, with the emergence of RBE utilization problem, RPCs were used to improve the utilization of
RBE. The capacity of RPCs for utilizing RBE can be much smaller than that of three phase balancing,
but they have much potential to increase the environment friendliness of the AC railway systems
by making use of regenerative braking power [22]. Other than that, many papers also put forward
proposals for using power transfer devices (PTD; RPC [14,22], railway power quality compensator
(RPQC) [23], or energy optimization controller (EOC) [24]) to utilize the RBE.

However, the above schemes are independent distributed control and cannot cooperate with
each other, which causes each device to not effectively play its maximum potential and may even
cause energy waste. The railway smart grid paradigm provides a chance to integrate each component,
including renewable energy systems, energy storage systems, RBE utilization systems, and so on,
using bidirectional communication equipment and advanced computational features [25–29]. Different
optimal strategies are proposed to decrease the energy consumption and electricity bills of electrical
railway systems by controlling cooperative operations between each component [5,6,30–32]. These
methods achieve the optimal operation of the electric railway energy systems using existing electrical
railway infrastructure. However, there is a neutral zone (NZ) in the existing traction power supply
system, which limits energy optimization capability. Thus, [33] introduced the smart electrical
infrastructure into railway systems to complement the existing electrical railway infrastructure,
creating more opportunities and controllability for smart railway systems, such as power flow in the
whole railway system (similar to power routing). The smart grid concept presents more efficient,
safe, reliable, and modernized railway systems and offers a new perspective to the eco-friendliness of
railway systems and low carbon societies in the future.

This paper presents the energy-storage-based smart electrical infrastructure to modify current
AC-fed railways with neutral zones. Compared with the smart electrical infrastructure in [33], the
proposed modified system increases the dimensions of the controlled variables of power flow under
the action of ESS. It brings more benefits, such as further enhancing the ability to control power flow
and reducing more cost; achieving full utilization of all RBE, which is crucial in further improving
the eco-friendliness of railway transportation; and better regulating the clean power from renewable
energy sources (photovoltaic (PV) panels and wind turbines) to achieve more efficient utilization of
clean energy in railways. In addition, the proposed modified system also has other functions, such as
cutting peak and filling valley, active control for line voltage and emergency power supply in case
of power failure. Then, in order to utilize the RBE, this paper also proposed a control algorithm to
achieve the full utilization of all RBE by the use of the proposed energy-storage-based smart electrical
infrastructure. It should be emphasized that when realizing the utilization of RBE, the capacity and
cost of the energy storage system in the proposed modified system will be much less than that of the
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system adopting ESS alone; this is verified in the validation section of the paper. The work done in this
paper will provide options for railway smart control and energy saving and consumption reduction.

This paper is organized as follows: The regenerative braking energy utilization schemes are
described in Section 2. The description and functions of the modified system are outlined in Section 3.
The proposed control algorithm based on the modified system for regenerative braking energy
utilization is presented in Section 4. The verification results and analysis are represented in Section 5.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Regenerative Braking Energy Utilization Schemes

Figure 1 summarizes some possible solutions for RBE utilization that have already used or
proposed. As shown in Figure 1a, regenerative resistance has been one of the most effective methods
in the past, but the RBE is not utilized in this solution. A simple scheme is reversing the regenerative
power from a railway power supply system to the utility grid directly, as shown in Figure 1b. However,
it is not known that such back-flowed single phase regenerative power is utilized properly in the
utility grid and the back-flow of power is not reflected in electrical cost. Back-flow to the distribution
grid shown in Figure 1c is one of the most effective methods to utilize RBE in metros because the
load of metro stations is large enough to utilize the regenerative power simultaneously. However, in
AC railways such as high-speed or burden, typically the regenerative power is more than the power
demand of distribution grids such as railway stations and trackside signaling systems. Therefore,
whether this scheme can be used in AC railways still needs further discussion. Compared with
the above solutions, the installation of ESS could be effective because it is independent of operation
schedules of trains and other electrical loads, as shown in Figure 1d. The ESS can be installed along the
railway trackside to store RBE. Then, the RBE stored in ESS during train braking will be utilized for the
powering of systems later. However, the cost of ESS needs to be concerned in AC railways. Figure 1e
shows an RBE utilization scheme via the use of a PTD (such as RPC [14] or EOC [24]) connected in
parallel to both sides of each NZ in section posts (SPs). PTD can interchange regenerative power from
one feeder catenary to another and it contributes to realize the simultaneous utilization of RBE within
the railway systems. Figure 1f illustrates the RBE utilization scheme via the use of a PTD (such as
RPQC [23] or RPC [22]) connected in parallel to both sides of each NZ in traction substations (TSs).
Then, part of the traction power in one feeding section can be supplied by the RBE recovered from the
other adjacent feeding section, similar to Figure 1e. Figure 1g illustrates the scheme that complements
the existing railway power supply system with additional PTDs [33]. This makes it possible for control
of power flow through the whole railway system. In AC railways, PTDs are able to transfer the power
specified by a control system from one feeding section to the other nonadjacent electrical sections. Since
the supplied power voltage is high enough, 20 kV or 25 kV, the regenerative power can be delivered
over long distances, which is impossible with DC railway or metro [15].

However, as shown in Figure 1e,f, if there are no traction locomotives in the adjacent feeding
section, the regenerative power flows back into the utility grid. The schemes in Figure 1g can solve this
problem to a certain degree by transferring the surplus regenerative power to the traction locomotives
in the other nonadjacent electrical sections. However, if the amount of regenerative power is more
than the traction power in the whole railway system, the surplus regenerative power flows back into
the utility grid. Therefore, to solve these problems, the installation of PTD with the ESS (EPTD) is a
feasible option [34–38]. Via EPTD, it is possible to interchange RBE with the adjacent feeding sections
when there are traction locomotives present and store the RBE when there is a surplus. Figure 2
shows the proposed energy-storage-based smart electrical infrastructure for AC-fed railways with
NZs. The proposed modified system links the whole railway power supply system together by PTDs
and EPTDs, allowing power flow, energy storage, and release within the internal railway system.
Moreover, the modified system can not only use RBE, but also can also use clean energies and control
their cooperation. Other than these, the proposed modified system also has other functions as follows:
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• Power quality improvement;
• Peak cutting and valley filling;
• Active control for line voltage;
• Emergency power supply.

The following discussion covers the analysis of each function of the proposed system.

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) 
(f) 

 
(g) 

Figure 1. Regenerative braking energy (RBE) utilization schemes (a) regenerative resistance; (b) feeding
into grid; (c) feeding into distribution grid; (d) storage energy with an energy storage system (ESS);
(e) tie feeding in a section post (SP); (f) tie feeding in a traction substation (TS); and (g) smart
electrical infrastructure.

Figure 2. Energy-storage-based smart electrical infrastructure.

3. Description of the Modified System

The railway traction system with energy-storage-based smart electrical infrastructure is shown in
Figure 3. The red dashed line is the existing infrastructure in AC-fed railways with NZs. For the sake of
analysis, all locomotives on the same power supply section are equivalent to one electrical locomotive
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load. The existing system consists of n TSs, where TSm (m = 1, 2, . . . , n) is used to supply trains Lk (k = 1,
2, . . . , 2n) in the power supply sections Sk. The NZ is used to ensure electrical insulation between two
adjacent power supply sections. The green dashed line is the proposed energy-storage-based smart
electrical infrastructure. The modified system consists of the additional PTDs and EPTDs connected in
parallel to both sides of each NZ and an energy management system (EMS). The acronym TS-EPTD
refers to the PTDs with the ESS located in the NZs of the TSs. The acronym SP-PTD refers to the PTDs
located in the other NZs of the SPs. The installation of TS-EPTDs will connect all power supply sections
to ESSs, so there is no need to install EESs in SP-PTDs. The active and reactive power transferred
by PTDs and EPTDs is specified by the EMS via the bidirectional communication equipment. The
modified system can perform a centralized and a distributed-control. The centralized architecture
can perform a global optimization to achieve the cooperative operations between each component,
significantly enhancing the energy-management performance of the systems. The distributed control
can further enhance redundancy and reliability of the railway systems [31,33]. Each EPTD and PTD
can realize data acquisition (DA) of voltage and current on each power supply section and transmit
the data to the EMS via the bidirectional communication equipment. The EMS performs a global
optimization by the use of the data of voltage and current and has power control (PC) over the EPTDs
and PTDs via the bidirectional communication equipment. It should be pointed out that the proposed
system is also applicable for autotransformer (AT)-based railway systems.

 

Figure 3. The railway traction system with energy-storage-based smart electrical infrastructure.

3.1. Regenerative Braking Energy Utilization

The simplified system and its electrical description are shown in Figure 4. uk and ik are the
voltage and current on each power supply section provided by traction transformers, iL,k is the load
current produced by locomotives (traction or regeneration), iE,k,1 and iE,k,2 are the transferring current
controlled by EPTDs, iES,k is the discharge or charge current controlled by ESSs in EPTDs, and iP,k,1 and
iP,k,2 are the transferring current controlled by PTDs. The total cost of the whole railway system Pcost

can be expressed as:

Pcost =
2n∑

k=1

ikuk. (1)

Assuming that X1 locomotives are in the traction state; R1 locomotives are in the regenerative
state; and X1 + R1 = 2n. Then, the locomotive traction power and the locomotive regenerative power
can be expressed as:

Ptraction =
X1∑

k=1

iL,kuk. (2)
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Pregeneration =
R1∑

k=1

iL,kuk. (3)

If there is no modified system in the railway, the feeder power of the traction transformer is the
locomotive power. Due to the existence of NZ, the regenerative power cannot be transferred to the
other traction electrical sections, and can only be fed back to the utility grid. However, the utility
companies do not pay for regenerative power, so the railway operators will pay the charge consumed
by all traction rolling stocks. Neglect all losses in the system, then, the total cost of the whole railway
system is:

Pcos t = Ptraction. (4)

After adding the modified system, the feeder power is affected by the locomotive power and the
transmission power in EPTDs and PTDs, as shown in Figure 4. Their relationship can be obtained as:

{
iE,k,1 − iE,k,2 − iES,k = 0
iP,k,1 − iP,k,2 = 0

. (5)

(i) If k is an odd number:

ik =
{

iL,1 + iE,1,1, k = 1
iL,k − iP,k−1,2 + iE,k,1, k > 1

. (6)

(ii) If k is an even number:

ik =
{

iL,k + iP,k+1,1 − iE,k,2, k < n
iL,2n − iE,2n−1,2, k = 2n

. (7)

Submitted (5)–(7) into (1):

Pcos t = Ptraction − Pregeneration + PES, (8)

where

PES =
n∑

k=1

iES,kvdc, (9)

where vdc is the dc bus voltage in EPTDk.

 

Figure 4. The simplified system and its electrical description.

A comparison of (4) and (8) illustrates that after the action of the modified system, the regenerative
power can be transferred to the other traction electrical sections, and both the traction energy
consumption and the electrical bills for railway operators will be reduced. Furthermore, it can be
known from (8) that if the regenerative power is surplus after transferring, the surplus regenerative
power can be stored in ESS instead of feeding back to the grid, and will be used for traction later.
Apparently, all regenerative power can be used within the internal railway system, further improving
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the utilization rate of the regenerative power. The modified system enhances the means of regulating
RBE utilization in traction power supply system.

The energy distribution of the whole railway system is shown in Figure 5. P_tra is the judgment
threshold of the traction condition; P_reg is the judgment threshold of the regeneration condition; Pgrid

is the power supplied by the utility grid; PPTD is the transferring power by EPTD and PTD; PES_disch

is the discharge power of EES; PES_ch is the charge power of EES. P_tra and P_reg can divide power
allocation into three states: traction, non-load, and regeneration. In the traction condition, the traction
power is supplied together by the grid, the regenerative power and the stored regenerative power
in EES. In the non-load condition, there are no trains running or in the cruising state. However in
practice, there will be losses in transformers, lines, etc. At this time, the line loss, transformer loss
and other losses are powered by the grid. Furthermore, the ESS can be charged for other functions
in this condition. In the regeneration condition, the regenerative power supplies the traction power
demanded by the locomotives, and the surplus part is stored in ESS.

 

Figure 5. Energy distribution of the whole railway system.

3.2. Power Quality Improvement

The output powers of two-phase windings in single-phase railway networks have significant
differences due to the imbalance of traction loads, causing negative sequence, reactive power, and
other power quality problems in the upstream three-phase utility grid. The modified system also has
the ability to improve power quality. An EPTD comprises two single-phase back-to-back AC/DC/AC
converters and one DC/DC converter with a bus dc link in between. It can control active power
exchange and compensate reactive power to present the upstream three phase power as balanced and
free of reactive power. By compensating the reactive loads (QEPTDk,1 and QEPTDk,2) and balancing the
active load power (PEPTDk) between the two railway power supply sections (take V/V transformer as an
example, see Figure 6), the problem of negative sequence and reactive power pollution to the upstream
three-phase utility grid can be eliminated. The EPTD can also be used as a three phase balancer for
Scott transformer and other transformer connections. At present, many control methods of EPTD
(RPC or ES-RPC) have been proposed [35–41]. This paper did not elaborate too much on it. However,
the capacity of the EPTD for three phase balancer can be much larger than that of the EPTD used for
the regenerative power user. The capacity reduction methods of EPTD (mainly RPC) have also been
investigated [42–44].
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Figure 6. Power quality improvement by PTD with the ESS (EPTD).

3.3. Peak Cutting and Valley Filling Control

Due to the influence of train running intervals and train carrying capacities, there is peak power
in the traction substation. The traction transformer will experience huge power at peak positions,
when power surges to traction transformer. In addition, the operation cost and the investment cost are
large if the traction transformers are designed according the peak power in convention [22,28,33,35,36].
The effect of peak power surges can be reduced by the modified system. EPTD and PTD can control
power flow on both sides connected to it and EPTD can also store up energy as well as release energy,
realizing the peak shift control.

Figure 7 shows an example of a peak load waveform caused by the coincidence of some train loads.
In a certain power supply section, peak shaving can be realized by releasing the energy stored in EPTD
and transferring the power from other adjacent power supply intervals [35,36]. In addition, the cost of
the whole railway will be reduced via peak-shift control adopting the smart electrical infrastructure
in [33]. The modified system in this paper will further enhance the flexibility of peak-shift control, and
the cost of the whole railway will be reduced even more. It should be pointed out that the storage
energy in EES will come from regenerative braking energy (see Figure 2) on the one hand and charging
power from grid (see Figure 5) on the other hand. By realizing the function of peak shaving, the
economic cost of the whole railway will be reduced.

 

Figure 7. Peak shaving based on the modified system.

Similarly, there is valley power in the traction substation and valley filling control also needs to be
considered. Above all, the filling valley can increase the utilization rate of traction transformers [35,36].
Moreover, valley filling can help balance the supply and demand in an electrical system and reduce
cost of electrical railway system. According to market price fluctuations in the electricity market,
buying energy at low prices during valley power duration by storing it in ESSs, and when the price is
higher, using it to power. In this way, the cost can be reduced even without reducing the total energy
consumption [31].
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3.4. Management and Control for Clean Energy

Renewable sources such as PV panels and wind generators may be installed to feed railway loads,
and this will become a trend in the future [45]. The aim of the measure is to partially power railway
loads with clean energy and thus reduce CO2 emissions. Covering part of the energy needs of a railway
system through local renewable sources may significantly reduce the amount of energy imported
and reduce the ratio of emitted per kWh consumption. However, there are two main problems after
introducing renewable sources:

(1) Locational mismatch:

There are distributed usable spaces along railroad tracks for renewable sources in some supply
sections of railway systems. In some cases, the traction power in the corresponding electrical section
is less than the clean energy, but other electrical sections without renewable sources require power.
That means that in some cases the consumption location is away from the generation area, causing
locational mismatch (see the location of the regeneration sources in Figure 2).

(2) Temporal mismatch:

In many stations, huge amounts of electric power are consumed during rush hours. However,
the hours of PV generation are fixed, i.e., PV generation is active in the daytime and inactive at night.
When generating more, the power consumption may not be high. Wind generators experience a
similar effect. Therefore, there are temporal mismatches between railway consumption and renewable
generation [22].

The modified system can eliminate the locational and temporal mismatches by controlling EPTDs
and PTDs so that they can transfer the clean energy to other sections and store as well as release the
clean energy to increase the buffer time. By this approach, clean energy can be reasonably controlled
through EMS improving the utilization of clean energy, as shown in Figure 2.

3.5. Active Control for Line Voltage

Traction and regenerative braking of locomotives will cause voltage fluctuations on lines, and the
introduction of regenerative sources will also cause voltage fluctuations on lines [20,28]. The effects
of the equivalent parameters of the line, such as the reactive power generated by parasitic capacitor,
can also cause line voltage fluctuations [46,47]. The range of voltage fluctuation can be suppressed by
introducing the modified system. Figure 8 shows the concept of line voltage fluctuation at line ends and
the concept of voltage control by use of the modified system. When a locomotive brakes, the regenerative
braking power may cause over-voltage in the contact line. The EMS can carry out active voltage control
by transferring power via PTD and EPTD and storing the regenerative power in ESS. Similarly, when a
locomotive accelerates, the regenerative braking power may cause under-voltage in the contact line. The
voltage in the contact line can be kept at a normal via active voltage control. In addition, the modified
system can also compensate reactive power to control voltage via PTD and EPTD.

 

Figure 8. Active voltage control based on the modified system.
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3.6. Emergency Power Supply

In electrified railways, power failures will have important impacts on the operation and the
service quality of railways. During blackout conditions, trains will stop running; there will be no
ventilation and mugginess in trains, which greatly reduces the comfort of passengers. The modified
system will alleviate this problem. In blackout conditions, the EMS can carry out emergency control by
the use of ESS and power of other electrical sections, as shown in Figure 9. The emergency control
can maintain a train’s operation during blackout conditions at least until it reaches the nearest station.
This will avoid long stops between stations on the canal [20], and keep air-conditioning in operation
during the remainder of the train journey to ensure the quality of service provided to passengers.

 

Figure 9. Emergency control based on the modified system.

4. Control Algorithm for Utilization of RBE

This paper focused on the realization of eco-friendliness, energy saving, and low carbon of a
railway. In order to achieve this goal, a control algorithm for the utilization of RBE based on the
modified system was proposed in this paper.

4.1. Algorithm Principles

In the control process for the utilization of RBE in the whole railway line using the modified
system, the loss of the RBE in the lines and the power converters is unavoidable. The line loss of the
RBE in the flow process is small, accounting for approximately 0.2% [48]. Therefore, the line loss
was ignored and the efficiency of the converters alone was considered in this paper. In addition, the
capacity of the ESSs was considered to be unlimited.

To utilize the RBE using the modified system, a control algorithm was designed in this paper.
The control algorithm principles is as follows:

(1) Adjacent transmission by EPTD and PTD (see Figure 10a,b).
(2) Transmission between two power supply sections (see Figure 10c).
(3) Storage the surplus RBE in ESS (see Figure 10d).
(4) Release the energy in ESS (see Figure 10e).

The efficiency of the converter is the most important factor affecting the transmission loss of
regenerative braking power. The typical topology of an EPTD is shown in Figure 11, and a PTD was
similar, including only AC−DC, and DC−AC. In Figure 11, there were two efficiency paths. Path 1 was
transferring the regenerative power by the use of AC−DC, DC−AC converter, and its transmission
efficiency was η(AC–DC)·η(DC–AC). Path 2 was storing or releasing regenerative power by the use of
AC−DC, DC−DC converter, and its transmission efficiency was η(AC–DC)·η(DC–DC). At present, the
efficiency of power electronic converters was very high, above 90%, so the efficiencies of η(AC−DC),
η(DC−AC), η(DC−DC) were considered to be similar in this paper.
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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(e) 

 

Figure 10. Control algorithm principle: (a) adjacent transmission; (b) adjacent transmission;
(c) transmission between two power supply sections; (d) storage energy; and (e) release energy.

Figure 11. Typical topology and operation paths of EPTD.

The regenerative power is charged to the ESS during train braking and will be utilized for the
powering of systems later. Therefore, the transmission efficiency of RBE via ESS is:

ηES = η(AC−DC) · η(DC−DC) · η(DC−DC) · η(AC−DC). (10)

When the surplus regenerative power is transferred to other power sections, the transmission
efficiency of RBE via PTD and EPTD is:

ηT =
(
η(AC−DC) · η(DC−AC)

)m
, (11)

where m is the number of power supply sections during the process of regenerative power transmission.
When taking m = 1, it can be seen by contrasting (10) and (11) that the transmission efficiency,

when transferring regenerative power to the adjacent section via PTD or EPTD, is obviously higher
than when it is storing and releasing regenerative power via ESS. Therefore, the most efficient way is
to transfer regenerative braking power to the adjacent power supply sections. After principle (1), if
there is regenerative power surplus in the whole railway system, this part power will be transferred to
other non-adjacent power sections or stored in the ESS. When taking m = 2, the transmission efficiency
of transferring regenerative power between two sections via PTD and EPTD is similar to storing and
releasing regenerative power via ESS. In order to reduce the capacity and cost of ESS, it allows the
transfer of the regenerative power between two power sections via PTD and EPTD. After principle
(2), if there is still regenerative power surplus, the surplus power continues to be transferred to other
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non-adjacent power sections or stored in the ESS. When taking m = 3, the transmission efficiency
transferring regenerative power between the three sections via PTDs and EPTDs is lower than storing
and releasing regenerative power via ESS. Therefore it is not economical to transfer the regenerative
power between three sections, as shown in Figure 10c. Instead, all surplus regenerative power is stored
in ESS. Obviously, the RBE utilization efficiency via the modified system in this paper was higher than
that via the system in [33]. After principles (1), (2), and (3), if there is traction power needed in some
power sections, the previously stored regenerative power will be released to supply the traction power.

4.2. Algorithm Steps

In accordance with the control algorithm principle, the algorithm steps and computational process
were designed.

According to the Figure 4, the feeder power satisfied:

Pk = ikuk. (12)

Assuming that transferring regenerative power by EPTD and PTD is PPTD,k; the exchange power
in ESS is PES,k. A simplified diagram of power flow in the whole railway system for RBE utilization
can be obtained, as shown in Figure 12. The green arrow and the red arrow are the positive direction
of transmission power and energy storage power respectively, and the power is negative when they
are pointing in the opposite direction. Therefore, transferring power to the right is positive and to
left is negative; storing power in an ESS is positive and releasing power from an ESS is negative.
Defining the transmission efficiency of each converter is ηk = η(AC–DC)·η(DC–AC); the storage and release
efficiency of an ESS from its left port is ηLk = η(AC–DC)·η(DC–DC) (arrow 3 and 5 in Figure 11); and the
storage or release efficiency of an ESS from its right port is ηRk = η(DC–AC)·η(DC–DC) (arrow 4 and 6 in
Figure 11). Before the modified system operates, each feeder power is equal to the train power in the
corresponding power supply sections.

 
Figure 12. The simplified electrical description for RBE utilization.

(1) Step 1: According to the power data of P1, P2, . . . , P2n, screening out the power supply sections
where the RBE is located and storing the number of the power supply sections in variable j. Firstly, the
regenerative power is transmitted to the adjacent power supply sections, as shown in Figure 13.

 
Figure 13. Adjacent transmission.

Case 1: Pj−1 ≤ 0, Pj+1 ≤ 0.

No transmission.
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Case 2: Pj−1 > 0, Pj+1 ≤ 0.

The regenerative power in the j power supply section is transferred to the j − 1 power supply
section. The RBE should be maximized transmission. Therefore, the transmission power PPTD_1,j−1 in
step 1 can be calculated by:

PPTD_1, j−1 = −min
{∣∣∣Pj−1/η j−1

∣∣∣, ∣∣∣Pj
∣∣∣}. (13)

It should be noted that when taking j = 2n, the regenerative power in the 2nth power supply
section is transferred to the (2n − 1)th power supply section only.

Case 3: Pj−1 ≤ 0, Pj+1 > 0.

The transmission power PPTD_1,j in step 1 can be calculated by:

PPTD_1, j = min
{∣∣∣Pj+1/η j

∣∣∣, ∣∣∣Pj
∣∣∣}. (14)

It should be noted that when taking j = 1, the regenerative power in the 1st power supply section
is transferred to the 2nd power supply section only.

Case 4: Pj−1 > 0, Pj+1 > 0.

(i) if |Pj| ≥ |Pj−1/ηj−1| + |Pj+1/ηj|.
The regenerative power in the j power supply section is transferred to the j − 1 power supply

section and the j + 1 power supply section. The regenerative power in the j power supply section can
supply all traction power required by the j − 1 and j+1 power supply sections. The transmission power
in step 1 can be calculated by: {

PPTD_1, j−1 = −
∣∣∣Pj−1/η j−1

∣∣∣
PPTD_1, j =

∣∣∣Pj+1/η j
∣∣∣ . (15)

(ii) if |Pj| < |Pj−1/ηj−1| + |Pj+1/ηj|.
Transmission in accordance with converter efficiency to achieve efficient use of RBE.
When ηj−1 > ηj: ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ PPTD_1, j−1 = −min

{∣∣∣Pj−1/η j−1
∣∣∣, ∣∣∣Pj

∣∣∣}
PPTD_1, j =

(∣∣∣Pj
∣∣∣− ∣∣∣PPTD_1, j−1

∣∣∣) . (16)

When ηj−1 ≤ ηj: ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ PPTD_1, j−1 = −
(∣∣∣Pj

∣∣∣− ∣∣∣PPTD_1, j
∣∣∣)

PPTD_1, j = min
{∣∣∣Pj+1/η j

∣∣∣, ∣∣∣Pj
∣∣∣} . (17)

(2) Step 2: After step 1, recalculating the feeder power P1, P2, . . . , P2n. Then, screening out the
power supply sections where the RBE is located and storing the number of the power supply sections
in variable j again. After adjacent transmission, the power supply section adjacent to the section with
regenerative power has no traction power. Therefore, the regenerative power needs to be transmitted
between two power supply sections, as shown Figure 14.

 
Figure 14. Transmission between two power supply sections.

Case 1: Pj−2 ≤ 0, Pj+2 ≤ 0.

No transmission.

Case 2: Pj−2 > 0, Pj+2 ≤ 0.
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The regenerative power in the j power supply section is transferred to the j − 2 power supply
section. However, the transmission process requires two converters to complete. The transmission
power PPTD_2,j−1 and PPTD_2,j−2 in step 2 both need both to be calculated by:

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ PPTD_2, j−1 = −min
{∣∣∣Pj−2/(η j−2 · η j−1)

∣∣∣, ∣∣∣Pj
∣∣∣}

PPTD_2, j−2 = PPTD, j−1 · η j−1
. (18)

It should be noted that when taking j = 2n or j = 2n − 1, the regenerative power in the 2nth or
(2n − 1)th power supply section is transferred to the (2n − 2)th or (2n − 3)th power supply section only.

Case 3: Pj-2 ≤ 0, Pj+2 > 0.

The transmission power PPTD_2,j and PPTD_2,j+1 in step 2 both need to be calculated by:

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ PPTD_2, j = min
{∣∣∣Pj+2/(η j · η j+1)

∣∣∣, ∣∣∣Pj
∣∣∣}

PPTD_2, j+1 = PPTD, j · η j
. (19)

It should be noted that when taking j = 1 or j = 2, the regenerative power in the 1st or 2nd power
supply section is transferred to the 3rd or 4th power supply section only.

Case 4: Pj−2 > 0, Pj+2 > 0.

(i) if |Pj| ≥ |Pj-2/(ηj−1·ηj-2)| + |Pj+2/(ηj·ηj+1)|.
The regenerative power in the j power supply section is transferred to the j − 2 power supply

section and the j + 2 power supply section. The regenerative power in the j power supply section can
supply all traction power required by the j − 2 and j + 2 power supply sections. The transmission
power in step 2 can be calculated by:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

PPTD_2, j−1 = −
∣∣∣Pj−2/(η j−1 · η j−2)

∣∣∣
PPTD_2, j−2 = PPTD_2, j−1 · η j−1

PPTD_2, j =
∣∣∣Pj+2/(η j · η j+1)

∣∣∣
PPTD_2, j+1 = PPTD_2, j · η j

. (20)

(ii) if |Pj| < |Pj−2/(ηj−1·ηj−2)| + |Pj+2/(ηj·ηj+1)|.
Transmission according to converter efficiency.
When ηj−1·ηj−2 > ηj·ηj+1:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
PPTD_2, j−1 = −min

{∣∣∣Pj−1/(η j−1 · η j−2)
∣∣∣, ∣∣∣Pj

∣∣∣}
PPTD_2, j−2 = PPTD_2, j−1 · η j−1

PPTD_2, j =
(∣∣∣Pj

∣∣∣− ∣∣∣PPTD_2, j−1
∣∣∣)

PPTD_2, j+1 = PPTD_2, j · η j

. (21)

When ηj−1·ηj−2 ≤ ηj·ηj+1:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
PPTD_2, j−1 = −

(∣∣∣Pj
∣∣∣− ∣∣∣PPTD_2, j

∣∣∣)
PPTD_2, j−2 = PPTD_2, j−1 · η j−1

PPTD_2, j = min
{∣∣∣Pj+1/(η j · η j+1)

∣∣∣, ∣∣∣Pj
∣∣∣}

PPTD_2, j+1 = PPTD_2, j · η j

. (22)

(3) Step 3: After step 2, Recalculating the feeder power P1, P2, . . . , P2n. Then, screening out the
power supply sections where the RBE is located and storing the number of the power supply sections
in variable j again. After step 2, if the regenerative power is still surplus, the surplus regenerative
power will be stored in ESS.
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(i) if j is an odd number.
The regenerative energy power will be stored in ESS by arrow 3 in Figure 11. The storage energy

power PES_3,j in step 3 can be calculated by:

PES_3, j =
∣∣∣Pj · ηL j

∣∣∣. (23)

(ii) if j is an even number.
The storage energy power will be stored in ESS by arrow 4 in Figure 11. The storage energy power

in step 3 can be calculated by:
PES_3, j−1 =

∣∣∣Pj · ηR j−1
∣∣∣. (24)

After storage, all regenerative power is utilized in railway system.
(4) Step 4: Screening out the ESS with storage energy and storing the number of the ESSs in

variable j. j is an odd number (see Figure 3).

Case 1: Pj = 0, Pj+1 = 0.

No release energy.

Case 2: Pj > 0, Pj+1 = 0.

The regenerative power in the j ESS is transferred to the j power supply section by the path 5 in
Figure 11. The release energy power PES_4,j in step 4 can be calculated by:

PES_4, j = −min
{ ∣∣∣Pj/ηL j

∣∣∣, ∣∣∣PES j
∣∣∣}. (25)

Case 3: Pj = 0, Pj+1 > 0.

The regenerative power in the j ESS is transferred to the j power supply section by the path 6 in
Figure 11. The release energy power in step 4 can be calculated by:

PES_4, j = −min
{ ∣∣∣Pj+1/ηR j

∣∣∣, ∣∣∣PES j
∣∣∣}. (26)

Case 4: Pj > 0, Pj+1 > 0.

(i) if |PESj| ≥ |Pj/ηLj| + |Pj+1/ηRj|.
The regenerative power in the j ESS is transferred to the j power supply section and the j + 1

power supply section. The release energy power in step 4 can be calculated by:

PES_4, j = −(
∣∣∣Pj/ηL j

∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣Pj+1/ηR j
∣∣∣). (27)

(ii) if |PESj| < |Pj/ηLj| + |Pj+1/ηRj|.
When ηLj > ηRj, the storage energy in ESSj first releases along arrow 5 in Figure 11, achieving

efficient utilization. When ηLj ≤ ηRj, the storage energy in ESSj first releases along arrow 6 in Figure 11,
achieving efficient utilization. However, it should be noted that all storage energy in ESSj is fully
utilized in above two cases, and the release energy power can be calculated by:

PES_4, j = −
∣∣∣PES j

∣∣∣. (28)

Through step 4, the regenerative power stored in the energy storage system is utilized.
Finally, the transmission power references of EPTDs and PTDs and the storage as well as release

power references can be calculated by the use of PPTD_1, PPTD_2, PES_3, and PES_4. These references
are calculated by the EMS and the relevant data is delivered to the PTDs and EPTDs via bidirectional
communication equipment.

In summary, all regenerative power was used within the internal railway system more efficiently
by the modified smart system proposed in this paper.
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5. Results Verification and Analysis

To evaluate the effectiveness of the modified system and the proposed control algorithm, a
modified power supply system consisting of four TSs and eight power supply sections was considered.
The diagram of the traction power supply system is shown in Figure 15. The variable data of EPTDs
and PTDs and 100 groups of locomotive power data in eight supply power sections were randomly
generated in Matlab. The efficiency of AC−DC, DC−AC, and DC−DC converters in EPTDs and PTDs
is shown in Table 1. The efficiency ηj, ηLj, and ηRj could be calculated by the use of the data in Table 1.
The control algorithm was realized in Matlab.

Figure 15. The diagram of the modified power supply system.

Table 1. Converter efficiency.

Type η(AC−DC) η(DC−AC) η(DC−DC)

EPTD1 0.9690 0.9756 0.9753
PTD2 0.9609 0.9665 −

EPTD3 0.9861 0.9501 0.9736
PTD4 0.9886 0.9790 -

EPTD5 0.9847 0.9586 0.9721
PTD6 0.9810 0.9597 -

EPTD7 0.9881 0.9575 0.9786

5.1. Feasibility Evaluation of the Modified System

Based on the aforementioned data, 100 groups of train power consumption of no control results in
the original system and control results in the modified system were obtained, as shown in Figure 16.
With the proposed system and the control algorithm, the regenerative power was effectively utilized
within the internal railway system and the power consumption of the whole railway system was
significantly reduced. Moreover, when there are surplus regenerative power in the railway system,
the surplus power is stored in ESSs and will be utilized for the powering in the other groups later.
The storage energy results in all the ESSs are shown in Figure 17. It can be seen from Figure 17 that the
ESSs were not only charged but also discharged, realizing full utilization of all the regenerative power
within the internal railway system.
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Figure 16. Results before and after control.

Figure 17. Energy storage results.

In addition, six groups of the locomotive power data in eight supply power sections of no
control results in the original system and control results in the modified system were compared. The
comparison results are presented in Figure 18. The power in the corresponding six groups of ESSs is
presented in Figure 19. It can be seen from the results that the power consumption in most of supply
power sections was reduced to zero after utilizing the regenerative power in trains and the energy
in ESSs via modified system, realizing the eco-friendliness and low carbon of railway transportation.
Specially, In Figure 18f, the power consumption in all the supply power sections was reduced to zero,
realizing the zero-emission of railway transportation. Furthermore, the ESS in EPTD7 had no storage
power because the regenerative power in 7th and 8th sections was not surplus after regulating by the
control algorithm.

(a) (b) 

Figure 18. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure 18. Partial comparison results before and after control: (a) 60th group; (b) 61th group; (c) 62th
group; (d) 63th group; (e) 64th group; and (f) 65th group.

Figure 19. The results in six groups of ESSs.

5.2. Advantage Evaluation of the Modified System

Furthermore, a comparison between the energy storage power of the proposed modified system
and that of the system with ESSs alone (Figure 1d) was made in Matlab to verify the advantage
of the proposed modified system, as shown in Figure 20. It can be seen that the capacity of the
energy storage system adopting the proposed system was greatly reduced. When the system with
ESSs alone was also adopted, the regenerative power could be utilized through four converter
links AC−DC/DC−DC/DC−DC/DC−AC. Compared with the system with ESSs alone, the modified
system only needs to pass through two converter links AC−DC/DC−AC to utilize regenerative power
when adjacent transmission, which enhances the utilization rate of the regenerative braking energy.
In addition, compared with the scheme in [33], the proposed system can utilize all the regenerative
power and avoid regenerative power waste. For example, In Figure 18c, the total regenerative power
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was 30.347 MW, and the total traction power was 26.973 MW. The regenerative power was more than the
traction power. If the scheme in [33] is adopted to utilize regenerative power, it will cause regenerative
power waste. Instead, the proposed system will solve this problem. Moreover, the proposed system
could also enhance the utilization rate of regenerative power compared with the scheme in [33], as
analyzed in Section 4.2, avoiding regenerative power transmission between three sections.

Figure 20. A comparison results of energy storage power between the proposed modified system and
the energy storage system.

However, the cost of energy-storage-based smart electrical infrastructure needs to be considered.
The cost of batteries is four times that of converters [49], but there may be discrepancies in practice.
If only from the perspective of regenerative braking energy utilization, the economy of the proposed
system compared with the system with ESSs alone needs to be discussed, because some literatures
consider that the systems with ESSs alone are more economical [20,22]. However, considering that
the system has other functions, it will bring more benefits at the same cost. From this point of view,
the proposed system will be more competitive economically. In addition, with the development
of the technology and the increased demand of batteries, the cost of the batteries will be gradually
reduced, thereby greatly improving the application potential of the proposed system. Moreover, in
some railways with large slopes, more regenerative braking energy will be generated [17]. In these
railways, the economic benefits of the proposed system will be more obvious. The scheme of adding
ESS in AC-fed railway system has also received attention and been studied [34–36,50], which proves
the feasibility of the application of the proposed system based on the energy storage scheme in the
railway system. Last but not least, the capacity of the ESSs in the proposed system can be optimized,
thereby reducing the cost of the ESSs. Then, the regenerative braking energy can be effectively utilized
while ensuring the minimum capacity and cost of the ESSs, thereby further improving the economics
of the proposed modified system. It also should be noted that this paper did not consider the issue
of the capacity constraints of the ESSs. However in the future research work, the author will further
optimize the capacity of the ESSs and design the control strategy under the capacity constraints of the
ESSs, thereby enhancing the economic advantage of the proposed system.

In addition, it should be noted that the data was randomly obtained by Matlab, and whether the
result of zero-emission of railway transportation in Figure 18f will be achieved in practice still needs to
be discussed. This mainly depends on the regenerative braking energy produced by locomotives in
actual. However, if clean energy is added for powering traction in the railway system in the future,
combined with the energy-storage-based smart electrical infrastructure proposed in this paper, the
zero-emission of railway transportation could be realized in the future.

The feasibility of the additional functions of power quality improvement, peak cutting and valley
filling, management and control for clean energy, active control for line voltage, and emergency power
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supply are widely discussed in literatures [5,6,14,20–24,28,30–32,35–44]. For the realization process
and verification results of those functions, readers can see the above-mentioned literatures. This paper
would no longer validate those functions. The energy-storage-based smart electrical system proposed
in this paper could integrate these functions instead of allowing them to operation independently,
providing options for smart and eco-friendliness of railway in the future.

This paper focused on regenerative braking energy utilization via the proposed system, realizing
eco-friendly railway transportation system. In the future, the author will further investigate the other
functions of the proposed system, so as to maximize the benefits of the proposed system.

6. Conclusions

This paper presented a modified system to improve the current AC-fed railway power supply
systems, which could enhance the eco-friendliness and smart level of railway. The modified system
further improved the degree of controllability of the infrastructure, which allowed for many functions
as follows:

• Utilization of regenerative braking energy;
• Power quality improvement;
• Peak cutting and valley filling;
• Management and control for clean energy;
• Active control for line voltage;
• Emergency power supply.

In addition, to utilize the regenerative braking energy, a control algorithm based on the
modified system was proposed to realize efficient utilization of all the regenerative power within
the internal railway system, making traction consumption of railway systems reduction greatly and
more eco-friendliness.

Finally, the advantages of the proposed system and the effectiveness of the proposed control
algorithm were verified in a case of a modified power supply system consisting of four traction
substations and eight power supply sections. The results showed that the regenerative braking energy
in railway could be efficiently utilized by using the improved system and the control algorithm.
The work conducted in this paper would provide alternative methods for railway smart control and
energy saving and consumption reduction.
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Abstract: The complexity of power systems is rising mainly due to the expansion of renewable
energy generation. Due to the enormous variability and uncertainty associated with these types of
resources, they require sophisticated planning tools so that they can be used appropriately. In this
sense, several tools for the simulation of renewable energy assets have been proposed. However,
they are traditionally focused on the simulation of the generation process, leaving the operation of
these systems in the background. Conversely, more expert SCADA operators for the management of
renewable power plants are required, but their training is not an easy task. SCADA operation
is usually complex, due to the wide set of information available. In this sense, simulation or
co-simulation tools can clearly help to reduce the learning curve and improve their skills. Therefore,
this paper proposes a useful simulator based on a JavaScript engine that can be easily connected
to any renewable SCADAs, making it possible to perform different simulated scenarios for novel
operator training, as if it were a real facility. Using this tool, the administrators can easily program
those scenarios allowing them to sort out the lack of support found in setting up facilities and training
of novel operator tasks. Additionally, different renewable energy generation models that can be
implemented in the proposed simulator are described. Later, as a use example of this tool, a study
case is also performed. It proposes three different wind farm generation facility models, based
on different turbine models: one with the essential generation turbine function obtained from the
manufacturer curve, another with an empirical model using monotonic splines, and the last one
adding the most important operational states, making it possible to demonstrate the usefulness of the
proposed simulation tool.

Keywords: co-simulation; renewable resources; SCADA; operator training

1. Introduction

In the last few years, the presence of renewable energy sources has increased significantly within
the power systems. These new sources, contrary to the traditional energy approach, are not only
generated in huge central, but also in distributed small, mini, or micro power plants. This approach
is covered under the paradigm called Distributed Generation (DG) [1]. Specifically, this paradigm
is one of the keystones in Smart Grids (SG) [2–5], following an optimal control of all the connected
elements, including in them an active role of consumers and producers and even proposing a new
actor, the prosumer. In the DG paradigm, the resources of generation and/or storage are connected
directly to the distribution network, as it is defined in the EU Directive 2019/944 [6]. In this way, they
are located closer to consumption points. Those elements, which are usually renewables, are called
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) [7].

Taking under consideration these trends, it is clear that the power system is becoming more
complex: the number of generation points is increasing, and the production is highly dependent on the
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weather. This is why different technologies are used in SG to achieve the monitoring and control levels
to maintain the coordination and stability of the whole system. Those advances cover all the areas from
Automatic Metering Infrastructure (AMI) [8], fault location systems [9], electric vehicle integration [10],
and of course, the generation control. Above all, reliable systems for planning, coordination, and
analysis are an imperative in the future of the power system.

Specifically, it is in generation control where prediction and simulation are especially important.
The balancing of the whole power system depends on how accurate the predictions of generation are,
an aspect that is becoming more and more difficult due to the increasing number of DG facilities.

In this sense, utilities or power companies are currently integrating, at different levels, tools to
support their assets’ management. This trend is included in their strategies of network digitization,
in which the digital twin is the paradigm that is arousing more interest [11]. Thus, thanks to the greater
knowledge of the network that provides these technologies (more detailed models and greater amount
of real-time data), it is possible to define new analytic applications and diagnosis based on this network
characterization (e.g., [12,13]).

Specifically, simulation software is directly affected by this improvement of the network
characterization. The ability to reproduce the behavior of a system in different scenarios or
configurations is very useful, becoming essential tools for planning tasks. Due to this, it is easy
to find simulators for the study, modeling, or design of DER elements.

On the one hand, there is software focused on the analysis or the design of the DER elements
themselves. For example, QBlade is widely used to design blades and simulate their behavior,
achieving good results even in cases of vortexes’ existence [14] or low wind conditions [15]. PVSystTM is
a software tool to size photovoltaic (PV) facilities and to estimate their production depending on the
geographic situation, solar panel technology, and other parameters [16]; likewise, Bluesol is a similar
example [17].

On the other hand, general power simulators can be also used to study the DER behavior. Thus,
this second group is usually divided into two types: Electromagnetic Transient (EMT) analysis and
power flow analysis. In this first approach, EMT tools such as PSCADTM, DIgSILENT PowerFactoryTM,
and the MATLABR SimPowerSystemsTM toolbox have been widely used through their model
library to simulation of the transient behavior of individual assets or sets of them. As an example,
PowerFactoryTM has been used in [18] to simulate the wind turbine model following the guidelines
defined by the IEC 61400-27-1 [19]; or PSCADTM, which was used in [20] to test a new protection
scheme for relay in power systems with PV generation; or in [21] to test dynamic reactive power
compensations for PV inverters. MATLAB R© and Simulink R© have been also extensively used for the
simulation of microgrids and hybrid systems using ad hoc models (e.g., [22]). In the second subgroup,
power flow simulators are focusing on energy transfer and lose analysis along the power system.
Simulation tools such as PowerWorldTM, PSS R©E, and OpenDSS are commonly applied for this type of
study, even being integrated into the corporate utilities’ tools. As an example, PowerWorldTM was
used in [23] to carry out a review of complex network analysis in electric power systems using an
IEEE Node Test Feeder [24]. Besides, OpenDSS is a free software by EPRI R©, which has been used in
Demand Response (DR) analyses [25], Volt-Var Optimization (VVO) [26], etc. Moreover, OpenDSS
is also suitable for evaluating the analysis under different harmonic orders, making Power Quality
(PQ)analyses possible (e.g., [27]). Furthermore, new tools like DRIVE [28] completes OpenDSS’s
capabilities, making Hosting Capacity Analysis (HCA) possible [29], which is essential for utilities in
the present scenario of DER deployment and the application in new flexibility services [30].

Thus, it is important to note that, when the simulation is applied considering cyber-physical
systems, different components could be interconnected to form a more complete one. For example,
for a PV farm simulation, not only is the model of the solar panels necessary, but also, the models of
the inverters and the control system should be studied in order to create a more realistic and complete
scenario. This approach in which different simulation models are combined is called co-simulation [31].
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An example of a simulator that covers this function is Mosaik, a framework for SG co-simulation [32].
This tool has been used by researchers for the study and evaluation of different energy scenarios [33].

In summary, all of these tools are focused on: (A) the analysis or design of the elements or (B)
studying DER energy production and power flow for planning task. As can be seen, it is not usual that
they take under consideration the operation task from the operators’ point of view [34]. However, even
with all the automation existing in power plants, most of the monitoring operations and maintenance
are actually done by (human) workers.

In this sense, this paper proposes a novel simulation tool focusing mainly on operator training.
Therefore, it is designed to replicate operation situations that are very important in training process,
as for example very high wind speed or gust winds in offshore facilities.

In generation plants, systems that are responsible for monitoring and managing these kinds
of facilities are commonly implemented by Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)
systems [35]. They constitute the human-machine interface of the plant, in which the operational
parameters both under normal and failure conditions are shown (e.g., warnings and alarms). In this
way, some authors such as K.S.Lin [36] studied the application of complex Failure Mode and Effects
Analysis (FMEA) based on Risk Priority Number (RPN), or other methods.

Once the importance of the SCADA design and its operation are established, it is easy to note that
the ability and skills of the SCADA operator have no less importance for keeping them in secure and
safe conditions, but as described before, most of the simulators that appear in the literature do not
consider this scenario.

Some authors studied how to include new information analysis in the SCADA to support the
operator in the decision process. An example of this can be observed in the work of Y. Liu et al. [37],
which proposed a blade icing detection system based on machine learning and deep learning. In the
same way, Schlechtingen et al. [38] proposed an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Interference Systems (ANFIS)
for wind turbine condition monitoring using SCADA data. Its objective was the detection of abnormal
behavior and indicating component malfunctions or faults using captured signals from the SCADA.
Therefore, these papers were more focused on improving the available information for operators, not
training them in a secure way to operate the resources over those situations, and not offering any
assistance for the learning process.

Therefore, a simulation tool that makes it possible not only to simulate the production of
a renewable plant under normal and anomalous conditions, but that also considers the manual
actions performed by operators and the information they require is essential. This approach is
particularly interesting for operator training, where they need to learn how to face all those different
operational situations.

Due to this necessity, this paper is focused on the proposal of a SCADA-integrable simulator that
helps in the training of operators for renewable generation systems. Specifically, it raises a simulator
focused on the human operational aspects of the facilities and not an accurate production simulation.
This second scope is easier to observe in the literature, while the human factors are sometimes not
even considered. In this sense, this paper proposes a simulator useful for SCADA operator training.
This tool can be operated from real SCADA, acting over simulated values and events instead of real
resources, without an appreciable difference from the point of view of operators. Therefore, it could be
used as a training environment for novel operators, reducing the learning time and accelerating their
labor incorporation, safely.

Moreover, the user interface, the programming language, and methodology are designed to be
simple, allowing an easy modification of the models, even from non-expert users.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 exposes the general requirements for the simulator.
Later, the simulator tool architecture and its main parts are described in Section 3. Section 4 shows
the simulator usefulness, describing possibles models that could be used for the proposed simulator.
Section 5 presents three study cases for the simulation tool. Finally, the conclusions in Section 6
are shown.
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2. Simulation Requirements

Currently, as was described above, the presence and complexity of DERs are growing continuously.
For this reason, more expert users are required, and they have to be trained to operate them correctly
on a daily basis. Moreover, these users should not only know about normal operation procedures,
but even the best ones to avoid situations that may cause a safety or security risk (for users and
facilities, respectively). As K.-S. Lin stated, “safety and security are key issues in SCADA systems” [36].
On the other hand, the start up of a DER is a complex task that requires multiple verification tests of
the SCADA.

Because of all the above, a clear need arises: operators need to be trained to deal with these
situations. In this sense, it is essential to have a simulation tool for training SCADA users in the
field of renewable resource management, following the simulation approaches proposed in Section 1.
Specifically, the use of a simulation tool that allows the SCADA users to interact with different
simulated scenarios (such as: historical weather conditions, failure situations, etc.) is a valuable
instrument. Thanks to this, operators can be trained to react to both normal and emergency situations,
without causing true risks in real facilities.

However, for a simulator like the one described above to be really useful, it should meet certain
requirements. For example, it should be transparent for the user, i.e., maintaining the same interaction
with both the real or the simulation plant. In this sense, as can be seen in Figure 1, users need to be
able to switch between (or even combine) real and simulated DER if necessary, but always maintaining
the same SCADA interface.
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Figure 1. Connection between SCADA and the simulator.

In a regular operation, SCADA shows the real resources’ information. However, when new
operators should be trained for a specific issue, the simulation of this scenario could be executed,
always maintaining the same SCADA interface.

Additionally, the simulation must also be executed in the background, evolving independently.
Although SCADA could not obtain values from the simulation, the simulator would continue evolving
its simulation variables. Therefore, when SCADA asks for the value of a variable, it will always get the
most updated value, as when this happens in a real facility.

Finally, the simulator should be friendly for the users, providing a simple interface to configure the
simulation parameters. Moreover, common SCADA users do not need to have advanced programming
skills. Therefore, the simulator should provide the necessary tools to create, modify, and run DER
models easily, especially designed for training purposes.
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3. Simulation Tool Description

To accomplish the requisites exposed in Section 2, the proposed simulation tool was designed
with the architecture depicted in Figure 2. As can be seen in this figure, the simulator was based on
three different blocks that exchanged information among them. Specifically, it mainly consisted of a
data repository (the shared memory manager) to manage the memory exchange between the other
three blocks; the SCADA communication processand the simulation engine. Each one of those blocks
is described in detail the next subsections.

Simulation System

User

Shared
Memory Manager

SCADA 
Communication 

Process

Simulation
control

Resource
control

SCADA

Simulation Engine
Simulation Model

User Interface

Figure 2. Elements of the simulator architecture.

The proposed simulation system was programmed as a standalone C++ application. Therefore,
the shared memory manager, the SCADA Communication Process, and the simulation engine were
programmed as external libraries that would be called by the simulation system’s main process itself.
In this sense, all of these blocks were written as a standardized C library interface that made it possible
to change or modify each one independently. Specifically, the proposed architecture allowed advanced
users to change the communication method with SCADA (through the SCADA communication
process) or even to change the script language for the simulation engine, but maintaining the same
simulation system.

Thus, thanks to this architecture, the user could interact with the system in two ways: through the
SCADA or using the configuration interface. Besides, this architecture also made it possible to combine
two control scenarios for the SCADA simultaneously: with simulated and real facilities, but allowing
the user to adapt the simulation model for each specific use case. The different blocks that made up
the architecture of the proposed solution are described in the next sections.

3.1. Shared Memory Manager

As can be seen in Figure 2, the simulation engine, the SCADA communication process, and
the configuration interface share data by means of a shared memory area. Specifically, these three
processes need to be read or written in the common memory zone.

The shared memory manager controls the common memory block. This manager is responsible
for maintaining the consistency of the data, even when having multiple accesses over the same data
points from different processes at the same time. Specifically, this block is responsible for:

• Creating the configuration and simulation shared variables when a new simulation starts.
• Saving or providing configuration parameter values to/from the configuration interface and the

simulation engine.
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• Saving or providing simulation signal values to/from the SCADA communication process,
the configuration interface, and the simulation engine.

In order to do that, the shared memory manager has a memory synchronization mechanism, so it
ensures that the data points are consistent for the simulated models and for SCADA. This manager
guarantees that one process does not change the data points of other processes in the middle of an
execution step. This manager work as follows:

• If a simulator model modifies the value of a data point, this new value is immediately available for
this model, but it is not immediately written into the common memory block. Thus, for SCADA
and the rest of the modules, the data value has not been modified yet.

• If the configuration interface or the SCADA communication process requests a write operation,
this new value is stored in a temporary location, but not in the common memory block, until all
the modules are synchronized at the end of the current simulation step. For example, if SCADA
sends a run operation to a DER, no block will see this order, until the next simulation step is
complete. This procedure guarantees data consistency, avoiding errors coming from a data change
at the middle of an execution step.

• When an execution step is finished, the new data values are synchronized in the common memory
block. In the same way, before executing a new simulation step, the simulation engine copies the
data values into a temporary location in order to hold the new data values coming from SCADA
and the configuration interface.

• If a data point is written more than once from SCADA and/or from the configuration interface,
the shared memory manager will only consider the last one, discarding the previous values.

Every data point has an identification name (ID), so it allows other processes to retrieve the data
values from the common memory area. Thus, this ID must be unique.

This memory model is especially suitable for the development of Finite State Machine (FSM)
models. This procedure and memory model allow the simulator to follow a strategy typically used in
automation equipment, such as the Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), which have proven its
robustness over the years.

3.2. SCADA Communication Process

This block is designed as a data gateway between SCADA and the simulation tool. In this way,
there exist many alternatives of communication interfaces for SCADAs. In renewable applications,
some typical standards are Modbus [39], Distributed Network Protocol 3 (DNP3) [40], IEC 60870-5 [41],
and IEC 62541 (Object linking and embedding for Process Control-Unified Architecture, OPC-UA) [42],
as stated in [43,44]. A special mention should be given to OPC-UA, an interesting secure [44] platform
for Industry 4.0 [45].

In this sense, it is difficult to define a general exchange mechanism that covers all current SCADA
solutions. Thus, as an example, a communication based on an OPC-UA interface was implemented for
the proposed solution.

Moreover, the proposed modular architecture allows the system an easy adaptation to other
technology. Therefore, only changing the SCADA communication library makes it possible to interact
with other SCADAs or applications where a OPC-UA interface is not available.

As the rest of the simulation tool, this interface is designed to be simple and easy to maintain and
is based on the next methods:

• Constructor: This method can be used to inform to SCADAs that they need to start to exchange
information with the simulator, instead of the real system. It is called every time a new
simulation starts.

• Destructor: This method is called at the end of the simulation. It can be used to reconfigure the
SCADA communication to the real deployment.
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• Connector to the memory manager: This method allows SCADA to add, read, or write data in the
common memory area (as was described in Section 3.1).

3.3. Simulation Engine

The simulation engine is responsible for executing the simulation process. This behavior is
depicted in Algorithm 1, where Event represents the external interaction with the applications, State
the internal current state of the application, and State.log the standard outputs of the application.

Algorithm 1 Simulation execution cycle.
Input: model: JS model to execute, Event: event generated {Load_Model, Launch_Model, Stop_Model,

Timer_Event}, State: current state {Error, Loaded, Running}, t: current timestamp, Δt: time step
switch Event do

case Load_Model do
if jsEngine.test(model) = FALSE then

State.log.error ← “Model not valid” State ← Error
else

Δt ← jsEngine.execute(model.init()) State ← Loaded

case Launch_Model do
switch State do

case Error do
State.log.error ← “Error, model cannot be executed, or no model is loaded”

case Running do
State.log.in f o ← “simulation is running”

case Loaded do
Event.Timer_Event.value ← t + Δt State ← Running

case Timer_Event do
if jsEngine.execute(model.step(Event.Timer_Event.value)) = FALSE then

State.log.error ← “Execution error” State ← Error
else if (t ≥ Event.Timer_Event.value + Δt) then

State.log.error ← “Execution timeout” State ← Error
else

Event.Timer_Event ← Event.Timer_Event.value + Δt

case Stop_Model do
if State=Running then

Event.Timer_Event ← NULL State ← Loaded

As can be seen, the simulation engine was designed as an event-based architecture. Therefore,
the events could be triggered by the user or by the simulator itself. The possible events that could
trigger an action were:

• Load_Model. This event is triggered when a new model is uploaded to the simulator. When
receiving this signal, and after checking if the simulation model if valid, the simulator calls the
jsinit() function (see Section 3.3.2). At this point, the model is ready to be launched.

• Launch_Model. When the user wants to start or resume the simulation, this event is triggered.
If the uploaded model is valid, the simulator starts a timer that will trigger a signal periodically
based on the simulation step time.

• Timer_Event. During a simulation, this event is called periodically based on the simulation
step time, consisting of the main simulation cycle. This event cyclically calls the function
jsjsEngine.execute(model.step(Event.TimerEvent.value), whichisresponsible f ortheexecutiono f the f ollowingsequence
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1. Read the inputs (signals and parameters) from the shared memory manager. If there is no
new data for a required value in the simulation, it keeps the last one.

2. Run the simulation step, executing the simulation model based on the input data. This
model can be made up by an aggregation of different individual submodels. Thus, in each
simulation step, the following tasks will be executed:

– The different individual submodels are simulated in a certain order. The order may be
important, since the output of some models may be the inputs of others.

– In the specific case that a final aggregation is needed, once all the submodels are
simulated, the overall output data are obtained by executing the aggregation submodel.
This submodel is always the last one to run in a simulation step.

3. Update the tables of input and output data on the shared memory manager with the
obtained results.

• Stop_Model: When a simulation is stopped, this event needs to be called. This event stops
the timer, and therefore, the simulation is stopped. In order to resume the simulation,
the Launch_Model signal needs to be called again.

To do these tasks, the simulation engine was designed to execute Discrete-Event Simulation (DES)
co-simulations [46], based on individual submodels defined by a Finite State Machine (FSM) [47].
The advantage of this structures is that it allows the system to know if its execution time specification is
suitable for the simulation in course. Therefore, if the model execution time is greater than the defined
simulation step, the simulation stops immediately, generating an error message.

Additionally, E. Byon et al. [48] implemented a DES model for a wind turbine; they stated
that DES provides “hierarchical and modular model construction and an object-oriented substrate
supporting repository reuse”, which is an advantage in the definition of DER models and reduces the
development time.

As was described before, the simulation engine block was implemented as an external library,
similarly to the SCADA communication process. Therefore, only changing the library, the proposed
simulator may allow advanced users to change between different languages to define the simulation.
Some examples of languages could be Network Simulator 3 (NS-3) [49], C++ [50], or Modelica [51–53],
each one with its advantages and disadvantages. However, most of these languages have a complex
learning curve and are not traditionally used by SCADA users.

In this sense, Wagner exposed in [54] that “although JavaScript cannot compete with strongly
typed compiled languages (such as C++, Java and C#) on speed, it provides sufficient performance for
many types of simulations and outperforms its competitors on ease of use and developer productivity”.
However, according to some comparisons [55] [56], the difference in performance between a native
C/C++ code and a JS implementation is in the order of 35-45%, which is similar to Java performance.
Due to this and following this approach, ECMAScript 2009 [57] was chosen as an appropriate solution
for the scripting language for the model simulation engine.

ECMAScript is a standardized and platform independent version of JavaScript (JS). Nevertheless,
as was described in [58], modern JS engines are very efficient. Many of the performance issues are due
to inefficient usage of the provided Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). In this sense, to solve
this problem, a reduced extra instruction set over JS (see Table 1) was provided for the proposed
simulation tool.
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Table 1. List of the extra instruction set defined for the simulation scripts.

Name Description Function Syntax

include Add an external script file to the current simulation. jsinclude(<file>js);

fsRead Read a file, and return its content as a JavaScript string. <text>js=fsRead(<file>js);

fsWrite Write the content of a JavaScript text in a file.
By default, any existing file is overwritten. Alternatively, it
is possible to append the content at the end of an existing
file by adding an active flag (with a “true” value) as the
third parameter in the call.

jsfsWrite(<file>js,<text>js); or
jsfsWrite(<file>js,<text>js,<flag>js);

logInfo Send an information message to the general log. This
message does not stop the script execution.

jslogInfo(<message>js);

logWarning Send an alarm message to the general log. This message
does not stop the script execution.

jslogWarning(<message>js);

logError Send an error message to the general log. This message
stops the simulation immediately.

jslogError(<message>js);

addInt Create an integer-type variable in the shared memory. jsaddInt(<name>js,<intValue>js);

addReal Create a real-type variable in the shared memory. jsaddReal(<name>js,<realValue>js);

addText Create a text-type variable in the shared memory. jsaddText(<name>js,<textValue>js);

getInt Read the value of an integer-type variable from the shared
memory.

<intValue>js=getInt(<name>js);

getReal Read the value of a real-type variable from the shared
memory.

<realValue>js=getReal(<name>js);

getText Read the value of a text-type variable from the shared
memory.

<textValue>js=getText(<name>js);

setInt Update the value of an integer-type variable in the shared
memory.

jssetInt(<name>js,<intValue>js);

setReal Update the value of a real-type variable in the shared
memory.

jssetReal(<name>js,<realValue>js);

setText Update the value of a text-type variable in the shared
memory.

jssetText(<name>js,<textValue>js);

This instruction set makes up a simple API, specifically designed for simulation purposes,
reducing the complexity in the definition of simulation models. This approach improves the
usability of the proposed simulation tool, making the simulation models easily modifiable by SCADA
administrators, not requiring other more complex JS environments such as nodeJS [50,59,60].

However, JS still has some efficiency weaknesses. For example, it is not possible to simulate
complex transients with the simulator, but its performance is enough to execute common models
of DER systems, where the execution time is typically in an order of magnitude of seconds. This is
especially true for training purposes, where the accuracy of the model in power generation is not the
most important task.

Moreover, as was explained before, in the case of need, the JS module could be substituted by
another one, based on any other more efficient language, only changing the corresponding shared
library of the simulator, but maintaining its interface. Because, as described before, the simulator was
designed in a modular way, each block could be substituted.

3.3.1. Simulation Model Definition

The simulation engine was designed to implement FSM. Specifically, every model should have
the architecture depicted in Figure 3. As can be seen in this figure, every model should have two types
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of inputs (signals and parameters). Moreover, the model results are stored as outputs at the simulation
end. Summing up, the description of the input/output data is the following.

State

ModelInputs
(signals + 

parameters)

Model 
Outputs

Finite-State Machine

Figure 3. Elements of a DER simulation model.

• Signal inputs: This data represent the information related to the model operation. They come
from SCADA or from the other submodels.

• Parameter inputs: These data represent the characteristics that define the behavior of the
models (e.g., settings, threshold, limits, etc.) and the simulation scenario. They come from
the configuration interface.

• Model outputs: These data represent the information obtained as a result of the execution of the
different elements of the model. They will be sent to the shared memory manager (after every
simulation step is finished), where they could be used by SCADA or by other models.

This notwithstanding, it is only a functional separation; all of the signals or parameters are actually
stored in the same common memory area and are handled by the shared memory manager.

Taking this philosophy into account, one model could behave differently depending on its input
signals and its configuration parameters. For example, it can be stopped, running or generating energy
with a certain curve of generation depending on the inputs, with an anomalous behavior in which the
generated energy is unusual, in a fail state, etc. In this sense, the same model can be used multiple
times, with different behaviors, by calling different instances, but with different inputs.

In the proposed simulation engine, every model must implement two different parts: an
initialization and the behavior for the simulation step. The initialization is responsible for creating the
model interface and defining its initial behavior according to some received static parameters, as for
example performance, generation curve, initial state, etc. Later, a behavior could be defined as an FSM
for its execution in each simulation step. This part of the model will be responsible for obtaining the
outputs according to the combination of the inputs and the current state of the model.

3.3.2. Description Model Language

As previously mentioned, the models are defined by means of scripts written in JS. In order to be
executed in the simulation engine, two main functions have to be defined: the jsinit() function and the
jsstep() function. The structure of the scrips of the models are depicted in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Structure of a model.
Data: States : internalFSMstates{S1, S2, · · · , Sn}
/* Include submodels’ files */

include(”submodel”) · · ·
/* create state and simulation parameters */

state ← States.S1 param1 ← 0 · · ·
/* instance submodels */

submodeli ← Submodel(i) · · ·
Function init() is
/* Do initialization */

· · ·
return ← Δt

Function step(timestep) is
/* Execute submodels’ steps */

submodeli.step(timeStamp) · · ·
/* Execute internal FSM */

switch State do· · ·
case si do
/* state S1 code */

· · ·
/* Test if state changes */

if eventj then
nextState ← States.Sj

· · ·
· · ·

state ← nextState return ← 1

Firstly, the jsinit() function is responsible for initializing the model. It is executed using the
jsEngineAPI, designed to call JS codes from a C++ Application. In jsinit(), the signals shared with
SCADA or other submodels (through the shared memory manager) and the local variables used
by the model must be created and initialized. Additionally, this function must return the required
simulation time step to the simulation engine. If the model needs to use other submodels, they should
be initialized in this function.

Once the simulation starts, the jsstep() function is called periodically with the simulation time
step returned by the jsinit() function. The jsstep() function is responsible for executing all the actions
associated with each simulation step: read the inputs, obtain the next state of the simulation model,
and obtain the outputs. Additionally, this function receives a parameter that allows the model to know
how long the model has been active since it was started; this is especially useful for, at some point,
simulating specific scenarios (errors, overgeneration, etc.) with which the operators could train.

As a summary, when a simulation is running, the system is executing the flow depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Simulation model script flow.

3.4. User Configuration Interface

The simulator includes a configuration interfacein order to set the model parameters and to
manage the simulation engine. This interface is a web-based application that can be used with a
standard web navigator. This web interface has three main interfaces: simulation, parameters, and
logs(see Figure 5). All the described functions can be managed from these three interfaces.

• Simulation interface: Using the Simulation interface, the user can load different scripts of DER
models in the simulator. When a new script is loaded into the simulator, it checks that the script is
correct and able to be executed in the simulation engine. At this moment, the user can run the
script. Scripts can also be stopped and restarted using this interface.

• Parameters interface: This interface shows the available inputs and their values in the common
memory area. These values can be monitored and modified using this interface, even if the
simulation engine is running. For example, this interface could be used to define the initial values
of a model, before it is running. Data values can be written in single mode or in group mode,
where all parameters of the group will be modified simultaneously.

• Logs interface: This interface contains logs of the current simulation. These logs come from the
different modules of the simulator and from the different model scripts under simulation, using
the extra instruction set designed for this purpose (see Table 1). Therefore, this interface is useful
for the monitoring of the whole system and its evolution. This interface is also important for
debugging purposes. For example, if a model has a syntax error, it is summarized in the log, next
to its line number. Moreover, if the model has an execution error (as if it cannot guarantee the
time step), this information is also added.

Figure 5. User web interface of the simulator.
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4. Simulation Tool Abilities

As was described in previous sections, the main application of the proposed simulation tool is
to train operators of renewable DER systems. Due to this, and as will be seen in the case of a real
application (Section 5), the proposed JS simulation models are simple to understand, allowing the
users to develop and tune their own models. However, beyond the application of this tool in training
stages, its functionality can be extended to cover a wide set of scenarios.

In this sense, with the intention of showing the versatility of the proposed tool and where it can
be used, this section briefly describes some applications and models that can be easily implemented
over the proposed tool, mainly for training purposes, but also for other uses. Specifically, two sets can
be distinguished: data sources and renewable DER models, where the first set characterizes the typical
inputs of the models of the second set.

4.1. Data Sources

In renewable DER systems, a renewable energy source (i.e., solar irradiance in PVs or wind in
turbine generators) is obviously necessary. Therefore, in many application, it is important to model
their availability. One alternative to define these models is the use of AutoRegressive Moving Average
(ARMA) time series, which is a common approach to generate synthetic information in both wind
speed [61] or solar irradiance [62] scenarios. ARMA(p,q) refers to a model that adds p autoregressive
terms with q moving-average terms, according to the expression of Equation (1).

Xt =
p

∑
i=1

φiXt−i +
q

∑
j=1

θjεt−j + εt (1)

where Xt is the actual wind speed at a certain time, φi are the p autoregressive coefficients, θj are the q
moving average coefficients, and εt is a white noise that can be generated using a JS function as for
example jsMath.random(). The main shortcoming of the ARMA model to generate renewable data
sources is that this model considers a stationary time series. Due to this, to deal with seasonal trends,
some authors proposed the use of seasonal ARMA, adding trend functions based on a probability
distribution such as Weibull [63] or using the AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) [64],
a more computationally intensive algorithm.

Another common method relies on the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), for both
irradiance [65] and wind speed [66]. An ANN is composed of a number of highly interconnected
processing elements Yi,j, called neurons, where each output follows Equation (2):

Yi,j = g

(
bi,j +

n

∑
k=1

ωi,j,k · Yi,j−1

)
(2)

where i and j represent the rows and columns of the network and g(x) the activation function, ReLU
(Equation 3) currently being the most used one [67].

g(x) = max(0, x) (3)

This method can offer a very good accuracy, but it has an elevated computational cost, especially
for large networks as current deep learning models propose (e.g., [68]). Therefore, this approach could
not be adequate for applications with fast simulation with a reduced time step. Nevertheless, it can be
implemented in JS, using libraries such as Machine Learning in the Browser (MLitB) [69], which even
supports, in some cases, GPU acceleration.

However, all those methods lack an important thing. They are focused on generating information
in normal operational conditions, but not under anomalies. For example, in training applications,
the proposed tool could be used to repeat specific patterns that represent anomalies (i.e., high
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temperature, wind issues, untwisting, etc.), which could be directly obtained from historical incidences
of a real installation or manually generated to force specific conditions.

In this sense, the provided tool allows reading these values from external files, for example the
Comma Separated Value (CSV) format. Moreover, it is important to consider that using external CSV
does not reduce the capacities of the solution, due to it not being incompatible with the use of synthetic
data, which can be obtained, for example, from tools such as ClimGen [70].

4.2. DER Models

Once the external data (not defined by the user) are available, the next step is to apply them to
the DER production models. Thus, these inputs are not the only ones in the submodel. Additionally,
the user control signals should also be considered. Thanks to this architecture, depending on the model
chosen, the operators could obtain different behaviors for the same simulation scenarios based on their
actions. In this sense, to understand the proposed simulator’s abilities, this subsection identifies some
models that could be easily implemented with the proposed tool and that might be able to simulate
different configurations of these resources. Specifically, this study was carried out for the two main
sources of renewable energy that are currently growing: solar systems and wind power systems. Thus,
as will be seen below, these models may not have a complex implementation, so they can be easily
applied in the proposed simulation tool.

4.2.1. Wind Power Systems

Roughly, a wind farm could be seen as an aggregation of a set of individual wind turbines.
Therefore, the overall system could be characterized by the different functions of each one separately.
Traditionally, this behavior is characterized by the power curve, a relationship between the wind
speed and the active power generation. In this sense, manufacturers usually provide this curve
in their technical data. However, this is usually generic for the turbine model and does not fully
conform to reality. Due to this, statistical methods to fit this curve are a common solution [71,72].
Some authors proposed models based on polynomial regression [73]. Specifically, approaches with local
approximations for the power curve, like the B-spline curves, have shown good results [74]. However,
recent studies like [75] proposed monotone smooth regression to improve this approximation.

In this sense, it is important to note that this improvement model only complicates the
characterization process, establishing specific continuity restrictions. Besides, its execution does
not change; it is based on a third degree polynomial function (see Equation (4)), defined for each
interval as:

aP (w(t)) =
[

pi,1 pi,2 pi,3 pi,4

]
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

w(t)3

w(t)2

w(t)
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ i f

{
i ∈ N = [1, n]

i : WSmin_i ≤ w(t) < WSmax_i
(4)

where n is the number of uniform intervals (defined by knots) in which the spline has been divided,
each of them being bounded between a minimum (Wmin_i) and maximum WSmax_i wind speed value.
Thus, [pi,1 pi,2 pi,3 pi,4] is a vector with the coefficients a, b, c, and d of the polynomial, obtained as the
row i from the weight matrix p.

Further, other more complex methods as Hidden Markov Models (HHMs), ANNs, or Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) have also been proposed. In this sense, the work in [76] made an extensive
study in this way. However, these approaches demand a higher computational cost. Therefore, in this
work, the approach outlined above will be appropriate in most cases.
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4.2.2. PV systems

Like wind generation, solar energy is another renewable energy that is increasing its share in
the last few years. In this sense, the work in [76] showed an interesting review of methods (based on
Random Forest (RF), k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), etc.) to estimate the solar production. However,
these approaches only model the system. They do not allow the necessary flexibility to be used for a
simulation in tools like the proposal.

As an alternative, solar farms could also be seen as some aggregation of photovoltaic subsystems
(PV panel + inverter), whose generation is directly related to the solar irradiation that they receive.
In this sense, Kazem and Khatib [77] showed a parametrical model of this set. PV panel generation is
characterized by Equation (5). Specifically, its output power increases linearly with the solar radiation
G(t), but decreases with the ambient temperature Tamb(t).

PPVpanel [G(t), Tamb(t)] = PPeak

(
G(t)
Gstd

)
−
{

αT

[
NOCT

800
G(t) + Tamb(t)− Tstd

]}
(5)

where Gstd and Tstd are the standard PV test conditions, αT is the temperature coefficient, and PPeak is
the panel rated power. Thus, NOCT is the nominal operating cell temperature (experimental data of
the panel measured for 800 W/m2, at Tamb = 20 ◦C, and under a wind speed of 1.5 m/s). These data
were defined in the manufacturer’s datasheet.

Thus, similarly to the PV panel, the inverter could be also characterized, in this case with the
addition of a performance parameter ηINV , defined by Equation (6):

ηINV =
Pin − Ploss

Pin
(6)

ηINV makes it possible to estimate the total generation of the systems PPV , following Equation (7):

PPV = ηINV · PPVpanel [G(t), Tamb(t)] (7)

where Pin is the input power and Ploss represents the energy lost in the conversion process. Thus,
the performance of an inverter is supplied by the manufacturer (typically around 95%), but it usually
has lower values if it is below 30% of its capacity.

4.2.3. Energy Storage Systems

Other crucial elements within DR systems are the Energy Storage Systems (ESS). Thus, the detailed
modeling of these elements can be complex. However, for an electrical system, they can be seen as
point energy stores, whose availability is usually represented through the State-of-Charge (SoC) of
Equation (8), where SoC(t) is the SoC (in p.u.) of the system in each moment, SoC(t − 1) is the SoC at
the previous simulation step, Pout is the power delivered by the ESS along the period Δt, and CESS is
the energy capacity (in KWh).

SoC(t) = SoC(t − 1)− Pout

CESS
· Δt (8)

Thanks to the simulator architecture and its ability to associate memory with each model, it is
possible to implement this kind of resource in an easy way.

5. Study Case

One proof of the usefulness of the proposed tool could be found in the application where it was
developed. This simulation tool was developed as a part of the SEAPEMproject, which is focused on
developing a system for offshore wind farm support. Specifically, the proposed simulation tool was
developed for its integration with the Bluence R© suite by Isotrol R© [78],A a complete Information and
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Communications Technology (ICT) solution that makes it possible to manage large amounts of data in
renewable energy plants. Bluence R© is the core of the Bluence R© Control Center (see Figure 6), a 24/7
support center for renewable energy power plants.

Figure 6. Bluence R© Control Center by Isotrol R©.

Bluence R© Control Center has been designed to support tasks such as redundancy and security,
the dispatching center, incident management, and 24/7 remote support. It is in this scenario where
Isotrol R© detects the lack of simulation tools specifically designed for operator training, or for the
start up of new SCADAs, scenarios where the proposed simulator becomes an interesting utility for
planning, operation, and testing tasks.

Moreover, to understand the usefulness of the proposed simulation tool really, it is interesting to
analyze some practical application examples. Therefore, this section describes in detail three functional
models that make it possible to understand its potential integration for SCADAs with renewable
energy management in training operator tasks. In this sense, one of the most relevant technologies
of this kind of energy source is wind generation. Due to this, the proposed examples focus on this
technology. However, it is interesting to highlight the possibilities of the simulator, allowing different
levels of model accuracy. Besides, as described before, it can model plants of other technologies such
as: PV, Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plants, etc.

Specifically, three models are described in next subsections. The first one describes a wind farm of
ten generators using a simple turbine model. Later, the second applies an empirical model of a wind
turbine, using monotonic splines. Finally, the last one proposes a more complex turbine model focused
on training SCADA users over different scenarios.

5.1. Wind Farm with a Turbine, Simple Model, Based on the Manufacturer’s Specifications

The capability of simulating the behavior of an asset is very interesting for facilities setting up
and training their users. Obviously, the model actually depends on the specific use and the required
precision. In this sense, the first example proposes an implementation of a simple wind farm model.
This model proposes a hierarchical implementation (as can be seen in Figure 7), following the model
philosophy described in previous sections, and using three submodels: one for the load wind historical
dataset (see the code in Appendix A.1), another to implement a simple turbine model, which is directly
based on the manufacturer’s power curve (see the code in Appendix A.3), and the last submodel to
aggregate the overall generation of the wind turbine set (see the code in Appendix A.2).
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Figure 7. Elements of the wind farm model.

// ej_Simple_Wind_farm.js: Simulation example for aggragation of 10 simple wind turbines.

include(’LibSubmodels/Submodel_SourceFile.js’);

include(’LibSubmodels/Submodel_WindTurbine.js’);

include(’LibSubmodels/Submodel_Aggregator.js’);

// Simulation parameters.

var aggregatorId = 0; var startSrcId = 11; var windSrcId = 12;

var turbineId = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10];

var model = "ECOTECNIA 74/1670"; var stopTime = 60;

var windTable = [0,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,25];

var powerTable = [0,0,7,50,118,226,378,580,840,1138,1463,1640,1670,1670];

var initDate = "01-nov-2017"; var initTime = "12:00:00.0000";

var windFile = "Signals/wind_"+initDate+".csv";

var startFile = "Signals/start_"+initDate+".csv";

// Sumodel instances.

var startSrc = new Submodel_SourceFile(startSrcId,"Start Source File");

var windSrc = new Submodel_SourceFile(windSrcId,"Wind Source File");

var turbines = new Array(turbineId.length);

for (i=0 ; i<turbineId.length ; i++)

turbines[i] = new Submodel_WindTurbine(turbineId[i],model,windTable,powerTable,stopTime);

var aggregator = new Submodel_Aggregator(aggregatorId);

// Init function definition.

function init() { var timeStep = 1;

startSrc.init(timeStep,initDate+" "+initTime,startFile);

windSrc.init(timeStep,initDate+" "+initTime,windFile);

for (i=0 ; i<turbineId.length ; i++)

turbines[i].init(timeStep);

aggregator.init(timeStep,turbineId,"activePower","totalPower");

return timeStep;

};

// Step function definition.

function step(timeStamp) {

startSrc.step(timeStamp); windSrc.step(timeStamp);

for (i=0 ; i<turbineId.length ; i++)

turbines[i].step(timeStamp,getReal("srcValue"+startSrcId),getReal("srcValue"+windSrcId));

aggregator.step(timeStamp);

return 1;

};
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As can be seen in the code of the proposed model for training SCADA users, this implementation
loads the different submodel files from a repository, creates the common signals between them, and
defines the required main jsinit() and jsstep() functions. In this case, these two main functions are
made up as a sequence of calls of the jsinit() and jsstep() functions of each submodule.

Specifically, as can be seen in the previous script, the implementation of the wind farm model
was made up by ten turbines, fed with the same wind source. These operations were characterized
by their power curve (the relation between the wind speed and the generated power) of the turbines,
Model 74/1670 by the ECOTECNIA manufacturer for this case (see Table 2). To do that, after the jsinit()
function’s definition, this model instantiates a simple wind turbine submodel ten times (see the code
in Appendix A.3), setting the specific configuration in the definition of each one.

Table 2. ECOTECNIA 74/1670 behavior *.

Wind Speed
(m/s)

Power
(kW)

Power
Coefficient

CP (-)

Thrust
Coefficient

CT (-)

Wind Speed
(m/s)

Power
(kW)

Power
Coefficient

CP (-)

Thrust
Coefficient

CT (-)

1 0 - - 14 1670 0.23 0.30
2 0 - - 15 1670 0.19 0.24
3 7 0.10 1.04 16 1670 0.15 0.20
4 50 0.30 0.88 17 1670 0.13 0.16
5 118 0.36 0.77 18 1670 0.11 0.14
6 226 0.40 0.78 19 1670 0.09 0.12
7 378 0.42 0.79 20 1670 0.08 0.10
8 580 0.43 0.79 21 1670 0.07 0.09
9 840 0.44 0.79 22 1670 0.06 0.08
10 1138 0.43 0.73 23 1670 0.05 0.07
11 1463 0.42 0.67 24 1670 0.05 0.06
12 1640 0.36 0.53 25 1670 0.04 0.05
13 1670 0.29 0.39

* Note: Measurement conditions: Density = 1.225 kg/m3, height = 0 m, and temperature = 15 ◦C.

This turbine submodel characterizes an FSM whose interface and behavior (state diagram) are
shown in Figure 8. Specifically, this submodel has three states: the PRODUCTIONstate, which
represents when the turbine is in normal generation mode and following the power generation curve,
the STOPPED state, which represents when the turbine is completely stopped, and the STOPPING
state, which characterizes the stopping behavior when an stop order is received.

startSignal

activePower

currentState

windSpeed

windTable
powerTable
stopTime

Simple Wind Turbine

(a)

PRODUCTION

STOPPI NG

STOPPED

startSignal= 0

t stopTime

t< stopTime

startSignal= 1

startSignal= 0

startSignal= 1

(b)
Figure 8. Simple wind turbine model. (a) I/O interface. (b) State diagram.

In standard operation, the active power, aP (w(t)), generated by the turbine will be obtained by a
piecewise linear interpolation, through Equation (9), where parameter w(t) represents actual wind
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speed input and WS and P are respectively the wind speed and active power reference data, obtained
form Table 2, both in the R1xn range.

aP (w(t)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

P[1] i f w(t) < WS[1]
P[i + 1]− P[i]

WS[i + 1]− WS[i]
· (w(t)− WS[i]) + P[i] i f

{
i ∈ [1, n − 1]

i : WS[i] ≤ w(t) ≤ WS[i + 1]
P[n] i f w(t) > WS[n]

(9)

Thus, the model output activePower is calculated depending on the current state, as can be seen in
Table 3, and taking into account that t is the current time, t0 is the instant when starting the stopping
action, and stopTime the time to stop.

Table 3. Wind turbine activePower generation depending on the current state.

STATE PRODUCTION STOPPING STOPPED

activePower aP [w(t)]
(

1 − t − t0
stopTime

)
· aP [w(t)] 0

As Section 4.1 describes, we propose to obtain the wind profile from from external files in CSV
format. As described before, training users on security assets requires generating specific patterns
during the training, as happens in abnormal scenarios, such as high winds or gusts. Common models
to forecast or generate synthetic winds usually do not allow this, it being easy to obtain this information
from incidences of the historical database of the real system.

Using the proposed model for this study case and exciting it with a wind profile based on historical
signals, it was easy to simulate the behavior of the overall wind farm with different time steps (as can
be seen in Figures 9–11).

(a)STOPPED

PRODUCTION STOPPED

STOPPING

(b)
Figure 9. Simulation of a 10 turbine park (time step of 1 s). (a) Real wind speed. (b) Generated power.
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(a)STOPPED

PRODUCTION STOPPED

STOPPING

(b)
Figure 10. Simulation of a 10 turbine park (time step of 1 min). (a) Real and average wind speed (1 min
aggregation). (b) Generated power.

(a)

STOPPED PRODUCTION STOPPEDSTOPPING

(b)
Figure 11. Simulation of a 10 turbine park (time step of 10 min). (a) Real and average wind speed
(10 min of aggregation). (b) Generated power.

In these figures, three cases were simulated for the previous wind farm with the same wind profile
for two hours and twenty minutes. In this case, in order to simplify the model, all wind generators
were fed with the same wind profile, but different ones could be used as input for each one if desired.
Figure 9 is the most accurate simulation, with a simulation step of one second (1 s); Figure 10 has a
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step of one minute (1 min); and Figure 11 has a simulation step of ten minutes (10 min). Thus, Figure 9
was used as a reference for Figures 10 and 11 to understand with an example the strong relationship
that can exist between the simulated power error and the simulation time step.

Specifically, with the same wind profile, using a 1 min simulation step, the absolute error in the
generated power simulation was 1.26%. However, using a 10 min simulation step, this absolute error
increased up to 8.99%.

Thus, once the simulation scenario was defined and it was verified that the simulation was
possible, the next step should be the comparison between the real and the simulated generated data.
However, this analysis was only done in intervals of 10 min, because the available dataset from a real
wind farm facility (see Table 4 with an example of turbine generation data details) only contained
records of wind speed and generated energy at this frequency. Thus, taking into account that the
power curve of wind turbines is a non-linear function (as can be seen in Figure 12b), the simulation
for these average wind speed values did not completely match the real generation, but it was not a
big issue in the training applications. This error strongly depended on the distribution of wind speed
along time.

Table 4. Historical dataset details.

Description Value

Total time 9480 h (13 months)
Total time in production state 4645.3 h
Average power real (in production state) 763.45 kW
Average power expected (in production state) 617.50 kW
Power error 21.90%

This fact is depicted in Figure 12 where the difference between the real and simulated generation
is plotted as a function of the wind speed. The error represented was the signed difference between the
real power generator during every 10 min period and the estimated power. Specifically, the estimated
power was obtained assuming the average wind speed and the manufacturer curve during the same
period. This figure was made up from the available dataset using only one turbine record.

(a) (b)
Figure 12. Simple wind turbine model. (a) Manufacturer’s power curve vs. real data. (b) Distribution
error between real data and manufacturer’s curve (10 min of aggregation).

A curious effect appears in Figure 12b, which represents its distribution error (error between
the real data and the manufacturer’s power curve). On the one hand, from 3 m/s (the start of the
production) until about 13 m/s, the distribution error was mainly positive (the turbine generated a
power greater than that corresponding to the mean of the wind speed, assuming the power curve).
Of course, in this interval, the second derivative of power curve was positive, and this explained
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why the difference was positive. On the other hand, from 13 m/s until 25 m/s, the second derivative
was negative or zero. Of course, this caused the distribution error of the power difference to be
negative due to the distribution of wind speeds. This was why from wind speeds of 13 m/s and
higher, the experimental power values were less than the expected according to the manufacturer
curve. Therefore, in this zone of the graph, the mean errors resulted in being negative.

To sum up, those differences in the real data were normal and understandable. Therefore, the
simulated data recorded each ten minutes were not enough to obtain accurate results to reflect the
dynamics of a wind turbine faithfully. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the goal of this paper
is not to propose an accurate wind turbine model, for which, as previously shown, it would require a
dataset with a higher temporal resolution. As was discussed throughout this paper, this is focused
on the development of an operational simulation tool designed to be integrable in a SCADA, which
allows training or testing by operators in a safe way for real facilities. In this sense, the power curve
from the manufacturer was a valid approximation for a learning application. Using this simple model,
an operator could observe the relation between both variables and check if the power was at the
adequate limits. A power generation beyond those limits would suppose a problem in the turbine,
which should be managed and solved by the operator.

With all of the above, this does not mean that the proposed tool did not allow the simulation
of precise models. However, the proposed models were more focused on a correct representation
of the operational evolution of the system than on a faithful representation of the behavior of the
turbines. Nevertheless, if the main goal were implementing a more precise model, this improvement
was compatible with the proposed tool, only writing a script that would define its behavior.

Furthermore, to show the simulation capacity of the proposed system, some performance results
were obtained with a PC with an Intel R© CoreTM i5-6400T CPU with 8GB of RAM. Using the proposed
simulator and the model of this subsection, which consisted of the aggregation of a series of wind
generators, this model was executed using different numbers of generators, obtaining as a result a
mean value of 10.93 microseconds of execution time per generator in every step.

Based on this result, it was possible to obtain the maximum number of generator instances that
could be used for a fixed time step. For example, using one second as a time step in the aforementioned
PC, the maximum number of generator instances was 91,743 for a valid on-line simulation. It is
important to remember that, as described before, in order to be a valid simulation, the time step needed
to be higher than the execution time required by the models.

5.2. Wind Farm with a Turbine Model, Obtained from Empirical Data

This example describes another application scenario. In this case, a wind turbine empirical
model was based on a a monotone smooth regression spline [75], previously discussed in Section 4.2.1.
This example had two objectives: (a) demonstrate how a previous model could be easily adapted or
modified by an operator; (B) show how to implement in the simulator the models depicted in Section 4.

The empirical information used to model the wind turbine was obtained from a historical dataset
from a wind farm based on ECOTECNIA 74/1670 wind generators, the same depicted in Table 4.
Using this dataset and following Mehrjoo et al.’s procedure [75], the empirical model depicted in
Figure 13a was obtained.

In this case, the monotonic spline was divided into 25 uniform intervals (defined by 26 knots),
whose coefficients a, b, c, and d conformed to the matrix of coefficients p, which are used in Equation (4).
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(a) (b)
Figure 13. Simple wind turbine model. (a) Estimated monotonic spline for the power curve vs. real
data. (b) Distribution error between real data and the monotonic spline model (10 min of aggregation).

The use of 25 intervals and considering that the wind speed was limited in the operational range
(speeds out of this range caused the turbine to stop), the power from wind speed and using this model
could be obtained using the Algorithm 3, as can also be seen in the JS code below.

Algorithm 3 Power estimation with monotonic spline.
Data: p: [a, b, c, d] parameters’ matrix, size 25 × 4.
Input: w: current wind value, in [0, 25] range
Output: aP: power obtained
begin

i ← �w� aP ← p[i, 1] · w3 + p[i, 2] · w2 + ·p[i, 3]w + p[i, 4]

const p = [[-2.3382,4.0083,0,1.0287e-07],[6.851,-23.559,27.568,-9.1892],

[2.9074,0.10221,-19.755,22.359],[-3.3688,56.588,-189.21,191.82],

[3.5426,-26.348,142.53,-250.51],[-1.3627,47.23,-225.36,362.64],

[1.6336,-6.7022,98.235,-284.55],[-6.8934,172.36,-1155.2,2640.2],

[-8.3494,207.31,-1434.8,3385.7],[-11.558,293.95,-2214.6,5725],

[-0.0096583,-52.51,1250,-5823.7],[11.195,-422.28,5317.5,-20738],

[6.4142,-250.15,3252,-12476],[-4.9439e-10,1.2205e-08,-2.6495e-09,1616.3],

[2.2112e-08,-9.3881e-07,1.3333e-05,1616.3],[9.1158e-09,-3.5556e-07,4.6082e-06,1616.3],

[-4.9996e-08,2.4802e-06,-4.0739e-05,1616.3],[0.31814,-16.225,275.83,53.303],

[-0.7423,41.038,-754.92,6237.8],[0.84817,-49.618,967.56,-4671.2],

[-0.74202,45.793,-940.67,8050.2],[0.318,-20.988,461.74,-1766.6],

[-1.2137e-06,8.2095e-05,-0.0018491,1619.5],[1.7214e-06,-0.00012043,0.0028089,1619.5],

[-3.3594e-06,0.00024539,-0.0059707,1619.6]];

function aP(w) { var i;

if (w < 0) i = 0;

else if (w > p.length) i = p.length-1;

else i = Math.floor(w);

return p[i][0]*w^3 + p[i][1]*w^2 + p[i][2]*w + p[i][3];

};
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As can be seen in Figure 13, this model offered better accuracy than the previous one. However, it
is important to remark that accuracy in power estimation is not the main goal of a tool designed for
training SCADA users. Simplicity to adapt to new scenarios and to have a correct behavior that can be
simulated in real time are more important factors. However, this class of models demonstrated the
abilities of the simulator to be used in different applications.

5.3. Wind Turbine Complex Model

In order to improve the skills of the operators, it is interesting to have more internal operational
states than defined in the previous simple turbine models. In this sense, the additional states should
include information not only about the wind turbine itself, but also about the state of its control system.

Specifically, this new model was developed using data extracted from a real turbine control system,
which contained information about states, errors, signals, and power measurements. Analyzing this
dataset, it was possible to identify the states depicted in Table 5.

Table 5. Table of states of the control system.

State
Short

Description
Name

PRODUCTION P The normal state for power production.

UNTWISTING Ut The nacelle is performing the untwisting of the cable. It is
rotating, and the production is stopped.

UNTWISTING ANOMALY UtA
The untwisting process is taking an excessive time.
Activated after 25 min if the angle advance has been very
low during that time.

EXCESSIVE WIND WE
The mean speed of the wind is too high (greater
than 25 m/s). The turbine is stopped, as the
manufacturer recommends.

MAXIMUM GUST WM
High wind gust detected (even if the average speed is
not too high). Production stopped to avoid problems in
the turbine.

STOP-MANUAL SM Manual stop of the production.

STOP-POWER REGULATION SPR
Production stopped due to an order of the Balance
Responsible Parties (BRP) or Independent System
Operator (ISO).

STOP-BIRDS SB Production stops due to birds traveling near the turbine.

CHECKING Chk The system is checking if there is some problem, or it is
reconnecting after a communication error.

ERROR Err Some error.

COM ERROR CErr Communication error.

MAINTENANCE-CORRECTIVE MC Corrective maintenance to correct some problem.

MAINTENANCE-PREVENTIVE MPre Preventive maintenance.

MAINTENANCE-PROGRAMMED MPro Programmed maintenance.

ALARM Alarm It is not a state itself, but it represent extra information
about the system.

In summary, these states were the normal production state (called PRODUCTION here), manual
stop ordered by the operator (called STOP-MANUAL here), and others. In this model, the state
PRODUCTION had the same behavior as the PRODUCTION state of the previous model (in this case,
according to the requisites of the company, it was defined by Equation (9), but it could also use the
model defined in Section 5.2). In the wind turbine complex model, when the system was in a state
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different from PRODUCTION, the generation was zero. This notwithstanding, the transition between
PRODUCTION and any other state followed the behavior described by the STOPPING of the simple
model, by the equation of Table 3. Every state required a different attention and/or operation by the
SCADA users, so this information was valuable to help them in their learning process. Thus, as an
example, some interesting cases of the above ones were selected to understand these operational states
and their relationship with the operation of SCADA.

The first one (Figure 14) corresponded to the untwisting process anomaly. At 4:01:06, the turbine
started the untwisting process, but as can be seen, the nacelle direction did not change. This was
due to an anomaly in the rotation process. Therefore, after 25 min, the system entered the state
UNTWISTING ANOMALY (because the angle practically did not change in that period). After some
minutes, the system finally achieved rotating, and the system returned to the state PRODUCTION.
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Figure 14. Untwisting anomaly.

When a untwisting anomaly happens, the SCADA operator has the task of finding the cause
and solving it. In this case, the operator should check the registered alarms and errors and should
choose a corrective maintenance to perform. This process can be appreciated in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Corrective maintenance.

Regarding the stopping of the turbine, there are some reasons for this to occur. Specifically,
the three main reasons are: the stop due to birds passing (state STOP-BIRDS), the stop order by the
Balance Responsible Parties (BRP) or Independent System Operator (ISO) due to power regulation
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(state STOP-POWER REGULATION), and the manual stop directly performed by the operator (state
MANUAL STOP).

In this sense, Figure 16 shows an event of stopping for birds passing through the zone. Besides,
Figure 17 shows a stop case for power regulation from a BRP. The production during the stop time
was equal to zero, even with adequate wind speed for power production.

Regarding the normal operation of the wind turbines, the automation system was programmed
to avoid damages caused by excessive wind. This was done thanks to the states EXCESSIVE WIND
(this happened when the wind speed was more than 25 m/s during a few seconds) and MAXIMUM
GUST (when very fast wind gusts were detected). As can be seen in Figure 18, both states could occur
during a windy day, and they were important for training purposes.
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Figure 16. Stop due to birds passing.
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Figure 17. Stop due to power regulation performed by the BRP.

Additionally, some examples of common errors that could cause the error state are included in
Table 6.
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Table 6. List of possible control system errors.

Error Type

Inverter failure
Inverter communication failure
Pitch failure
Pitch communication error
Blade 1 error
Blade 2 error
Blade 3 error
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Figure 18. Stop due to too fast wind.

Of course, the movement from one state to another required a few signals (some of them depended
on the element under control itself, and others depended on the operator actions, being therefore
important in training scenarios). They are summarized in Table 7.

Table 7. List of possible control system signals.

Signal Type Signal Name From

Failure Error Detected Internal Error
Stop Stop-Birds Operator
Stop Stop-Manual Operator
Stop Stop-Power Regulation Independent System Operator
Maintenance Maintenance-Corrective Operator
Maintenance Maintenance-Preventive Operator
Maintenance Maintenance-Programmed Operator

Considering all of the above, the proposed model structure for the control system is shown in
Figure 19. As can be seen, it used an extension of the turbine model described above, adding the
nacelle control and its associated states.

Once all the signals and connections were defined, the states of the control system were
implemented in a model for the proposed simulator. This model was done using a double structure:
mode and state. The modes (also called procedures) of operation were “global” groups of states, while
the states described more specifically how the control system managed the turbine (as listed in Table 5),
offering a clear vision of the model and simplifying the model implementation. The summary for this
structure is depicted in Figure 20.
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The relationship between procedures and the signals that produce an evolution between them are
shown in the DES model of Figure 21.
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Figure 21. DES diagram of the global procedure modes in the proposed model.
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Thus, in each simulation cycle, after deciding the current mode, the DES would be evaluated
(see Figure 22). Specifically, the result of this evaluation would be the current state, which would
characterize its specific behavior (described above in Table 5).
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Figure 22. Procedure diagrams.

This proposed model was particularly interesting for the operator training process. Especially,
some of the most important states were the stop states, the untwisting anomaly, and errors, which
required an operator intervention to check the system and/or a quick response from them, in order
to restore the normal turbine operation. In summary, as was explained previously, the actions that a
SCADA operator could practice in a simulated scenario using this model were:

• Corrective maintenance
• Manual stop
• Programmed maintenance

• Birds stop
• Predictive maintenance

Thus, based on the proposed model, the information observed by the operator would be the
generation power, the list of errors (if any), and the information about the environment (wind speed
and direction).

6. Conclusions

As described before, the presence of renewable generation systems within the energy mix is
increasing. However, due to the enormous variability and uncertainty associated with this type of
resource, they require sophisticated planning tools in order to manage these resources in a proper way.
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Throughout this paper, different examples of the simulation use in the field of the renewable
energy were exposed. Nevertheless, these solutions are traditionally focused on the simulation of the
generation process or on the facilities’ design, leaving the operation of these systems in the background.
Conversely, the need for simulation tools that help to operator in the improvement training and setting
task was clearly identified.

In this sense, this paper proposed the integral design of a simulation tool, which could be easily
connected to a real SCADA, making it possible to perform simulation under different scenarios. Unlike
other simulation tools, which did not have this feature, the proposed simulator could interact directly
with real SCADAs similar to a real installation, the interaction not being appreciable by the users,
making training more realistic.

Currently, the simulator supports OPC-UA as a communication interface with SCADAs.
Furthermore, the communication mechanisms of the simulation tool were flexible and could be
configured depending on each SCADA thanks to the modular architecture in which the simulator
was designed.

The simulation was defined based on scripts models, making the simplest programming interface
possible. This development was carried out taking into account the skills of typical SCADA
administrators and operators and establishing JavaScript as the script programming language, easier
to learn and being closest to their profile.

As a proof of the usefulness of the proposed tool, a series of possible simulated input data sources
for renewable energy simulations was briefly described. In addition, renewable DER models (wind
power, PV, and storage systems) were also presented, showing the potential of the proposed simulator.

Additionally, a study case was depicted. Specifically, this study case contained three examples
of a wind farm simulation model. A simple one was based on the generation curve given by the
manufacturer which only had three states: stop, production, and stopping. Another one was based
on empirical data using a recent proposed modeling technique: monotonic splines. A third one had
different states and control signals, emulating a more realistic wind turbine system, being more useful
in the operator training process.

As can be seen from the script examples, the proposed programming language and the provided
API were simple. Thanks to this, plant administrators could create new simulation scenarios,
without needing advanced programming skills. Thus, these models would allow them to sort out
that which is lacking as typically detected in the support of renewable SCADAs, such as: setting up
facilities or the training of novel operators.
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Appendix A. JavaScript Definitions of the Submodel Libraries

This Appendix shows a set of submodel examples that were used in the study cases, making it
possible to understand the usefulness of the proposed simulation tool.
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Appendix A.1. Load Historical Data Submodel

This JS code implements the decodification of historical files. These files contain two columns:
timestamp and value. The model finds the initial record and returns the corresponding value in
each interaction.

function Submodel_SourceFile(elemId,type) {

// Submodel Id and characteristics

this.id = elemId; this.type = type; this.model = "FILE";

// Submodel constants.

this.initDate; this.source; this.f_index = 0;

// Init function definition.

this.init = function(timeStep,initDate,source) {

this.source = source;

this.initDate = new Date(initDate);

var filetext = fsRead(source);

this.lines = filetext.split(’\n’);

// Source submodel outputs.

addReal("srcValue"+this.id, 0.0);

return timeStep;

};

// Step function definition.

this.step = function(timeStamp) {

var data;

if (this.f_index < this.lines.length-1) {

var relativetimeStamp = this.initDate.getTime()+1000*timeStamp;

var flag = true;

do{

var textline = this.lines[this.f_index+1];

data = textline.split(’,’);

var texttimeStamp = new Date(data[0].replace(/^\s*"|"\s*$/g, ""));

if (texttimeStamp.getTime()<=relativetimeStamp)

this.f_index++;

else

flag = false;

} while(flag)

}

else {

var textline = this.lines[this.lines.length];

data = textline.split(’,’);

var texttimeStamp = new Date(data[0].replace(/^\s*"|"\s*$/g, ""));

if (texttimeStamp.getTime()<=relativetimeStamp)

this.f_index = this.lines.length;

}

var textline = this.lines[this.f_index];

data = textline.split(’,’);

setReal("srcValue"+this.id, data[1].replace(/^\s*"|"\s*$/g,""));

return 1;

};

};
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Appendix A.2. Power Aggregator Submodel

This JS code implements the power aggregation, summing up in each step the element of a vector
that groups the individual powers of each element.

function Submodel_Aggregator(elemId) {

// Submodel Id and characteristics

this.id = elemId; this.type = "Aggregator"; this.model = "ADD";

// Aggregator submodel constants.

this.elementsIds = new Array(0); this.inNamePattern = ""; this.outNamePattern = "";

// Init function definition.

this.init = function(timeStep,elementsIds,inNamePattern,outNamePattern) {

// Aggregator submodel outputs.

addReal(outNamePattern+this.id, 0.0);

// Aggregator submodel constants.

this.elementsIds = elementsIds;

this.inNamePattern = inNamePattern; this.outNamePattern = outNamePattern;

return timeStep;

};

// Step function definition.

this.step = function(timeStamp) {

var totalPower = 0;

for (i=0 ; i<this.elementsIds.length ; i++)

totalPower += getReal(this.inNamePattern+this.elementsIds[i]);

setReal(this.outNamePattern+this.id, totalPower);

return 1;

};

};

Appendix A.3. Wind Turbine Simple Submodel

This JS code implements a simple submodel of a wind turbine that characterizes its behavior
through its manufacture’s power curve (wind speed-power generation relationship). In this submodel,
dynamic behavior and other operating states are neglected.

function Submodel_WindTurbine(elemId,model,windTable,powerTable,stopTime) {

// Submodel Id and characteristics

this.id = elemId; this.type = "Wind Generator"; this.model = model;

// Submodel constants.

this.wTable = windTable; this.pTable = powerTable;

this.stopTime = stopTime;

// Init function definition.

this.init = function(timeStep) {

// Wind turbine submodel inputs.

addInt("startSignal"+this.id, 0);

addReal("windSpeed"+this.id, 0);

// Wind turbine submodel outputs.

addReal("activePower"+this.id, 0.0);

addText("currentState"+this.id, "STOPPED");

// Wind turbine submodel constants.

this.nextState = getText("currentState"+this.id);

this.stopTS;

return timeStep;

};
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// Step function definition.

this.step = function(tStamp,startSignal,windSpeed) {

setText("currentState"+this.id, this.nextState);

setInt("startSignal"+this.id, startSignal);

setReal("windSpeed"+this.id, windSpeed);

switch (getText("currentState"+this.id)) {

case "STOPPED":

setReal("activePower"+this.id, 0.0);

if (getInt("startSignal"+this.id) == 1)

this.nextState = "PRODUCTION";

break;

case "RUNNING":

setReal("activePower"+this.id, linInterp(this.wTable,this.pTable,windSpeed));

if (getInt("startSignal"+this.id) == 0) {

this.nextState = "STOPPING"; this.stopTS = tStamp+stopTime;

}

break;

case "STOPPING":

factor = (this.stopTS-tStamp)/stopTime; if(factor<0){factor = 0.0;}

setReal("activePower"+this.id,factor*linInterp(this.wTable,this.pTable,windSpeed));

if (tStamp >= this.stopTS)

this.nextState = "STOPPED";

break;

}

return 1;

};

// Auxiliary function.

function linInterp(Vx,Vy,x) {

var index = 0; var flag = true; var y;

if (x<=Vx[0]) { y = Vy[0]; }

else if (x>=Vx[Vx.length-1]) { y = Vy[Vy.length-1]; }

else {

while ((flag)&&(index<Vx.length-1)) {

if ((x>=Vx[index])&&(x<Vx[index+1])) {

y = (x-Vx[index])*((Vy[index+1]-Vy[index])/(Vx[index+1]-Vx[index]))+Vy[index];

flag = false;

}

index++;

}

}

return y;

};

};
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Abstract: In recent times, concerns over fossil fuel consumption and severe environmental pollution
have grabbed attention in marine vessels. The fast development in solar technology and the significant
reduction in cost over the past decade have allowed the integration of solar technology in marine
vessels. However, the highly intermittent nature of photovoltaic (PV) modules might cause instability
in shipboard microgrids. Moreover, the penetration is much more in the case of utilizing PV panels on
ships due to the continuous movement. This paper, therefore, presents a frequency sharing approach
to smooth the effect of the highly intermittent nature of PV panels integrated with the shipboard
microgrids. A hybrid system based on an ultra-capacitor and a lithium-ion battery is developed such
that high power and short term fluctuations are catered by an ultra-capacitor, whereas long duration
and high energy density fluctuations are catered by the lithium-ion battery. Further, in order to cater
for the fluctuations caused by weather or variation in sea states, a battery energy storage system
(BESS) is utilized in parallel to the dc-link capacitor using a buck-boost converter. Hence, to verify
the dynamic behavior of the proposed approach, the model is designed in MATLAB/SIMULINK.
The simulation results illustrate that the proposed model helps to smooth the fluctuations and to
stabilize the DC bus voltage.

Keywords: shipboard microgrids; photovoltaic (PV) systems; energy storage technologies;
microgrids; hybrid energy storage systems (HESS)

1. Introduction

Electrification in marine vessels has been a trend to improve efficiency and minimize
emissions [1–4]. There are severe restrictions imposed by the International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution (MARPOL) from ships [5]. This international convention covers the prevention
of pollution of the marine environment by marine vessels. The Kyoto Protocol and Paris Agreement
further discuss the reduction of these emissions. The Kyoto protocol was the first to propose limitations
on greenhouse emissions and to provide a schedule to prevent from global warming. It was endorsed
in 1997 at the Kyoto conference. Further, the Paris agreement was made on the 4th of November 2016.
The main motivation of this agreement was to keep the temperature below 2 ◦C and to put further
efforts to narrow it down upto 1.5 ◦C [6,7].

In 2012, the International Marine Organization (IMO) announced that global NOx and
SOx emissions from world shipping exhibits approximately 15% and 13%, respectively [8].
Further, it illustrated that for entire international shipping, the CO2 emissions are found to be 2.2%
of the global CO2 emissions whereas the CO2 emissions from the entire world shipping is noted to
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be 2.6%. IMO predicts that by 2050, CO2 emissions from entire international shipping might raise
by 50–250%. Figure 1 illustrates CO2 emissions produced by international shipping from 1990 to 2016.

Figure 1. Fossil CO2 emissions by International Shipping [9].

The existing topologies mostly utilized in ships comprise of Battery Energy Storage Systems
(BESS) and Hybrid energy storage systems (HESS) typically battery and flywheel. H. Lan et al. used a
hybrid model consisting of PV modules, a diesel engine, and flywheel energy storage system (FESS) to
improve the power quality and to smooth the fluctuations that are caused by PV systems [9]. The study
in [10] proposes a method to determine the optimal sizing of a diesel generator, a PV generation system,
and BESS for the shipboard power system to save the fuel and minimize the investment cost and
greenhouse emissions. The prototype in [11] consists of a PV module, battery energy storage system,
and diesel generation system that can be operated in island mode and grid-connected mode as well.
The aim of the hybrid model was to minimize the cost and support the grid in grid-connected mode.

S. Wen et al. propose a hybrid model that comprises of PV generation system, diesel engines,
and HESS. The HESS utilized in the study consist of an ultra-capacitor, lead-acid and lithium-ion
battery to cater for fluctuation caused by the rolling of ships [12]. In this study, a mathematical model
of a PV system is proposed considering the rolling effect of ships. As a PV system on the ship has more
fluctuations, HESS is proposed by employing a discrete fourier transform to break down the needed
balancing power into several time varying components. Further, a particle swarm-based algorithm is
utilized to perform the cost analysis and to optimize the capacity and size of various types of energy
storage systems (ESS) used. The study in [13] uses a load profile sharing approach between Li-ion
battery and diesel generator to minimize the impact of fluctuations for diesel generator. The high
frequency components are allocated to a Li-ion battery whereas low-frequency components are are
assigned to diesel generator.

H. Liu et al. propose a mathematical model for PV system considering the integrated motion
(basic movement and movement caused by rocking) of a ship and sea conditions [14]. The proposed
methodology employed an ultra-capacitor to minimize the fluctuations; hence, ensuring system
stability, minimal usage of battery, and an increase in the lifetime of a battery. The study in [15]
utilizes a Proportional Integral (PI)-based energy management system to control the charging and
discharging of the battery and ultra-capacitor. A low-pass-based filter control is developed to separate
the storage reference between ultra-capacitor and battery. This reference power is then sent to a dual
active bridge to control the exchange of power between the medium voltage dc system and HESS. J.
Tang et al. [16] proposed a HESS comprising a battery and ultra-capacitor with an improved Maximum
power tracking (MPPT) algorithm to minimize the intermittency of the PV system. Frequency
Hierarchical-based control algorithm is utilized, which assigns low-frequency fluctuations to a battery
whereas high-frequency fluctuations are assigned to the ultra-capacitor. Khooban et al. [17] designed
an optimal fuzzy based on PD+I load frequency controller for shipboard microgrids. The tuning of
the coefficients of the controller is done by a black-hole optimization algorithm to limit the frequency
fluctuations. The study in [18] integrated an ultra-capacitor with a PV system to smooth the fluctuations
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and boost the LVRT capability. The control strategy is designed to attain the scheduling between
ultra-capacitor and PV system to minimize the dc-link over-voltage problem. The study in [19]
proposed a hybrid system (battery and ultra-capacitor) for shipboard microgrids to support pulse
loads and peak demand by using an energy management system based on fuzzy logic. Table 1 shows
the list of marine vessels that utilize PV modules.

Table 1. Summary of marine vessels utilizing PV modules.

Ship’s Name Solar Power Battery Type Power of Battery Power Generation Sources Reference

e-Boat (AIDE Energy) 105 kW Li-ion (LiFePO4) 48 kWh PV + Battery [20]
Greenline 33 1.8 kW Li-ion (LiPO) 11.5 kW Battery + DG + PV [21]
Greenline 39 1.2 kW Li-ion (LiPO) 3 kW Battery + DG + PV [22]
Greenline 40 1.8 kW Li-ion (LiPO) 3 kW Battery + DG + PV [23]

Duffy London – Li-ion 2380–3400 kWh PV + Battery [24]
Silent 80 26 kWp – 240 kW Battery + DG + PV [25]
Silent 64 15 kWp – 120 kWh Battery + DG + PV [26]

Silent 55 Ferry 10 kWp – 120 kWh Battery + DG + PV [27]
MS Türanor Planet Solar 93.5 kW Li-ion 1130 kWh PV + Battery [28]

Aquarius Eco Ship – Lead acid – PV + Battery [29]
M/V Auriga Leader – Nickel-hydrogen – PV + Battery + Diesel [30,31]

In order to decrease greenhouse emission and save fuel, numerous solutions have been proposed,
for example, wind, solar, waste heat recovery systems, alternative fuels, and hybrid propulsions are
among the mostly applied techniques to acquire environmental limitations set by IMO. Although the
aforementioned technologies help to reduce emissions and improve fuel efficiency, their intermittent
nature or/and slower response requisite the use of ESS such as batteries, flywheel, ultra-capacitor
etc. As higher energy and power density cannot be attained by a single energy storage device, novel
approaches, for instance, HESS should be investigated for future shipboard microgrids.

In this paper, a PV system is integrated with the shipboard microgrids to minimize the use of
fossil fuels and to decrease the greenhouse emission. In order to cater for the highly intermittent
nature of PV systems, an ultra-capacitor is hybridized with a Li-ion based battery. The ultra-capacitor
energy storage system is utilized as it has higher power density and efficiency as compared to FESS.
Among batteries, Li-ion is considered to have high energy and power density. Moreover, a low pass
filter and PI-based energy management system is proposed such that high fluctuations will be catered
for by the ultra-capacitor whereas low frequency fluctuations are smoothed by the battery. Further,
BESS is used in parallel with the dc-link of variable frequency drive (VFD) utilizing a buck-boost
converter to cater for the fluctuations caused by the propulsion motor; these fluctuations usually
occur due to the variation in the sea conditions and weather. As PV characteristics of a Li-ion battery
show that the voltage remains constant, most of the time around 80% in nominal region, the use of a
buck-boost converter for this application can be ignored.

The rest of this study is formulated as follows. In Section 2, a comparison of ESS is conducted. The
mathematical models are presented in Section 3, followed by modeling of the PV system, battery and
ultra-capacitor. Section 4 presents the control strategy for the hybrid PV/UC/battery power system.
Section 5 shows the simulation results and verification of the proposed model. Finally, a conclusion is
drawn from the study and presented in Section 6.

2. Energy Storage Technologies for Shipboard Microgrids

The energy storage system consists of power an electronics-based converter, energy storage
device, and the control mechanism. The popular ESS currently in use for several applications include
secondary batteries, Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES), ultra-capacitors, Pumped
hydro, and Fuel cells (FC). The storage devices aforementioned differ from one another in terms of
life-cycle, energy and power density, efficiency, charge, and discharge rate, etc.
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2.1. Comparison of Different Energy Storage Technologies

The use of a lead–acid battery was started in the 1890s and is still extensively utilized in those
applications in which cost is considered a major problem [32]. It is used in applications such as
stand-alone PV system, Uninterruptible Power Supplies, and as a starter in vehicles. These batteries
are inexpensive as compared to other types of batteries and have quite low self-discharge (typically 0.3%
a day). Moreover, lead can be recyclable and these batteries are available at cheap prices. The main
drawback of this sort of battery is its lower energy density, short life-cycle, and hazardousness of lead.
On the other hand, Lithium-ion (Li-ion)-based batteries have high nominal voltage of around 3.7 V
for each cell as compared to 2 V in case of lead acid batteries [33]. Li-ion-based batteries are more
suitable for the application of shipboard microgrids as these batteries have high efficiency, high power
and density, and long cycle life as compared to other sort of batteries. The main obstacle is its higher
cost and the safety concerns, as metal oxides electrodes are typically unbalanced and can decompose
with raise in temperature. In order to cater for this problem, the battery units are prepared with a
monetizing unit to evade overcharging and discharging. Table 2 illustrates the technical features of
different types of energy storage technologies.

Table 2. Technical features of ESS [33–42].

System Energy Density Power Density Efficiency Life Time Response Time Self-Discharge per Day

(kWh/kg) (kW/kg) (years) (%) %

Lead Acid 30–50 75–300 3–12 65–80 ms 0.1–0.3
Li-ion 75–200 150–315 5–15 90–97 ms–s 0.1–0.3

Flywheel 10–30 400–1500 20–30 90–95 ms–s 100
Ultra-capacitor 20+ 100,000+ 10–20 85–98 ms 20–40

The applications in which high-power density is required for smaller duration, ultra-capacitors
and flywheel can be utilized. The main characteristics of ultra-capacitors are their long life-cycle,
high power density, faster charging and discharging because of lower internal resistance. The higher
cost, sensitivity to over-voltage, and lower energy density limit the use of ultra-capacitor to only
those applications that are required with high power for a shorter duration. The pros and cons of
ultra-capacitor and Li-ion battery are depicted in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison between Li-ion and Ultra-capacitor.

ESS Li-Ion Ultra-Capacitor

Advantages High efficiency (90–97%) [36] High efficiency (85–98%) [36]
Low self-discharge (<5% per month) [36] Fast response time (<5 ms) [36]

Lower maintenance [37] Enhanced life cycle [39]
Fast response time (<5 ms) [36] Broader operating temperature (−40 ◦C to 65 ◦C) [43]

High reliability [37] More than 500,000 duty cycles [43]

Disadvantages High cost [37] High cost [39]
Life-cycle shorten by deep discharge [38] Short charge and discharge time [36]

Require special overcharging and Low energy density [36]
discharging protection circuit [37] High rate of self-discharge (14% per month) [36]

2.2. Hybridization of Battery and Ultra-Capacitor

In the literature, HESS consisting of battery and ultra-capacitor has been extensively studied for
several applications such as in transportation [42], stand-alone PV [43], and terrestrial microgrids [44].
As high power and high energy density can not be achieved by a single ESS, there is an utmost need
to hybridize a higher power density device with a high energy density device. The life-cycle of a
battery is found out to be quite low usually in the range of 1500–4500 cycles, and low power density
(below 1 kW/kg) whereas an ultra-capacitor has high power density (above 10 kWh/kg) and long
life-cycle. Hence, these energy storage technologies can be hybridized. There are two possibilities to
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hybridize them either internally or externally. In the internal hybridization, the devices are hybridized
at the electrode level as depicted in Figure 2a. Ultra-battery is an example of internal hybridization in
which lead-acid battery is hybridized with ultra-capacitor [45]. In this study, a hardwire connection is
considered as shown in Figure 2b.

(a) (b)
Figure 2. Possible hybridization (a) Ultra-battery (b) External Hybridization.

3. Model of the Shipboard Microgrid

The proposed model depicted in Figure 3 consists of the PV generation system, diesel engine,
BESS, ultra-capacitor, boost converter, buck-boost converters, active front end converter, and an
inverter. The ultra-capacitor and battery are connected using buck-boost converter in parallel with the
dc-link capacitor so it enhances the stability of the shipboard microgrid. The total power flow in the
proposed model is depicted in the Equation (1).

Ptotal = PPV + PDG + PESS − PLoad (1)

Figure 3. Hybrid Shipboard Microgrid.

The detailed parameters of the synchronous generator, PV system, ultra-capacitor, and Li-ion
battery utilized in this paper are given in the Table 4.
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Table 4. Parameters of devices utilized in the study.

Device Parameters Values

Synchronous Generator Nominal Power 80 kW
Line to line voltage 400 V

Frequency 50 Hz
PV panel–Single panel (Waaree Energies WU-120) [46] Rated Power 120.7 W

Open circuit voltage (Voc) 21 V
Short circuit current (Vsh) 8 A

Voltage at maximum power (Vmp) 17 V
Current at maximum power (Imp) 7.1 A

Number of cells in parallel 30
Number of cells in series 15

Temperature 25 ◦C
Ultra-capacitor (PC 2500) [47] Rated capacity 2517.54 F

Rated voltage 385 V
Initial voltage 385 V

Operating temperature 25 ◦C
Number of series connected Ultra-capacitors 154
Number of parallel connected Ultra-capacitor 1
Capacity of parallel connected Ultra-capacitor 2500 F

Equivalent dc series resistance 0.001
Li-ion battery (Panasonic CGR18650AF) [48] Nominal Voltage 288 V

Rated Capacity 168 Ah
Maximum Capacity 182 Ah
Fully charge voltage 339 V
No of cells in series 87

No of cells in parallel 82

3.1. Diesel Engine Modeling

The diesel generator comprises a speed governor, prime mover, compound excitation transformer,
and a synchronous generator [49]. The block diagram of a diesel generator set is shown in Figure 4
[50]. The engine’s speed is usually maintained at a fixed speed by using speed governor typically 1500
or 1800 rpm. [51]. The reason for utilizing diesel gen-sets are their relative ease of starting, reliability,
compact portability and power density such that their usage is widely spread. In order to control the
current and/or voltage, the diesel engine model requires some control mechanisms. The output of
the synchronous machine can be controlled by controlling the field current. The excitation system is
responsible to provide field voltage Efd for a synchronous machine and is utilized to provide an initial
magnetic field to start the synchronous machine as well.

Figure 4. Diesel engine block diagram.

Figure 5 illustrates the speed and excitation feedback control system. The output current and
terminal voltage are detected by the compound excitation transformer of excitation feedback system
and the speed of the generator is detected by speed feedback. In the past, mechanical governors were
utilized but due to errors, such as large inherent droop, they were replaced with electric governors. All
blocks in an electronic governor are electrical excluding the actuator block. Hence, higher accuracy can
be achieved and a droop of 0.5% is observed in contrast to 4% in mechanical governors.
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Figure 5. Feedback control system of a generator.

3.2. PV System Modeling

The PV model in the Simulink library is utilized in this paper; the PV source comprises of several
strings of PV modules linked in parallel whereas each string contains the number of series PV modules
as well. The equivalent circuit of a PV module based on an electrical system is illustrated in Figure 6
[52]. The mathematical model of a PV module can be expressed by the Equations (2)–(7).

Figure 6. Equivalent circuit of a PV module.

Ipv =
Ir

100
[Isc + Ki(T − 298)] (2)

where Ipv is at the nominal condition (25 ◦C and 1000 W/m2 (A)).

IRs =
Isc

exp(qVoc/NsTnk)− 1
(3)

where q = 1.6 ∗ 10 −19 C and k = 1.3805 ∗ 10−23 J/K.

Io = IRs[
T
Tr

]3exp[
qEgo

k ∗ n
(

1
T
− 1

Tr
)] (4)
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where Tr = 298 K and Ego = 1.1 eV.

Vt =
Tk
q

(5)

Ish =
VNp/Ns + IRs

Rsh
(6)

I = Np Iph − Np Io[exp(
V/Ns + IRs/Np

Vtn)
− 1]− Ish (7)

The PV characteristic curve of PV module with specified temperature (25 ◦C) and varying
irradiance is shown in Figure 7 where Figure 7a illustrates the I-V characteristic and Figure 7b shows
the P-V characteristics of solar array.

(a) (b)
Figure 7. Characteristic curves of PV cell at 25 ◦C and varying irradiance (a) I-V (b) P-V.

The characteristic curve at varying temperature and specified irradiance (1000 W/m2) is depicted
in Figure 8 where Figure 8a illustrates the I-V characteristic and Figure 8b shows the P-V characteristics
of solar array.

(a) (b)
Figure 8. Characteristic curves of PV cell at varying temperature and specified irradiance (1000 W/m2)
(a) I-V (b) P-V.

The efficiency of a PV module can be maximized using maximum power pint (MPPT)-based
algorithms. In this paper, a Perturb and observe (P & O)-based algorithm is utilized due to the
simplicity of the method and its accuracy of tracking. The P & O algorithm tracks the MPPT by
increasing or decreasing the voltage repeatedly at the MPPT of the PV system. The inputs to the
MPPT algorithm are the output current (Ipv) and voltage (Vpv) of PV module. The flow chart of P & O
algorithm is illustrated in Figure 9. In order to implement this methodology, the voltage and current of
PV modules must be initially measured [53]. The output of the P & O algorithm is the estimated MPPT
voltage (Vmp), which is utilized to control DC–DC converter in order to attain continuously PV source
open-circuit voltage.
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Figure 9. Flow chart of P & O algorithm.

3.3. Battery Modeling

The battery models are categorized mainly as an electric circuit model and electrochemical model,
the rest of the models are usually derived from these; for instance: a dynamic battery model that is
derived from a combination of an electrochemical and an electrical model. Some researchers further
categorized this as an analytical and mathematical model [54]. The former one is based on the empirical
data such as Peukert’s equation, which involves integrating current to improve the model of a battery.
On the other hand, the latter is a simplified electrochemical model like, for instance, Stepherd’s
equation. The reason for utilizing a mathematical model in this paper is the high efficiency and
cost-effective tools such as MATLAB/SIMULINK [55].

Physics-based, empirical, and semi-empirical models have been proposed in the literature to
diagnose the aging effect and its impact on the life time of a battery [56]. This paper did not take into
consideration the temperature effect, aging effect, and degradation of a Li-ion battery. The calendar
aging is an important factor especially in transportation applications and is considered for future work.
The reason for utilizing a Li-ion battery in this paper is because of its low maintenance cost, lower
self-discharge, high energy and power density in comparison with other batteries. The charge and
discharge model of a Li-ion battery is illustrated in the Equations (8) and (9) respectively.

3.3.1. Charge Model (il) < 0

For Li-ion battery the charging model is shown in following equation:

f1(it, il , i) = Eo − K
Q

0.1Q + it
il − K

Q
Q − it

it + Aexp(−Bit) (8)

3.3.2. Discharge Model (il) > 0

For Li-ion battery the discharging model is shown in following equation:

f2(it, il , i) = Eo − K
Q

Q − it
il − K

Q
Q − it

it + Aexp(−Bit) (9)
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The SOC and efficiency of the battery in terms of charge and discharge can be defined as:

SOC(t)ch/dis =

{
SOC(t − 1)ch +

1
Ce

∫ t
t−1 ibat,ch(t)dt

SOC(t − 1)dis − 1
Ce

∫ t
t−1 ibat,dis(t)dt

Ebat,ch/dis =

⎧⎨
⎩E(t − 1)ch + (Pbat,ch(t).ηch)ΔT

E(t − 1)dis + (
Pbat,dis(t)

ηdis
)ΔT

The discharge characteristics of a Li-ion-based battery is shown in Figure 10. This type of battery
has a flat voltage curve in the usable discharge range. The discharge characteristics are divided into
three parts: nominal region, exponential region, and discharge curve. In the exponential region,
voltage drops in a very fast manner whereas the mid point voltage is the nominal voltage of the battery
during charging and discharging and if this curve is flatter and shows that there will be less variation
in voltage. The fully charged voltage is higher than nominal voltage whereas when it reaches end of
life, the voltage will be less than mid point voltage.

Figure 10. Nominal Current Discharge Characteristic of Li-ion battery.

3.4. Ultra-Capacitor Modeling

The configuration of the ultra-capacitor utilized in this study is depicted in Figure 11 which
comprises an ultra-capacitor model and a DC–DC converter. This model is the combination of
equivalent internal resistance (RIR), equivalent parallel resistance (RPR), and capacitance of an
ultra-capacitor. The configuration acts as a boost converter in discharging mode whereas the buck
converter in the charging mode. As the response time of the ultra-capacitor is very fast and has the
capability to smooth the fluctuations produced by the highly intermittent nature of the PV modules,
especially when it is integrated with the shipboard microgrids as compared to terrestrial microgrids.

Figure 11. Configuration of the Ultra-capacitor.
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The output voltage of an ultra-capacitor can be expressed in terms of Stern’s equation as expressed
in Equation (10).

VUC =
NsdQT

NeNpεεo Ai
+

2NeNsRT
F

sinh−1 QT

NpN2
e Ai

√
8RTεεoc

− RUCiUC (10)

4. Control Strategy of Hybrid Shipboard Microgrids

4.1. Active Front End Converter

A rectifier is usually a six-pulse-type as it consists of six diodes and is found to be a cost-effective
approach to convert Alternating current (AC) power into Direct Current (DC). This approach produces
harmonics into the shipboard power system, which results in an additional heat and losses. One of the
possible approaches is to use multiple-rectifiers like 12-pulse, 18-pulse, etc. to minimize the harmonics
but this approach increases the cost due to an increase in the number of diodes. Another approach is
to add passive filters that inject low impedance into the power system to absorb harmonic frequencies,
but the disadvantage of this approach is that a passive filter utilizes more energy and takes a large
amount of space. An active front end converter is utilized in this study and it is an effective approach
that minimizes the total harmonic distortion, flexible regulation of dc-link voltage, provides unity
power factor, and relatively sinusoidal input currents [57]. The block diagram of the active front with
the control mechanism is illustrated in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Control Strategy of Active Front End Converter.

In this technique, instead of utilizing diodes to convert AC into DC, insulated bipolar transistors
(IGBTs) are used. The total harmonics in this approach are reduced to 3%, which in the conventional
diode rectifier approach are around 25–30%. The schematic of the implemented control strategy of
three-phase active front end converter is implemented in MATLAB/Simulink, and is depicted in
Figure 13. At first, the dc-link voltage (Vdc) is compared with the reference value (Vdc_ref) and then the
error is fed to the outer loop of PI controller. The output of the controller is Id_ref which corresponds
to the active power of the converter. The input reactive power of the active front end converter is
adjusted by setting the current reference of q-axis (Iq) to 0 to achieve power factor equals to 1.
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Figure 13. Control Strategy of Active Front End Converter.

4.2. Inverter Control

The control strategy applied for an inverter consists of two control loops, the outer loop
which is pledged to control dc-link voltage whereas the inner loop is pledged to control grid
current as illustrated in Figure 14. The current loops further solves power quality issues such as
improved power factors and low THD. On the other hand, the voltage control loop is helpful in
balancing the flow of power in the system. D-q control or synchronous reference frame-based control
uses a reference frame transformation abc to dq (current park transformation and voltage park
transformation), which transforms the voltage and current into a d-q frame. The transformed current
is helpful in controlling the grid current whereas voltage detects frequency and phase of the grid.
Therefore, the control variables are converted to dc values, hence, controlling and filtering become
easier. (Vd_ref) and (Vq_ref) are the voltages in dq frame whereas to generate the gate signal for voltage
source inverter, pulse width modulation (PWM) is utilized.

Figure 14. Schematic diagram of three phase inverter with PI controller.

4.3. Frequency Sharing Control

The proposed methodology is based on the frequency sharing approach in which load is shared
between low and high-frequency components. The high-frequency components are catered by
ultra-capacitor whereas low-frequency components are handled by the Li-ion battery. The block
diagram of such an approach is illustrated in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Block diagram of hybrid system (PV/battery/Ultra-capacitor).

The proposed energy management strategy relies on the frequency sharing approach. In this
methodology, the load current is shared between high and low frequency components by the use of a
low pass filter as expressed below: ⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
Il = Iscre f + Ibattre f

Iscre f = HF

Ibattre f = LF

The Simulink model of the proposed approach is illustrated in Figure 16. The dc-link voltage of a
PV module is compared with the reference dc voltage and is then fed to an outer loop voltage controller.
The lower frequency components are then fed into an inner current loop and the signal is then fed to
PWN which sends the gate signal to the dc-dc converter of a battery. On the other hand, ultra-capacitors
are known by their higher power density and faster response. Therefore, higher frequency fluctuations
will be catered by the ultra-capacitor. The inner current loop will send a signal by PWM to the gate of
ultra-capacitor. The control strategy for such an approach can be expressed by Equations (11)–(13).

Figure 16. Schematic diagram of control strategy of a battery and ultra-capacitor energy storage
system (UCESS).

Il f =
1

1 + τs
(11)

Ire f erence = (Kp +
Ki
s
)(Vdcre f − Vdc)

Ibatt(new) = (
1

1 + τs
)Ire f erence − IBESS

(12)

Ih f = 1 − (
1

1 + τs
)

Iuc(n) = (Ih f .
VBESS

VUCESS
− IUESS)(Kp +

Ki
s
)

(13)
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5. Simulation and Verification

The hybrid PV/Diesel/Battery/Ultra-capacitor model illustrated in Figure 3 is selected to test
the proposed control approach. The approach adopted in this paper is categorized into two cases to
show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In the first case, due to the intermittent nature of PV
systems, ultra-capacitor and Li-ion battery are hybridized to cater for the fluctuations. On the other
hand, in the second case, BESS is used in parallel with the dc-link capacitor of VFD to mitigate the
fluctuations caused by variation in sea conditions or due to weather.

5.1. Case 1

In the first case, as discussed before, the PV systems show more fluctuations in scenarios of
integration with a shipboard microgrid due to the movement of ships and other factors such as
moisture, weather, etc. The Li-ion battery and ultra-capacitor are hybridized and are integrated with
the output of PV modules using dc-dc converter in parallel to the dc-link capacitor. In this study, at the
start irradiation is set to be maximum and is varied at 0.8 s to check the effectiveness of the proposed
approach. Figure 17a illustrates the variation in power, Figure 17b refers to the current, and Figure 17c
shows the voltage with the variation in irradiance.

(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 17. Simulation results of PV array (a) Power of solar module, (b) Current of solar module
(c) Voltage of solar module.

A Li-ion-based battery is utilized in this study to cater for the low-frequency fluctuations. It can be
inferred from Figure 18a–c, that at 0.8 s, there is a decrease in voltage, current, and power that show the
variation in irradiance. Hence, the battery is providing the power to maintain the voltage at DC-link. It can
be further observed from Figure 18d that the battery is getting charged at the start as the irradiance of the
solar panel at that instant is considered to be maximum. At 0.8 s, due to variation in irradiance, the battery
starts to support due to which the battery drains and ultimately the SOC of the battery decreases.
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The ultra-capacitor is hybridized with the battery to cater for the higher frequency fluctuations. It
can be inferred from Figure 19a–c, that at 0.8 s there is sudden decrease in voltage, current, and power
that illustrates the variation in irradiance. In the start, SOC of the ultra-capacitor is constant as its fully
charged. At 0.8 s due to sudden variation in irradiance, fluctuation is observed. The ultra-capacitor
is responsible to cater for the high-frequency fluctuation. It can be seen from Figure 19d that SOC of
the ultra-capacitor suddenly decreases and remain constant for the rest of the period as the battery is
responsible to cater for rest of the duration.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 18. Simulation results of Li-ion battery (a) Voltage of Li-ion Battery, (b) Current of Li-ion Battery
(c) Power of Li-ion Battery (d) State of charge (SOC) of Li-ion Battery.

Figure 20 illustrates the dc-link voltage, the variation in the generation of power from PV panel at 0.8 s
is observed depicting the change in irradiance, which is catered by the hybrid energy storage system.

Figure 21 shows the comparison of stabilizing the dc-link voltage with varying irradiance by using
proposed approach in comparison to earlier approach to stabilize dc-link voltage by using BESS only.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 19. Simulation results of Ultra-capacitor (a) Voltage of Ultra-capacitor energy storage system,
(b) Current of Ultra-capacitor energy storage system (c) Power of Ultra-capacitor energy storage system
(d) SOC of Ultra-capacitor energy storage system.

Figure 20. DC link voltage with BESS and UC.

Figure 21. Comparison of using HESS for smoothing dc-link voltage with using only BESS.

5.2. Case 2

In the second case, to cater for the fluctuations caused by the propulsion motors due to variation in
sea states which ultimately causes variation in power requirement, the battery is integrated in parallel
with the dc-link capacitor using a buck-boost converter. It can be inferred from Figure 21a, that at 1.2 s
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the fluctuation is observed and it is catered by the BESS. On the other hand, Figure 22b illustrates that
the SOC of BESS starts to decrease at 1.2 s.

(a) (b)
Figure 22. Simulation results with and without integration of battery (a) DC link voltage with and
without BESS, (b) SOC of Battery.

Due to the impact of variation in power demand, there is variation in frequency observed and is
depicted in Figure 23, it is observed that at 1.2 s the frequency starts to decrease due to the variation in
load and is catered by BESS.

Figure 23. Frequency in case of variation with and without BESS.

The comparison between different approaches in the literature are presented in Table 5.
Although in literature few researchers focused on frequency sharing approach for shipboard microrgids,
some of them shared the frequency components between BESS and DG that ultimately adds burden
on the DG. Few researches utilize sole energy storage such as flywheel or ultra-capacitor to minimize
the fluctuations caused by PV systems, but these ESS devices can smooth or mitigate short term
fluctuations only. Other techniques utilized fuzzy-based control and optimization algorithms for
sizing several ESS, stabilizing dc-link voltage and reducing emissions, etc. The proposed approach in
this study utilizes PI-based control for frequency sharing between BESS and an ultra-capacitor. The
PI-based methodology employed in this work has less complexity and is often employed for industrial
applications.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, a hybrid PV/Diesel/Battery/Ultra-capacitor is modeled and a control strategy
based on a PI controller is developed. The PV panels behave differently when they are integrated with
shipboard microgrids due to the movement and rolling of a ship. Therefore, there is an utmost need to
integrate an ultra-capacitor to shipboard power systems to smooth the fluctuations that are caused by
the highly intermittent nature of solar panels. In this study, the load current is shared on the basis of
different frequency components to smooth the power. The simulation results show the effectiveness
of the proposed hybrid model as they help to minimize the fluctuation. It can be inferred that an
ultra-capacitor-based energy storage system is responsible to cater for the high-frequency fluctuations
due to the faster response, whereas a battery is responsible to mitigate the low-frequency components
because of its slow response. Moreover, battery life-time can be increased by handling short-term
fluctuations through the ultra-capacitor. Further, in the second case, the integration of a battery in
parallel with the dc-link capacitor helps to mitigate the fluctuations caused by either variation in sea
conditions or due to weather. Future work will be based on a case study of a yacht by considering the
impact of partial shading effect and to validate the proposed approach; it will be implemented on a
hardware in loop setup.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

PV Photovoltaic
IMO International marine organization
ESS Energy storage system
HESS Hybrid energy storage system
IPS Integrated power system
VFD Variable frequency drives
PI Proportional Integral
BESS Battery energy storage system
FESS Flywheel energy storage system
UC Ultra-capacitor
DG Diesel generator
MOPSO Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO Particle swarm optimization
MPC Model predictive control
LFC Load frequency control
Ipv Solar generated current at the nominal condition (25 ◦C and 1000 W/m2)
Ir Solar radiation (W/m2)
Isc Short circuit current (A)
Ki Short circuit current of the cell
IRs Reverse saturation current of PV module
q charge of an electron
Voc Open circuit voltage (V)
Ns Number of cells in series
n The ideality factor of diode
k Boltzmann’s constant
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Io Saturation current of a PV module
Tr Nominal temperature
Ego Band gap energy of a semiconductor
Vt Thermal voltage of diode (V)
Rsh Shunt resistance (Ω)
Ns Number of modules connected in series
Np Number of modules connected in parallel
I output current of PV module (A)
it Extracted capacity (Ah)
i battery current (A)
il Low frequency current dynamics (A)
Eo Constant voltage (V)
K Polarization constant (V/Ah)
Q Maximum battery capacity (Ah)
A Exponential voltage (V)
B Exponential capacity (Ah−1)
Co Capacity of battery
η Efficiency of converter
Ai Interfacial area between electrolyte and electrode
QT Electric charge
ε Permittivity of material
εo Permittivity of free space
D Molecular radius
R Ideal gas constant
T Operating temperature
F Faraday constant
c molar concentration
RUC Total resistance of UC
iUC UC current
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Abstract: This paper proposes the design of a comprehensive inverter-BESS primary control capable
of providing satisfactory performances both in grid-connected and islanded configurations as required
by international standards and grid codes, such as IEEE Std. 1547. Such control guarantees smooth
and fast dynamic behavior of the converter in islanded configuration as well as fast power control
and voltage-frequency support in grid-connected mode. The performances of the proposed primary
control are assessed by means of EMT (ElectroMagnetic Transients) simulations in the dedicated
software DIgSILENT PowerFactory® (Germany, Gomaringen) . The simulation results show that
the proposed BESS (Battery Energy Storage System) primary control is able to regulate frequency
and voltage in Grid-Forming mode independently of the number of paralleled generators. This is
achieved adopting a virtual generator technique which presents several advantages compared to
the conventional one. Moreover, the proposed control can be switched to Grid-Support mode in
order to provide fast control actions to allow frequency and voltage support as well as power control
following the reference signals from the secondary level.

Keywords: primary control; BESS; microgrid; Grid Forming; Grid Support; Inverter Control; Grid
Support; DIgSILENT PowerFactory; EMT simulations

1. Introduction

The need of pollutant and greenhouse gasses emission reduction and the promising increase
of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) have made Microgrids (MG) one of the most interesting and
challenging structure for industrial and academic researchers [1]. Several definitions have been
provided for a MG but the most effective defines it as a group of interconnected loads and distributed
energy resources with clearly defined electrical boundaries that acts as a single controllable entity
with respect to the grid and can connect and disconnect from the grid to enable it to operate in both
grid-connected or island modes [2]. It is easy to understand that one of the main topics in this field
is the control system, and it is well known that it can be structured with a hierarchical structure [3].
Tertiary level control is an energy-production level that must be able to manage the power flow
between the MG and the main grid [4]. Secondary level ensures that all the electrical variables into the
MG are within the required values and it can include a synchronization control loop to seamlessly
connect or disconnect the MG to or from the distribution system [5]. Primary control is typically a
communication-less control layer; it is normally implemented in a decentralized manner in order to
properly control voltage and frequency and/or active and reactive powers [6]. Finally, inner control
loops are adopted to regulate the output voltage and to control the current while maintaining the
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system stable. Considering the normative aspect, IEEE Std. 1547 [7] clearly defines the inverter’s
primary control functionalities that can be essentially clustered in two operational configurations
(i) Grid-Following Operation or Grid Support Mode (GSM) and (ii) Grid-Forming Operation. In GSM,
the inverter is controlled as a current source in which the main control goals are to supply the load
connect to the MG and to participate in frequency and voltage support [8,9]; for these reasons, GSM is
the typical configuration in grid-connected state. Grid-Forming Operation is typically exploited in
islanded mode where the inverter can be either the voltage and frequency master (stand-alone mode) or
allow parallel operations with other Distributed Energy Resources (DERs). An obvious consequence of
this high penetration of inverter-interfaced DERs is the reduction of total inertia and damping because
most of the proposed control methods for Grid-Forming inverters, e.g., droop control methods [10],
provides barely any inertia or damping support for the MG. For this reason, one of the most performing
primary control technique for Grid-Forming inverters is the Virtual Synchronous Machine (VSM) or
the Virtual Generator Mode (VGM) [11] where the control acts on the inverter in order to mimic the
dynamical behavior of a traditional synchronous generator [12–15] virtually adding some inertia and
frequency damping to the system and accordingly, improving MG stability and [16], since inertia
response is the result of rotating heavy mass and it is proportional to the rotor speed, the VGM concept
can also directly improve the frequency response [17]. In [14,18–20], the VGM primary control is
developed using the complete model of the synchronous generator and this makes the algorithm
complex and the controller tuning difficult. Simpler design models for the VGM control are proposed
in [21–24], where only the inertial behavior of a synchronous generator is considered by imposing the
swing equation in the primary controller.

In [25], a VGM control technique is proposed showing how it can theoretically provide all the
required functionalities of Grid-Forming inverters (according to IEEE Std. 1547) and also presenting
some practical applications of VGM control technique for Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) around
the world.

Considering all these aspects, the aim of this paper is to present a new primary control for BESS
able to guarantee good performances in grid-connected and islanded configurations providing:

• Regulation of frequency and voltage in Grid-Forming mode independently of the number of
paralleled generators using the VGM technique in order to mimic the dynamic behavior of
synchronous generators;

• Ability to guarantee black-start of the MG in Grid-Forming mode;
• Correct active and reactive power sharing in parallel with other DERs;
• Fast control actions in grid-connected mode to allow providing frequency and voltage support

(GSM) as well as power control following the reference signals from the secondary level control;
• Synchronization and connection of the BESS to the external main grid or to other DERs in islanded

mode with minimum transients;

The results will show that the new primary control proposed in this paper is also interesting not
only from an academic point of view, but also from an industrial one for these aspects:

• The BESS converter is able to work both in VGM and in GSM guaranteeing the possibility to work
in parallel with other DERs or an external main grid;

• The primary control can be switched from Grid-Forming mode to Grid-Support mode and vice
versa without converter power interruption;

• Considering the Grid-Support mode, the proposed control is able to provide fast actions to the
MG because this functionality is implemented in the primary level and not in the secondary one;

• When the support to the MG is not necessary, the control is able to use control signal coming from
the secondary level control in order to satisfy other tasks reported in IEEE Std. 1547 such as State
of Charge management, power smoothing, and compliance with power flow constraints imposed
at the connection point with the external Main Grid (peak lopping);
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• Considering the Grid-Forming operating mode, the proposed VGM technique is a PI-based
one, which means that the tuning procedure can be easily manged by operators and not just by
control engineers.

In summary, all these aspects and the level of detail in which they have been implemented and
presented in the paper represent the main contribution of the work and a good starting point for
actual implementation on industrial controller (which is the final aim of the ABB/University of Genoa’s
final goal).

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, a description of the BESS primary control is
proposed in both the operating configurations. The test case MG implemented in the dedicated power
system simulator DIgSILENT PowerFactory® is detailed in Section 3, while simulation results and
comments are provided in Section 4. Some conclusive remarks are presented in Section 5.

2. Primary Control Method Description

The aim of this section is to provide an effective description of the proposed primary level BESS
control: as stated before, it can provide a correct BESS converter regulation both in Grid-Forming
and Grid-Support operating modes as it will be detailed in the following subsections. As one can
see from Figure 1, the BESS converter has a R-L-C filter at its output (R f , L f and C f ) and the primary
control needs some measurements from the field in order to guarantee optimal performances in the two
operating modes. In detail, these measurements are active power PBESS

meas and reactive power QBESS
meas at the

output of the BESS converter, the RMS value of the controlled voltage Vmeas, the controlled frequency
fmeas and phase angle θmeas coming from a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) control function synchronized
at the connection bus to the MG. The output of the BESS primary control are the reference voltages
vαre f and vβre f in the α-β stationary reference frame for the Grid-Forming operating mode and the d-q

reference frame currents iGSM
d,re f and iGSM

q,re f for the Grid-Support operating mode. In order to generate the

control signals for the BESS converter vinv
d,re f and vinv

q,re f , voltage and current control loops are mandatory,
more precisely when the Grid-Forming operating mode is required, voltage and current control loops
are used in a cascade configuration, while in Grid-Support operating mode only the current control
loop is required. In the next subsection, VGM and GSM techniques as well as voltage and current
control loops are described in detail.

Figure 1. Proposed BESS (Battery Energy Storage System) primary control scheme.
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2.1. Grid-Forming Operating Mode: VGM

Considering the Grid-Forming operating mode, the VGM technique presented in [25] is exploited
and its control block diagram is reported in Figure 2 where AVR (Automatic Voltage Regulator)
and Rotor Flux Model make the reactive power/voltage magnitude similar to that of a synchronous
generator. More precisely, the Rotor Flux Model, modeled as an integrator with a gain Kψ, responds to
the reactive power QBESS

meas at the output of the inverter with an initial voltage variation of VVGM
re f to

model the machine flux variation through the following virtual electrical dynamic equation:

dVVGM
re f

dt
= Kψ

(
QBESS

AVR −QBESS
meas

)
(1)

where QBESS
AVR is the control action of the BESS converter AVR. Then, the AVR brings the RMS voltage

at the output of the inverter Vmeas back to its set point Vset. Similarly, the Inertia model and the
Frequency Governor make the VGM similar to a synchronous generator active power/frequency
dynamics. In particular, the Inertia model, described by an integrator and by two gains KH for the
inertia itself and Kd for the damping effect, reacts to the active power PBESS

meas at the output of the inverter,
drawing energy from the inertia and slowing the rotational speed of the virtual generator ωVGM

re f using
the following virtual mechanical dynamic equation:

dωVGM
re f

dt
= KH

(
PBESS

GOV − PBESS
meas −Kdω

VGM
re f

)
(2)

where PBESS
GOV is the regulating action of the BESS converter Governor. Then, the Governor brings back

the frequency fmeas to its set point fset. To allow operation in parallel with other sources, the control
includes droop factors mdroop and ndroop to achieve power sharing control in the steady state; while for
stand-alone operation, the droop coefficients are usually set to zero. Then, in order to guarantee the
black-start capability [26] of the MG using the BESS, two different selectors are implemented in the
control diagram:

• If the measured RMS voltage Vmeas is zero, the primary control is able to understand the
necessity to provide a black-start procedure; so, imposing the logic signal named Bl-St equal
to 1, the VGM channel is bypassed and the MG is energized using a ramp voltage reference
VBl-St

re f and the rated angular frequency ωn.

• When the voltage reaches a specific percentage k% of the rated voltage Vn, the VGM control
channel is activated (reset of the control integrators) and the selectors switch to the VGM
control actions VVGM

re f and θVGM
re f .

Summarizing the above, voltage and frequency references logic for the black-start procedure is:

if 0 ≤ Vmeas ≤ k%Vn

Bl− St = 1⇒ Vre f = VBl−St
re f & θre f = θ

Bl−St
re f

if Vmeas ≥ k%Vn

Bl− St = 0⇒ Vre f = VVGM
re f & θre f = θ

VGM
re f

(3)

Finally, the control actions are transformed in the α-β stationary reference frame.
As a final remark, it is worth pointing out that the tuning procedure of the VGM control is

based on a “trial and error” strategy due to the intrinsic simplicity of the proposed primary controller.
For example, the inertia parameter KH of the virtual generator is set in order to have a precise frequency
dynamic after an active power step. Then, the governor parameters are set in order to guarantee a
desired time response.
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Figure 2. Proposed VGM (Virtual Generator Mode) control model for Grid-Forming operating mode.

2.2. Grid-Support Operating Mode: GSM

Considering now the grid-connected operating mode, the proposed control must provide fast
control actions to allow frequency and voltage support (GSM-fV) as well as power control following the
reference signals from the secondary level control (GSM-PQ). To meet these control requests, the block
diagram in grid-connected mode is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Proposed GSM (Grid Support Mode) control diagram in grid-connected operating mode.

In grid-connected mode, the BESS inverter is controlled starting from the measurements of
frequency and voltage at the inverter output, i.e., fmeas and Vmeas, respectively. Based on an error
between measurements and respective setpoints, it is possible to carry out the target values of active and
reactive powers PGSM-fV

re f and QGSM-fV
re f through user-defined P-f envelope curve and Q-V envelope curve,

respectively. Considering, for example, the P-f envelope curve, it is described by maximum (PGSM-PQ
re f ,max )

and minimum (PGSM-PQ
re f ,min ) active power references and by threshold frequency errors ±Δ f1 and ±Δ f2.

The same characterization is done for the Q-V envelope curve. As stated before, the control also gives
the possibility to track the reference values coming from the secondary level regulation, i.e., PGSM-PQ

re f

and QGSM-PQ
re f , so the two blocks “P setpoint aggregation and limits” and “Q setpoint aggregation
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and limits” are implemented. Then, the d-q axis currents set points iGSM
d,re f and iGSM

q,re f are generated by
closed-loop controllers which use the voltage measurement Vmeas. Then, they are processed by the
BESS inverter Current controller as depicted in Figure 1.

2.3. Voltage and Current Inner Control Loops

In this subsection, the inner control loops of the BESS converter are presented in order to provide a
detailed description of the entire control system. Voltage control loop is depicted in Figure 4, and as one
can see, it is based on PI regulators described by proportional gain KPV and integral gain KIV . Its main
control objective is to regulate the output voltage of the inverter by minimizing the errors between the
references vBESS

d,re f , vBESS
q,re f and the measurements vBESS

d , vBESS
q . Moreover, Virtual Impedance strategy is

added to the voltage control loop through algebraic manipulation of the α-β voltage reference signals
coming from primary controller as follows:

vαre f ,v = vαre f −
(
RviBESS
α −XviBESS

β

)
(4)

vβre f ,v = vβre f −
(
RviBESS
β + XviBESS

α

)
(5)

with Rv and Xv being virtual resistance and reactance, respectively. This modification enables the
output impedance to be set (by parameters, or adaptively) and this is usually made predominantly
inductive to ensure a strong coupling between active power and frequency, a strong coupling between
reactive power and voltage and an inherent decoupling between these two relationships, even in LV
microgrids [25]. The outputs of the voltage controller are the inverter output current references iVGM

d,re f

and iVGM
q,re f .

Figure 4. Voltage controller for BESS converter.

Current control loop is instead depicted in Figure 5: due to the fact it is used not only in VGM,
but also in GSM operating mode, two selectors are implemented in order to choose the d-q current
references coming from the VGM (iVGM

d,re f and iVGM
q,re f ) or from the GSM (iGSM

d,re f and iGSM
q,re f ). The current

controller is based on PI regulators described by proportional gain KPC and integral gain KIC and it acts
on the system in order to control the converter output current by minimizing the errors between the
references and the measured current described by iinv

d and iinv
q . The outputs of the current controller

are the inverter voltage modulation signals in the d-q reference frame vinv
d,re f and vinv

q,re f .
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Figure 5. Current controller for BESS converter.

3. DIgSILENT PowerFactory® Model for Testing

3.1. Synchronous Diesel Generator Model for Paralleling Operation

As stated in the introduction section, the proposed BESS control is implemented in the widely
used power system simulator DIgSILENT PowerFactory® in order to have reliable and high-fidelity
simulation results. Due to the fact that in Grid-Forming operating mode the BESS inverter must be the
voltage/frequency master in stand-alone configuration and must allow parallel operations with other
DERs, a Synchronous Diesel Generator (SDG) model has been included in the simulated power system;
the SDG model is briefly described below starting from the conceptual model depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Synchronous Diesel Generator (SDG) conceptual model.

As one can see, it consists of three main elements: Synchronous Generator EMT model is available
from PowerFactory library [27], while the Diesel Engine with Governor and Excitation System models
are depicted in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
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Figure 7. Diesel Engine and Governor model for the SDG.

Figure 8. Exciter and Automatic Voltage Regulator model for the SDG.

The frequency-active power regulation of the SDG is realized using a Governor whose inputs
are the electrical speed fSDG and the active power measurement PSDG

e . Droop coefficient fdroop is
implemented to guarantee the correct power sharing in islanded mode and in parallel with the BESS
unit. A PID regulator generates the torque input for the diesel generator, which is modeled by the
combustion gain Kc, the fuel dynamics time delay Tr, and by a first order dynamic where Ta models
the engine fuel system time constant [11]. The voltage-reactive power regulation is performed by an
AVR where RMS voltage and reactive power measurements are the inputs and where the droop logic
is implemented by the use of the coefficients udroop. The AVR output is then processed by the exciter,
which is modeled by a first order dynamic with time constant equal to Tex [28].

3.2. Test MG Layout and Parameters

In order to test the performances of the proposed BESS primary control, the test case MG reported
in Figure 9 is used. The main element in the MG is the BESS unit, which is connected to the MG
via inverter. The storage component of the BESS is modeled as ideal DC voltage source and so its
internal dynamics are neglected. Similarly, the inverter model, provided by DIgSILENT PowerFactory®

library, is considered as an ideal controlled AC voltage source. The inverter is interfaced to the MG
with a R-L-C filter modeled by the parameters R f , L f and C f , respectively, and with a unitary-ratio
transformer TBESS. The SDG exploits the DIgSILENT PowerFactory® synchronous generator model
and it is connected to the MG Point of Common Coupling (PCC) using longitudinal impedance

.
ZSDG.

An external grid is connected to the MG through a medium voltage/low voltage transformer TMV-LV in
order to test the Grid support and the paralleling functionalities. Load center bus is connected to the
PCC with a line

.
Zline while Load1 is connected to Load center bus using a cable

.
Zcable. MG data are

reported in Table 1.
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SDGZ

lineZ

cableZ

Figure 9. Test case microgrids (MG) one-line diagram.

Table 1. Test case microgrids (MG) parameters.

BESS Converter Data SDG Data Load Data Line and Cables Data at fn

ABESS 500 kVA ASDG 1250 kVA Pn(Load 1) 300 kW
.
ZSDG 0.007 + j0.0008 Ω

Vn 400 V (AC-side) cosϕn 0.8 Qn(Load 1) 100 kVAr
.
Zline 0.014 + 0.0016 Ω

fn 50 Hz Vn 400 V Pn(Load 2) 50 kW
.
Zcable 0.0037 + j0.0004 Ω

R f 0.044 Ω fn 50 Hz Qn(Load 2) 0 kVAr

L f 0.088 mH

C f 50 μF

4. Simulations Results

4.1. Black Start and Load Step in a Stand-Alone Configuration

This is the first functionality that the BESS primary control has to satisfy. IEEE 1547.4 Std. gives a
clear definition of the black-start, i.e., the ability to start local generation with no external source of
power. During this phase, the main grid and the diesel generator are disconnected from the MG and
no load is connected. As described in the previous section, the BESS is controlled in Grid-Forming
operating mode and the VGM control is bypassed imposing voltage and frequency reference signals.
As one can see from Figure 10, the three-phase voltages at the controlled node of the MG perfectly
follow the ramp reference signal Vre f , and the zoomed box highlights the correct dynamic behavior
when the VGM control channel is activated with the switch of Vre f from VBl-St

re f to VVGM
re f and of θre f

from θBl-St
re f to θVGM

re f and with the reset of the integrators of the VGM control.
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Figure 10. Controlled BESS bus voltage time profiles during black-start procedure.

When the black-start procedure ends (the ramping time is defined through a parameter and in
this case it was chosen to last 1 s), a load step event is implemented in the simulation in order to test
the dynamic response of the BESS in VGM mode in terms of voltage and frequency in a stand-alone
configuration. As one can see from Figure 11, after the load step occurred at t = 4 s, frequency and
voltage have a time profile in which it is possible to note the effects of the inertia model and of the
governor regulating action for the frequency and of rotor flux model and AVR regulating action for
the voltage. In this simulation, the droop coefficient mdroop and ndroop are equal to zero because the
power sharing functionality is not required in a stand-alone configuration, and for this reason, after the
transient, frequency and voltage return to their rated values (namely 50 Hz for the frequency and 400 V
for the voltage). Moreover, it is possible to notice the effect of the virtual impedance implemented in
the voltage control loop of the converter; in fact, in the final steady state, the reference value VVGM

re f
is greater than the controlled inverter output voltage Vmeas. Finally, Figure 12 reports the active and
reactive powers’ time profile after load step contingency (Pload and Qload), and it is possible to see how
the BESS is able to supply the load power request with a fast and smooth dynamic response.

Figure 11. Frequencies (first panel) and RMS (Root Mean Square) voltages (second panel) time profile
during load step in stand-alone configuration.
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Figure 12. Active (first panel) and reactive (second panel) powers’ time profile during load step in
stand-alone configuration.

4.2. VGM Operating Mode With Setpoints Variation

As stated in the introduction, when the VGM operating mode is activated, the BESS converter has
to provide fast regulation of voltage and frequency. In these simulations, the main grid is connected to
the MG and the load request is totally fed by the main grid. The BESS converter is then connected to
the MG in Grid-Forming operating mode without active and reactive powers production. In order to
highlight the advantages of the proposed VGM control technique, a comparison with the conventional
droop control for Grid-Forming operating mode is proposed. When this conventional control technique
is adopted, all the macro blocks of the proposed controller (i.e., the AVR, the Rotor Flux Model,
the Governor and the Inertia Model) are bypassed avoiding all the dynamics introduced by the
virtual generator scheme. So, the control signals Vre f and θre f with the conventional droop control
technique become: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Vre f = Vset − ndroopQBESS
meas

θre f = 2π
t∫

0

[
fset(s) −mdroopPBESS

meas (s)
]
ds

(6)

The first simulation results are depicted in Figure 13: in this scenario, the frequency setpoint fset

is fixed at the MG rated value, while the voltage setpoint Vset changes from 400 V to 410 V at t = 2 s,
then from 410 V to 390 V at t = 6 s and finally from 390 V to 400 V at t = 10 s. As one can see, the set
point is correctly followed by the controlled RMS voltage Vmeas with good time response and minimum
overshoots (the droop parameters mdroop and ndroop are equal to zero in this simulation since there are
no other DERs to share the load request). The second panel shows instead reactive powers time profile,
and it is possible to see that an increase/decrease of the controlled voltage corresponds to a BESS
converter reactive power production/absorption, which is balanced by the main grid, due to the strong
coupling between voltage and reactive power. Considering the comparison, the conventional droop
control has a faster time response because there is no effect of the virtual generator dynamics, but it
has two main drawbacks: (i) voltage steady-state errors due to the absence of an AVR in the droop
control to compensate the effect of the virtual impedance implemented in the voltage controller (the
greater the output current of the BESS converter, the greater the voltage steady-state error, as apparent
in Equations (4) and (5)) and (ii) large initial overshoots in the reactive power time profiles as detailed
in Figure 14.
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Figure 13. Voltage (first panel) and reactive powers (second panel) time profiles with voltage setpoint
variations with Virtual Generator Mode (VGM) (solid lines) and conventional (dotted lines) techniques.

Figure 14. Detail on the comparison between the proposed technique (solid lines) and conventional
droop control (dotted lines).

Then, in order to test the possibility of managing the BESS converter active power production by
changing the frequency setpoint, in the second scenario the voltage setpoint Vset is fixed to the rated
value while the frequency setpoint fset changes from 50 Hz to 50.1 Hz V at t = 2 s, then from 50.1 Hz
to 49.9 Hz V at t = 6 s and finally from 49.9 Hz to 50 Hz at t = 10 s. Due to synchronism with Main
Grid requirement, the frequency droop factor mdroop is activated. As one can see from Figure 15, the
frequency setpoint is not tracked (first panel), but varying its value it is possible to correctly manage
the BESS active power production (second panel), which is correctly balanced by the Main Grid. Also,
in this test case, conventional droop control guarantees a faster active power regulation due to the
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lack of the virtual inertia of the VGM control technique but, as one can see from Figure 16, the droop
control creates a greater frequency variation in the very first transient.

Figure 15. Frequency (first panel) and active powers (second panel) time profiles with frequency
setpoint variations with VGM (solid lines) and conventional (dotted lines) techniques.

Figure 16. Detail on the comparison between the proposed technique (solid lines) and conventional
droop control (dotted lines).

4.3. Paralleling Action and Load Sharing

The aim of this simulation is to show how the BESS converter can be connected to an islanded
MG where a diesel generator is already online in Grid-Forming operating mode and to also show
the correct power sharing functionality. As one can see from Figure 17, at t = 0.1 s a live-start of
the BESS converter is activated: as one can see, the controlled voltage (vBESS

AN , vBESS
BN , vBESS

CN ) starts to
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follow the connection bus voltages (vMG
AN , vMG

BN , vMG
CN ) and, at t = 0.2 s, the phase reference output of

the primary control θVGM
re f is synchronized with the measured phase angle θmeas at the connection bus

to the MG. Finally, at t = 0.25 s, the AC-breaker of the BESS converter is closed and in Figure 18 is
possible to notice a really limited power transient quantifiable in a transient current less than 1% of the
BESS-converter-rated value current.

Figure 17. Voltage (first panel) and phase angles (second panel) during synchronization with MG.

Figure 18. Active (first panel) and reactive (second panel) powers time profile during paralleling procedure.

Then in order to test the proper active and reactive power sharing between the diesel generator and
the BESS, a load step contingency is implemented at t = 4 s. Figure 19 shows active and reactive powers
time profile and it is possible to highlight the correct active and reactive power sharing according to
the rated apparent power of the two units. The proper active power sharing can be guaranteed by the
relation ABESSmdroop = ASDG fdroop, while a correct reactive power sharing can be achieved if the droop
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factors ndroop for the BESS and udroop for the diesel generator are correctly set in order to overcome the
mismatch in the connection impedances to the MG of the two units. The virtual impedance Rv+ jXv
affects the reactive power sharing only during the transient, because in steady state its effect is nulled
out by the BESS AVR regulating action on the controlled voltage Vmeas. Instead, Figure 20 shows
frequencies and RMS voltages time profile during the load step contingency and it is possible to
highlight the inertial behavior of the BESS converter and voltage and frequency deviations from the
respective rated values according to the droop logic in the proposed primary control.

Figure 19. Active (first panel) and reactive (second panel) powers time during load step in paralleling configuration.

Figure 20. Frequencies (first panel) and RMS voltages (second panel) time profile in paralleling configuration.
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4.4. Grid Support Action

In this subsection, the results of the BESS converter controlled in GSM operating mode are
presented in detail. The first simulation is carried out in order to test the correct behavior of the
proposed primary control in GSM-fV, i.e., when the active/reactive power references come from the
envelope curves. In order to highlight the positive effects of the BESS converter in support mode, two
different MG configurations are considered:

• In the first configuration, the BESS converter is not connected to the MG. Two different loads,
namely Load1 and Load2, are connected to the MG with Pload,1 = 300 kW, Qload,1 = 100 kVAr
and Pload,2 = 50 kW (pure resistive load). Loads are supplied by the SDG, while the main grid
is disconnected.

• In the second configuration, the BESS is connected to the MG in GSM-fV mode ready to provide
voltage and frequency support after MG contingencies.

At t= 2 s, Load1 is disconnected to the MG and simulation results are depicted in Figures 21 and 22.

Figure 21. Active powers and Point of Common Coupling (PCC) frequency in Grid Support Mode
(GSM)-fV mode.

Figure 22. Reactive powers and PCC voltage in GSM-fV mode.
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As one can see after the load disconnection, MG frequency f PCC and voltage VPCC (measured at
PCC) start to increase: if the BESS is connected in GSM mode, when voltage and frequency exceed the
threshold values Δ f1 and ΔV1, respectively, the BESS converter starts to absorb active and reactive
power according the implemented envelope curves. It is easy to notice that the dynamic response in
terms of frequency and voltage with BESS converter controlled in GSM-fV mode (solid lines) is better
with respect to the response without BESS connected to the MG (dashed lines). Finally, Figure 23 shows
the correct response of the primary controller in GSM-PQ mode, i.e., when the active and reactive
power references PGSM-PQ

re f and QGSM-PQ
re f are not provided by envelope curve, but are sent by the system

controller. In this configuration, the SDG is not connected, while the MG is connected to the main grid:
the primary controller is able to correctly track powers references guaranteeing fast regulating actions.

Figure 23. Active and reactive powers time profile in GSM-PQ mode.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a comprehensive primary control for BESS converter in order to provide all
the regulations required by IEEE Std. 1547 both in grid-connected and islanded configurations. Due to
the need to guarantee fast and smooth dynamics of voltage and frequency in islanded configuration,
the BESS converter is controlled using a VGM technique in order to have it acting on the system as
a real synchronous generator. Simulations are carried out using the dedicated simulation software
DIgSILENT PowerFactory® and show that the proposed controller is able to provide the black-start
capability, to regulate frequency and voltage independently of the number of paralleled generators, to
synchronize and connect BESS converter to the external main grid or to other DERs in with minimum
transients and to guarantee a proper active/reactive power sharing among other DERs. Moreover,
simulations showed that the proposed primary control has the possibility to provide fast control
actions also in grid-connected mode to allow providing frequency and voltage support (GSM-fV) as
well as power control following the reference signals from the secondary level control (GSM-PQ).
Future works will be focused on the transitions between the two operating modes in order to provide
system stability during planned or unplanned islanding or during the reconnection of the main grid.
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Abstract: The electrical grid has been changing in the last decade due to the presence of renewables,
distributed generation, storage systems, microgrids, and electric vehicles. The introduction of
new legislation and actors in the smart grid’s system opens new challenges for the activities of
companies, and for the development of new energy management systems, models, and methods.
A new optimization-based bi-level architecture is proposed for an aggregator of consumers in the
balancing market, in which incentives for local users (i.e., microgrids, buildings) are considered, as
well as flexibility and a fair assignment in reducing the overall load. At the lower level, consumers
try to follow the aggregator’s reference values and perform demand response programs to contain
their costs and satisfy demands. The approach is applied to a real case study.

Keywords: smart grid; optimization; energy management system; interconnected buildings;
renewable resources; multi-level; aggregator

1. Introduction and State of the Art

International policies for sustainable development have led to an increase in distributed power
production based on renewable resources. The electrical grid has been changing in the last decade due
to the presence of renewables, distributed generation, storage systems, microgrids, and electric vehicles.
These technologies introduce a lot of challenges mainly due to uncertainties and intermittencies
associated with their presence [1]. In particular, the massive presence of renewable resources can create
some problems to the distribution grid; as a matter of fact, the unpredictability of these sources can
cause some power quality issues in the power network (e.g., voltage unbalances and undesired peaks).
Usually, traditional controllable generators are called to compensate these fluctuations, operating at
different working points from the optimal ones. This function for the traditional generators cause
efficiency losses (increasing in operational and maintenance costs) and a decrease of regulation margins
for the distribution grid [2]. Moreover, due to the increase of generation from renewables, large
fossil-fueled production plants are no longer installed or are reduced in rated power; this affects the
capability of the grid to respond to emergency situations.

The characteristics of these new smart grids require an increase of the power reserve to face the
sudden request of active/reactive injection/absorption from a distribution system operator (DSO) to
compensate for example a sudden drop in the production from a photovoltaic plant. Microgrids and
smart buildings can see these issues as an opportunity to provide regulation and reserve services
in both directions since they can be considered as prosumers [3–5]. Interconnected buildings can
be seen as microgrids or districts that can share thermal and electrical power to satisfy comfort,
economic, and technical exigencies. In this framework, demand response (DR) (i.e., the possibility for
a traditional load to decrease the active power absorption for a certain period) is an effective and reliable
strategy for the successful integration of renewable energy sources, handling the demand pattern using
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load flexibility whenever the system requires it [6–8]. A significant portion of DR programs can be
represented by local users and/or prosumers, which, by themselves, cannot participate in the energy
market and offer a reduction of load at a certain price. In fact, the introduction of new legislation and
actors in the smart grid’s system opens new challenges for the activities of companies, and for the
development of new energy management systems, models, and methods. For example, the figure of
an aggregator that manages different local consumers and/or producers to reduce power demand or to
increase production gives rise to different possible optimization problems [1].

A key point is to integrate the different actors (transmission system operator (TSO), DSO,
aggregators, local users, etc.) that can act within collaborative, competitive, or hierarchical rules in
a market structure in which the decisions should be taken into account according to successive stages.
Each stage is characterized by different players with different objectives, thus representing a portion
of a multilayered energy market. An aggregator must take decisions interacting, first of all, with
the TSO offering an amount of power to be reduced at a certain price. Then, the aggregator has to
collect in its portfolio a large number of customers in order to be paid from the TSO; besides, it must
provide incentives to local users, and should avoid customers’ dissatisfaction in terms of both economic
costs and technical feasibility. At the lower level of the layered market structure, there are users that
have two main decisions to be taken: (a) How to provide constraints to the aggregator related to the
flexibility that they can technically offer; (b) how to manage their local systems following the requests
of the aggregator once they are available.

Distribution network’s optimization and control in presence of DR aggregators is particularly
interesting and some papers in the recent literature propose new operational management strategies.
In particular, it is necessary to define how to schedule load reduction or production increase among the
different customers to achieve an overall load reduction and/or shifting. The main effort is devoted to
the integration of different actors in a multi-layered market structure. A portion of the recent literature
is focused on bi-level programming, in which one or several constraints represent the optimal solution
of low-level problems. In other words, the upper-level problem has its own optimization problem
to be solved through mathematical programming, in which the analytical solution of the lower level
optimization model is inserted as a constraint. In [9], the authors propose a bi-level model for the
distribution network and renewable energy expansion planning in a DR framework. The objective
function of the upper-level problem minimizes investment, maintenance, energy purchased from
substations, and unserved power. The lower level has instead the objective of minimizing the overall
payment faced by the consumers. The Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) complementarity constraints
are used to ensure the optimality of the lower-level solution. In [10] the authors present a bi-level
architecture based on Model Predictive Control. An upper-level decision maker, by means of its
objective function, minimizes its own power losses and costs; moreover, it provides power exchange
references related to power-flow constraints. The main differences from our work are that we focus
on operational management in which the storage dynamics are represented as well as temperature
variation in each building. Moreover, in the present paper, at the upper level, it is considered
an objective function that represents an aggregator that receives remuneration from TSO, must provide
incentives, and has to manage buildings and microgrids equipped with their own energy management
systems (EMSs).

In the same line, in [11] the authors propose a bi-level programming approach, within a game
theory approach, for optimizing the electricity tariff offered by an electricity retailer to its customers.
The model identifies customers as ‘prosumers’ (i.e., both producers and consumers) who try to
maximize their utility and to minimize their cost of electricity.

The authors in [12] consider a framework in which an aggregator of distributed storage energy
systems, electric vehicles, and temperature control loads is present and bids in day-ahead energy
and reserve markets. Even in this case, a bi-level optimization model is proposed. In the present
paper, a similar framework is considered. However, the main difference, with respect to the previously
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mentioned contributions, is that microgrids and buildings here are represented with their own EMS.
Thus, the dynamic behavior of users is taken into account.

Bi-level programming is used in many other application areas of energy systems in which there
are multiple systems and objectives to be considered (see, for example, [13–15]). However, bi-level
programming is not the only approach that is used in energy systems for the integration of different
systems, actors/agents and decision-makers.

Authors in [16] develop a hierarchical and distributed DR control strategy. They consider
a center-free algorithm and information is not collected on all DR devices. A hierarchical EMS for
optimal multi-microgrids operation based on multi-agent systems is proposed by the authors of [17].
In [18] the authors proposes a distributed energy allocation mechanism for the DSO market. This
mechanism is based on a bi-level iterative auction. The DSO runs an upper-level auction with load
aggregators as intermediate agents competing for energy (the locational marginal price is assumed
to be known). Aggregators implement lower-level auctions in parallel until market equilibrium is
established. In this way, it is possible to converge to a socially optimal solution while maintaining
physical grid constraints.

In [19] the authors study the operation of a retailer that acts as an aggregator with price-responsive
loads and submits demand bids to the day-ahead and real-time markets. The work presented in [20]
uses Benders’ decomposition method to reduce the computational burden in a two-stage stochastic
model for aggregators in a large-scale case study. In [21], customer aggregators are introduced
to supply downstream demand in the most economical way. A two-level optimization problem
considers aggregators’ flexible energy demand incorporated into the centralized energy dispatch
model. The objective function aims to maximize social welfare minimizing the energy purchase cost.
In [22] and [23], the authors jointly study energy storage systems (ESSs) and DR. They analyze their
impact and possible use in a smart grid.

In [24], the authors focus attention on the integration of residential users because they are in
huge numbers and require relatively small power loads. It is shown that residential users can receive
financial benefits from reserve provision. A hierarchical structure of users is adopted together with
a game-theoretic approach.

In [25], the authors focus attention on plug-in electric vehicles (PEV) in a district and on how they
can help in demand-side management. In the experiments, the results show that the proposed system
can reduce a significant amount of both electricity cost and peak power.

A crucial point is the estimation of the potential flexibility of different types of consumers for
day-ahead and real-time ancillary services provision taking into account customers’ reactions to
the price signals [26]. Moreover, the use of incentive-based payments as price offer packages is
recommended in order to implement DR [27].

In addition to the scheduling of an aggregator’s customers, it is fundamental to design the optimal
set of customers for an aggregator. In this framework, authors in [28] study the impact of consumer
behavior on the portfolio design of a DR aggregator, developing an optimization model.

The present paper considers an aggregator (AGG) that has the knowledge of the power distribution
grid because it is also a DSO or works in strict collaboration with the DSO.

The day-ahead balancing market is that session of the market where the TSO requests for some
power flexibility in order to deal with the variation of the demand. In this session, the AGG bids the
price of energy and the amount of power to be reduced/increased in each time interval during the
day and thus it is necessary to coordinate the different customers, trying to satisfy power demand
reduction/increase and giving incentives to local users in connection with these requests. For the sake
of simplicity, in this paper, only the case of power reduction is considered.

The main contributions provided in this paper can be summarized as follows:

• The development of an optimization-based bi-level architecture for a DSO/aggregator for
participation in the balancing market in which the incentives for local users (LUs), together
with active and reactive power exchanges, are decision variables.
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• The statement of an optimization problem for the optimal management of an aggregator/DSO
that considers a simplified prosumers’ model for flexibility assessment, providing set points for
DR operations of the LUs, ensuring a certain level of fairness.

• The inclusion of detailed dynamical models for the two main classes of LUs (microgrids and smart
buildings) including electrical and thermal elements.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the proposed control architecture
is presented. Section 3 describes the AGG’s optimization problem while Section 4 states the LUs’
optimization problem. Section 5 presents the obtained results in a case study. Finally, Section 6 reports
some concluding remarks.

2. The Proposed Decision Architecture

In this work, we propose a two-level hierarchical architecture for the problem, as depicted
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The proposed decision architecture of the Aggregator (AGG)–Local Users (LUs) problem.

The higher level represents the AGG, aiming at minimizing different terms of cost, that include:
(a) Incentives to be paid to LUs, (b) fees/benefits (to/from the main grid) for not reaching the agreed
reduction, (c) a term aiming at a fair distribution of the power reduction among the LUs. The AGG
has to define active and reactive power exchanges with the LUs, as well as the incentives (that are
expressed as a function of active power reduction).

At the lower level, LUs try to track the power reference values given by the solution of the AGG
problem. Unlike the AGG, each LU uses a detailed model of its components.

Before the process starts, the AGG has perfect knowledge about the balancing market results
(power reductions requests, incentives, and fees), and receives the maximum flexibility affordable by
LUs calculated in the day-ahead on the basis of technical and economic considerations. Then, the AGG
solves its optimization problem by using a simplified (emulated) model for each LU and assuming
to have access to an estimate of the storage element associated with each LU. Instead, each LU does
not have any information about the electrical grid and the other users, thus avoiding competitive
behaviors. In fact, no competition between different LUs is allowed.
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It is important to note that the above two-level optimization procedure is intended to operate
within a receding horizon control scheme. In particular, as reported in Figure 2, an optimization
horizon (T) is defined over which it is assumed that reliable forecasts about future uncertain inputs
and parameters (in this case, power demand, generation from renewables, prices) are available. Such
forecasts are provided by prediction models which are considered to be external to the proposed
control scheme. Of course, the optimization horizon is the length over which the optimization problem
is run. In a receding horizon scheme, in the first run, the optimal control actions for the entire length of
the optimization horizon are found, but only the solution corresponding to the first time interval is
actually applied. Then, at the beginning of the second time interval, new information from sensors
in field (concerning the system state) and updated forecasts of the external inputs are acquired. On
this basis, a new optimization run is carried out, and so on until the horizon over which the system is
actually operated or simulated (simulation horizon) is completely covered (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. A pictorial representation of the receding horizon control scheme.

The optimization problem considered in this paper refers to a single iteration of the receding
horizon control procedure and is focused on the possibility of efficiently solving the problem via
a two-level approach. Clearly, in a receding horizon scheme, at each new time interval, new information
is acquired and the two-level optimization procedure is again carried out.

3. The AGG System Model and Optimization Problem

3.1. Representation of the Network Constraints

The considered physical system is composed by buildings and microgrids, both including
renewables and storage systems, and connected to the main grid.

In order to formally represent the system model, the following sets are considered:

• N = {1, . . . , n} set of indexes associated to the distribution grid nodes;
• B = {1, . . . , b} set of indexes associated to LUs of type building;
• M = {b + 1, . . . , b + m} set of indexes associated to LUs of type microgrid;
• A = B∪M set of the indexes associated to all users;

• Hj =
{
1, . . . , hj

}
set of indexes associated to the cogeneration plants of microgrid j, j ∈M;

• RRj =
{
1, . . . , l j

}
set of indexes associated to the renewable sources of LU j, j ∈ A;

• Rj =
{
1, . . . , rj

}
set of indexes associated to rooms in building j, j ∈ B.

It is necessary to consider the power flow equations for active and reactive power, which affect
the power exchanges among LUs connected to the grid. As in [29,30], in the linearized form and in
discrete time, these equations can be expressed as follows

pu,z,t = Gu,z(vu,t − vz,t) + Bu,z(δu,t − δz,t) u, z ∈ N, u � z, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (1)
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qu,z,t = Bu,z(vu,t − vz,t) −Gu,z(δu,t − δz,t) u, z ∈ N, u � z, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (2)

where:

• Gu,z and Bu,z are conductance and susceptance parameters for line (u, z);
• vu,t and δu,t are the voltage magnitude and phase at node u, respectively;

• pu,z,t and qu,z,t are the active and the reactive power flows (from u to z), respectively.

T is the number of time intervals considered, that is, the optimization horizon.
The quantities vu,t, pu,z,t and qu,z,t, are a-dimensional and are expressed with reference to a common

voltage/power base value (i.e., as p. u. values).
The balance equation for active power at each node p is given by∑

j∈ACONNu, jDj,t +
∑

z ∈ N
z � u

Pu,z,t = 0 u ∈ N, u � 1, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (3)

where CONNu, j is equal to 1 if the LU j is directly connected to u and 0 otherwise.Dj,t is the power flow
[kW] to the j-th LU from the unique node to which is connected (assumed positive if it is sent to the
user j). Pu,z,t is the power flow [kW], unrestricted in sign, from node u to node z (i.e., the p.u. value
(pu,z,t) multiplied by the base value).

Note that (3) holds for u � 1. In fact, conventionally node 1 is defined as the connection node
to the main grid, to which no LU is directly connected. For this node, instead of (3), the following
equation holds: ∑

z ∈ N
z � 1

P1,z,t − Pgrid,t = 0 t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (4)

where Pgrid,t is the power flow [kW] between node 1 and the main grid (considered as positive when
the power is entering the node).

Similarly, the balance equation for reactive power is given by:∑
j∈ACONNu, jQj,t +

∑
z ∈ N
z � u

Qu,z,t = 0 u ∈ N, u � 1, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (5)

where Qj,t is the reactive power exchange [kvar] between node u and the LUs and Qp,q,t represents
reactive power flows from node u to node z. In this case too, node 1 has a different equation, namely:∑

z ∈ N
z � 1

Q1,z,t −Qgrid,t = 0 t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (6)

where Qgrid,t is the reactive power flow [kvar] between node 1 and the main grid.
In this model, the following constraints must be fulfilled:

vMIN
u ≤ vu,t ≤ vMAX

u u ∈ N, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (7)

QMIN
grid ≤ Qgrid,t ≤ QMAX

grid t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (8)

PMIN
grid ≤ Pgrid,t ≤ PMAX

grid t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (9)

DMIN
j ≤ Dj,t ≤ DMAX

j j ∈ A, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (10)

QMIN
j ≤ Qj,t ≤ QMAX

j j ∈ A, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (11)

where the upper and lower bounds have a straightforward meaning.
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It is supposed that the AGG only requests for a variation (decrease) of active power. To this
end, the AGG, in order to determine incentives and to divide among its customers the (active) load
reduction, has to quantify the reductions’ possibilities of each LU using limited information about the
local systems’ states. For this reason, an emulation is necessary (i.e., an approximate simulation) of the
dynamic behavior of each LU, as described in the following sub-sections.

3.2. Emulation of the LUs Corresponding to Buildings

This subsection reports the model used for the emulation of a building, embedded in the statement
of the higher-level problem. This model includes a storage system, renewables, and heat pumps.
The state of charge (SOC) dynamics of storage systems (one for each building) can be represented by
the following equations

SOCj,t+1 = lossjSOCj,t −
η j

(
PS, j,t

)
PS, j,tΔ

CAPj
j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (12)

η j
(
PS, j,t

)
=

{
ηc, j i f PS, j,t < 0
1/ηd, j otherwise

j ∈ B (13)

where CAPj [kWh] is the capacity of the storage in building j, ηc, j, ηd, j are efficiency parameters [adim]
(≤ 1) in charging and discharging modes, lossj [adim] is a loss coefficient due to the internal losses
and Δ is the time discretization interval [h]. Instead, PS, j,t is the power flow (unrestricted in sign and
assumed as positive when energy is drawn from the storage) from/to the storage [kW], and SOCj,t
[adim] is the storage state of charge (expressed as a fraction with respect to the capacity).

The electrical balance equation includes the sum of power feeding the building (i.e., power from
storage, renewables, power from the main grid) that is equal to the power demand Lj,t minus a possible
decrease DAGG, j,t [kW] requested by the AGG (being of course DAGG, j,t ≤ Lj,t). That is,

PRES, j,t + PS, j,t + Dj,t = Lj,t −DAGG, j,t j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (14)

with
Lj,t = qHP, j,t + qE, j,t j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (15)

where PRES, j,t is the power from renewables for building j, qHP, j,t is the electrical power feeding the
heat pumps, and qE, j,t the remaining forecasted electrical load.

As regards reactive power, it is possible to write:

QRES, j,t + QS, j,t + Qj,t = QF, j,t j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (16)

where QRES, j,t, QS, j,t, and QF, j,t are the reactive power [kvar] associated with renewables and storage
systems and the forecasted demand, respectively, and Qj,t is the reactive power [kvar] exchange with
the main grid.

It is supposed that the AGG has no detailed information about the temperature in the various
rooms in each building. Thus, a single variable Tj,t [K] is used to represent the temperature of the
overall building j. The dynamics of such temperatures is represented as in [31], namely:

Tj,t+1 = Tj,t +
Δ

CTH, j
[ηsqHP, j,t − 1

RTH,ext, j
(Tj,t − Text,t)] j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (17)

where CTH, j is the thermal capacitance in building j [kWh/K], Text,t is the external temperature [K],
ηs qHP, j,t is the thermal power [kW] provided by heat pumps, RTH,ext, j is the thermal resistance [K/kW]
between building j and the external environment, and ηs [adim] is given by:

ηs = σηs,heat − (1− σ)ηs,cool j ∈ B (18)
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where σ is a given constant specifying whether the heat pump operates in heating mode (σ = 1) or in
the cooling mode (σ = 0), and ηs,heat and ηs,cool are efficiency parameters [adim].

The following upper and lower bound constraints must be taken into account:

TMIN
j ≤ Tj,t ≤ TMAX

j j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (19)

0 ≤ qHP, j,t ≤ qMAX
HP j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (20)

SOCMIN
j ≤ SOCj,t ≤ SOCMAX

j j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (21)

PMIN
S, j,t ≤ PS, j,t ≤ PMAX

S, j,t j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (22)

QMIN
S, j,t ≤ QS, j,t ≤ QMAX

S, j,t j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (23)

QMIN
RES, j ≤ QRES, j,t ≤ QMAX

RES, j j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (24)

where all bounds for control and state variables are known parameters, being PMIN
S, j,t and QMIN

S, j,t negative
values. Note that, whereas PRES, j,t is a given quantity (known at least as a forecast), QRES, j,t may be
considered as a decision variable since its value may be adjusted, for any time interval, by means of an
electronic system based on the use of inverters.

Finally, the following constraints must be satisfied:

DAGG, j,t ≤ DMAX
AGG, j,t j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (25)

T−1∑
t=0

DAGG, j,t ≤ DAGG,TOT, j j ∈ B, (26)

where the upper bounds DMAX
AGG, j,t and DAGG,TOT, j are given for each building.

3.3. Emulation of the LUs Corresponding to Microgrids

This subsection presents the model used to emulate microgrids within the statement of the
higher-level problem. Microgrids can be modeled in a similar way as for buildings. However,
the system model is in this case a bit more complicated because the thermal balance must be considered,
given the presence of cogeneration plants in microgrids.

Specifically, the electrical balance is given by:

PRES, j,t + PS, j,t + PEL, j,t + Dj,t = qHP, j,t + qE, j,t −DAGG, j,t j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (27)

QRES, j,t + QS, j,t + Qj,t = QF, j,t j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (28)

where PEL, j,t is the power produced from fossil fuel plants.
The thermal balance in the heating operation mode is given by:

PTH,BOIL, j,t + PTH,RES, j,t + PTH, j,t ≥ DH, j,t j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (29)

where PTH,BOIL, j,t, PTH,RES, j,t, PTH, j,t represent thermal power from the gas-fed boiler, renewables,
and cogeneration plant, respectively, and DH, j,t is the thermal demand for heat.

Instead, in the cooling operation mode, the balance is:

PTH,RES, j,t + PTH, j,t ≥ DH, j,t + PTH,CHI, j,t j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (30)
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where PTH,CHI, j,t is the thermal power needed to feed chillers. Moreover, in the cooling mode, also the
following constraints need to be satisfied:

ηs,coolqHP, j,t + χPTH,CHI, j,t ≥ DC, j,t j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (31)

where DC, j,t is the cooling power demand, and χ is the efficiency of the chiller [adim].
Besides, also in the case of microgrids, constraints (12),(13) (written of course for j ∈ M) and

(20)÷(26) must be fulfilled.
Finally, owing to the finite capacity of the plants, the following upper bounds must be considered:

PEL, j,t ≤ PMAX
EL j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (32)

PTH,CHI, j,t ≤ PMAX
TH,CHI, j j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (33)

3.4. The Higher-Level Optimization Problem

In this subsection, the statement of the higher-level optimization problem solved by the AGG will
be provided. This problem will embed, as constraints, all equations and inequalities that have been
introduced in the previous subsections in order to emulate the LUs’ behavior.

The cost function of the higher-level decision problem consists of several terms.

(A) The first of them is Cinc [€], that is the cost relevant to incentives that must be provided to the
LUs in order to diminish their own load. Let CAGG, j,t [€/h], the incentive that the AGG gives to
the generic j-th LU per unit time. The following structure of CAGG, j,t as a function of DAGG, j,t is
assumed:

CAGG, j,t = aj(DAGG, j,t)
2 + bjDAGG, j,t + cj j ∈ A, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (34)

where aj, bj and cj are given parameters of suitable physical dimension. Then, Cinc can be
expressed as:

Cinc =
T−1∑
t=0

∑
j∈A

CAGG, j,tΔ (35)

(B) The second term (actually a benefit) is BDR [€], that is the benefit from the external grid due to the
load reduction. To express this term, note that the benefit recieved from the market for the generic
time interval is given by a known unit cost CMarket,t [€/kWh] multiplied by the reduction of power
DRt [kW] at the point of connection with the main grid. It is supposed that an overall (maximal)
reduction MRt t = 0, . . . , T − 1 [kW] has been agreed in advance. The reduction of power DRt can
be formalized as the difference between the forecasted request Pgrid,da,t (in the day-ahead) and the
new actual request Pgrid,t that has to be determined. That is:

DRt = Pgrid,da,t − Pgrid,t t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (36)

It is important to note that Pgrid,da,t is a given value that cannot be updated, whereas Pgrid,t is
a decision variable appearing in (4).

Moreover, if the power reduction is lower than MRt, there is a fee that must be paid. Thus the
overall benefit obtained through a set of reductions DRt t = 0, . . . , T − 1 is given by:

BDR =
T−1∑
t=0

[
CMarket,tDRt −C f ee,t(MRt −DRt)

]
Δ (37)
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where C f ee,t is a unit cost coefficient [€/kWh]. Namely, this coefficient represents the cost associated to
a unit of unsatisfied energy demand. The following constraints hold as regards DRt, namely:

0 ≤ DRt ≤MRt t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (38)

On this basis, BDR can be written simply as:

BDR =
T−1∑
t=0

[(
CMarket,t + C f ee,t

)
DRt −C f ee,tMRt

]
(39)

(C) Finally, there is a term called “Assignment Fairness” (CAF [kW2]) that is introduced to avoid too
unbalanced power reductions among the population of LUs. This term can be written as:

CAF =
T−1∑
t=0

∑
j∈A

[
DAGG, j,t −DRt

Lj,t∑
l∈A Ll,t

]2

(40)

At this point it is possible to formalize the overall AGG decision problem as follows.
The higher-level (AGG) decision problem:

min J = Cinc − BDR +ωCAF (41)

s.t. constraints (1)÷(40) and

αminCMarket,tDAGG, j,t ≤ CAGG, j,t ≤ αmaxCMarket,tDAGG, j,t j ∈ A, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (42)

In the expression of the cost (41), ω [€/kW2] is a tradeoff coefficient whose value should be tuned
on the basis of the real case study considered.

Constraint (42) must be inserted in order to avoid excessive discrepancies between the benefit
provided by the market to the AGG (with reference to a specific LU j) and the overall incentive provided
by the AGG to that LU. In (42) αmin and αmax are fixed parameters (<1) and represent minimum and
maximum fractions of the benefit to the LUs.

Having so represented the optimization problem to be solved by the AGG, we are now in a position
to introduce problems that have to be solved by each LU.

4. The LUs’ Optimization Problem

The LUs track the references coming from the solution of the AGG problem, but have detailed
local information and may decide how to manage production plants and storage systems in order to
accomplish the AGG’s requests.

4.1. The Model Used for the Optimization Problem of a Building

In the detailed model considered for the optimization of a single building, each room is individually
considered. The dynamics of the temperature of the i-th room of building j (T̃i, j,t [K]), is represented as:

T̃i, j,t+1 = T̃i, j,t +
Δ

Ci, j

[
ηsqi, j,t − 1

R̃TH,ext,i, j
Ãext,i, j

(
T̃i, j,t − Text,t

)
−

∑
r ∈ Rj
r � i

1

R̃TH,i,r, j
Ãi,r, j

(
T̃i, j,t−T̃r, j,t

)]

j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1, i ∈ Rj
(43)

where:

• Ci, j is the thermal capacitance of room i in building j [kWh/K];
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• Text,t is external temperature [K];

• R̃TH,ext,i, j is the thermal resistance between room i in building j and the external environment
[k/kW];

• R̃TH,i,r, j is the thermal resistance between room i and room r in building j [K/kW];

• Ãi,r, j is an entry of the adjacency matrix: It is equal to 1 if room i is adjacent to room r and 0
otherwise [adim];

• Ãext,i, j is a coefficient equal to 1 if room i is adjacent to external environment and 0 otherwise
[adim];

• ηs qi, j,t is the thermal power (unrestricted in sign) provided by heat pumps in room i in building
j [kW].

Moreover, let
q̃HP, j,t =

∑
i∈Rj qi, j,t j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (44)

where q̃HP, j,t has the same physical meaning as qHP, j,t but now it corresponds to the power provided to
the heat pumps in building j that is actually determined solving the problem for the detailed model of
that building.

Even for the detailed model of the single building the presence of a single storage element is
considered, whose dynamics can still be represented via (12)–(13).

The power balance equation is given by:

PRES, j,t + P̃S, j,t + DLU, j,t = L̃ j,t −DAGG, j,t j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (45)

which has the same meaning as (14) but where:

• P̃S, j,t is the power flow form the storage element corresponding to the solution of the local problem;
• DLU, j,t is the actual power flow from the main grid to the LU j, determined by the solution of the

local problem;
• L̃ j,t is the building load, expressed in a more detailed way with respect to (14), that is:

L̃ j,t = q̃HP, j,t + Pveh, j,t + Pwash, j,t + q̃E, j,t j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (46)

Including:

- fixed consumption q̃E, j,t;
- power necessary to feed electrical vehicles Pveh, j,t;

- power necessary to feed washing machines Pwash, j,t.

However, there is a fundamental difference between (45)–(46) with respect to (14)–(15). In fact,
whereas Lj,t, qHP, j,t, and qE, j,t are considered as fixed in (14)–(15), quantities L̃ j,t, Pveh, j,t, and Pwash, j,t are
decision variables within the problem of the LU corresponding to building j. The washing machines
(partly) and the electrical vehicle loads are considered as deferrable, provided that the following
constraints are fulfilled: ∑

T−1
t=0 Pveh, j,tΔ = ETOT,veh, j j ∈ B (47)

Pwash, j,t = P f ix
wash, j,t + Pde f

wash, j,t j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (48)∑
T−1
t=0 Pde f

wash, j,tΔ = Ede f
TOT,wash, j j ∈ B (49)

where ETOT,veh, j, is the total electrical energy demand for electrical vehicles [kWh]. Pwash, j,t is the power

demand for the washing machines that is split in two terms: one fixed P f ix
wash, j,t (not adjustable) and one

deferrable Pde f
wash, j,t. Ede f

TOT,wash, j is the total deferrable energy demand [kWh] for washing machines.
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4.2. The Optimization Problem for a Building

Each LU j receives form the AGG, as a part of the solution of its problem, the load reductions
DAGG, j,tt = 0, . . . , T − 1 attributed to the specific LU, and the (reference) values Dj,tt = 0, . . . , T − 1,
corresponding to the power flow between the grid and that LU. Then, the LU problem can be formalized
as the minimization of the quadratic deviation between the sequence DLU, j,t of the actual power flow
from the main grid and the LU, and the reference sequence Dj,t.

Optimization Problem For The Single Building j

minJB, j =
T−1∑
t=0

(
DLU, j,t −Dj,t

)2
(50)

s.t. constraints (12)–(13) and (43)÷(49), written for the index j of interest.

4.3. The Model Used for the Optimization Problem of a Microgrid

We consider a model with the following entities: Microturbines (representing the cogeneration
plants), photovoltaics, electric vehicles charging stations, heat pumps and chillers. Even for the detailed
model of the single microgrid, the presence of a single storage element is considered, whose dynamics
can still be represented via (12)–(13).

In this model, the electric power balance is given by:∑
h∈HjPEL,h, j,t +

∑
l∈RRjPRES,l, j,t + P̃S, j,t + DLU, j,t = L̃ j,t −DAGG, j,t j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (51)

L̃ j,t = q̃HP, j,t + q̃E, j,t + Pveh, j,t j ∈M (52)∑
l∈RRj QRES,l, j,t + Q̃S, j,t + QLU, j,t = QD, j,t j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (53)

where:

• PEL,h, j,t is the active power coming from the controllable microturbine h in microgrid j;

• PRES,l, j,t is the active power that is injected from local renewable energy sources of kind l;

• P̃S, j,t is the active power (unrestricted in sign) drawn from the storage;
• DLU, j,t is the power coming from the grid;
• q̃HP, j,t is the power requested by heat pumps;
• q̃E, j,t is the fixed electrical demand;
• Pveh, j,t is the power consumed by electric vehicles.

Powers Pveh, j,t is considered as a deferrable load and is subject to constraints similar to those in
Equation (47).

Furthermore, QRES,l, j,t and Q̃S, j,t, are the corresponding reactive power flows. Note that it is
assumed that it is possible to regulate the reactive power from the controllable microturbines, imposing
them as equal to zero. Thus, there is no decision variable corresponding to these powers. Instead, it is
assumed that the reactive power coming from the renewable energy sources, as well as the reactive
power coming from the storage, can be regulated. Thus, such powers are considered as decision
variables. Besides, QD, j,t is a fixed amount of reactive power corresponding to the heat pumps and the
electric load (the reactive power for electric vehicles is assumed to be zero).

Besides, the following constraints must be taken into account:

PEL,h, j,t ≤ PMAX
EL,h, j j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (54)
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The thermal balance constraints, for the heating mode, correspond to:

P̃TH,BOIL, j,t +
∑

l∈RRjPTH,RES,l, j,t +
∑

h∈Hj PTH,h, j,t ≥ DH, j,t j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (55)

whereas, for the cooling mode, the constraints are:∑
l∈RRjPTH,RES,l, j,t +

∑
h∈HjPTH,h, j,t ≥ DH, j,t + P̃TH,CHI, j,t j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (56)

ηs,coolq̃HP, j,t + χP̃TH,CHI, j,t ≥ DC, j,t j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (57)

P̃TH,CHI, j,t ≤ PMAX
TH,CHI, j j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (58)

where:

• P̃TH,BOIL, j,t is the thermal power produced by the (unique) gas-fed boiler;
• PTH,RES,l, j,t is the thermal power from the l-th renewable energy source;

• PTH,h, j,t is the thermal power produced by the h-th co-generative microturbine;

• P̃TH,CHI, j,t is the thermal power consumed by the (unique) chiller;

It is important to note that the thermal balance and the electrical power balance are coupled owing
to the presence of co-generative microturbines. Namely, for a given microturbine h, it is assumed that
the following relationship holds:

PTH,h, j,t = μh, jPEL,h, j,t j ∈M, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (59)

where μh, j is a given parameter characteristic of the considered microturbine. More complex
relationships could be used instead of (59) but, for the sake of simplicity, in this paper a purely
linear model is adopted.

4.4. The Optimization Problem for a Microgrid

Even in this case, the optimization problem can be stated as the minimization of the quadratic
deviation of the actual behavior with respect to the reference value given by the upper problem, as
regards both active (Dj,tt = 0, . . . , T − 1) and reactive (Qj,tt = 0, . . . , T − 1) powers.

Optimization problem for the single microgrid j:

minJM, j =
∑

T
t=0

(
DLU, j,t −Dj,t

)2
+ (QLU, j,t −Qj,t)

2 j ∈M (60)

s.t. constraints (12)–(13), (47) and (51)÷(59)

5. Application to a Case Study

The developed bi-level architecture has been applied to a case study in the Liguria Region, Italy.
In particular, the considered case study is related to Savona Municipality data, which is located in
the north western part of Italy. In particular, on the territory, it is already present a microgrid at the
campus level [29], which includes heat pumps, buildings and renewables, a laboratory microgrid,
and a sustainable building that, with renewables and storage systems, can be operated in islanded
mode and considered as a microgrid. Moreover, the municipality is planning to replicate the microgrid
in different areas and to constitute an energy community in the context of a so-called “smart city
project”. For these areas data have been estimated on the basis of territorial characteristics and the
Savona Campus Microgrid.

Specifically, six different local users have been considered. Three of them are building type
LUs, while others are microgrid type LUs. Figure 3 shows a scheme of the considered case study.
The network is composed by a slack node (i.e., the connection to the main grid, green), plus other
5 (blue) nodes: two with building type LUs connected, and three with microgrid type LUs.
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Figure 3. Network architecture of the case study.

The model has been implemented with the optimization modeling software LINGO and the
results are presented in the following sub-sections. Due to the high-computational burden, each
problem runs in about 4 to 6 min.

5.1. The Available Data and Demands

The upper level represents the AGG and emulates the LUs’ behavior in order to determine and
distribute the demand reduction. The considered power production from renewables for the different
local users (only from PV plants) is reported in Figure 4, while electrical (Lj,t) and thermal (DH, j,t)
demands (the latter is considered only for microgrids) of two LUs (one building and one microgrid)
are reported in Figures 5 and 6. Electrical and thermal demands for the other LUs have profiles similar
to those reported in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Note that a 24 h optimization horizon has been
considered, whereas the time discretization interval is 1 h.

Figure 4. Renewable power production of the LUs.
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Figure 5. Electrical demand of the LU number 2 (Building).

Figure 6. Electrical and thermal demand of the LU number 4 (microgrid).

5.2. Results for the AGG Optimization Problem

The optimal results for the AGG’s optimization problem are presented in Figures 7–9.

Figure 7. Power reduction at the grid node.

The optimal solution has a power reduction DRt as presented in Figure 7. It highlights that the
power reduction requested at the grid node (MRt) is almost satisfied along the entire optimization
interval, with a slight difference during the first and the last hours due to the absence of renewable power.
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Besides, Figure 8 reports the values for the power exchanged between the main grid and each
LU (Dj,t), while Figure 9 shows the optimal results related to the power reduction DAGG, j,t. It can be
noted that the overall power reduction is split in rates which are maintained almost equal along the
whole day. This is mainly due to the presence of the “Assignment Fairness” term in the cost function
minimized in the higher level problem.

Figure 8. Values of the power exchanged by the LUs and the main grid.

 

Figure 9. Optimal power reduction resulted from upper-level calculation.

Once the upper-level optimization problem is solved, its solution is used as a reference pattern for
the lower-level decision problems.

5.3. Lower-Level Results: Building-Type LUs

The results of the lower-level optimization problems are presented in Figures 10 and 11. It can be
noted that the power reference pattern set by the AGG is tracked almost exactly in the solution of the
lower-level problems (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Power exchange between the nodes and the LUs (buildings) compared with their
reference values.

Figure 11 presents the electrical balance (51) at each LU where the largest portion of the load is
satisfied by purchasing from the grid since there is not any other power sources but the PV plants and
the storage. Note that, for the sake of simplicity in the representation of the power pattern, the power
exchanged with the storage P̃S, j,t is represented as:

P̃S, j,t = P̃S,inj, j,t − P̃S,abs, j,t j ∈ B, t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (61)

where P̃S,inj, j,t the first term in the r.h.s. represents the power drawn from the storage and injected into
the building, whereas P̃S,abs, j,t represents the power absorbed by the storage.

Figure 11. Electrical balance in the LUs (buildings).
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5.4. Lower-Level Results: Microgrid Type LU

The second type of LUs are microgrids. They have higher flexibility due to the presence of a larger
pool of energy production technologies. This leads to a solution (Figure 12) which perfectly fits the
reference data.

Figure 12. Power exchange between the nodes and the LUs (microgrids) compared with their
reference values.

In Figures 13 and 14 both the electrical (51) and thermal balances (56)are reported, highlighting
the variety of the energy production pool. Specifically, the presence of two microturbines for each of
the three microgrids, one with electrical nominal power of 35 and 65 kW (C30 and C65, respectively).
The fraction of the load satisfied through the energy bought from the grid is definitely lower than in
the case of buildings because the microturbines are co-generative plants, which are able to satisfy also
thermal demands.

Figure 13. Electrical balance in the LUs (microgrids).
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Figure 14. Thermal balance in the LUs (microgrids).

As expected, the higher flexibility of the microgrids provides a better solution in regards to the
objective function, since the electrical profile totally fits the reference one (see Figure 12).

6. Conclusions

Demand response is a subject of utmost importance and it can provide a noteworthy improvement
to the performance of the grid. Of course, this requires the development and the application of viable
and effective approaches for energy management. In this framework, an approach was proposed in this
paper based on a bi-level architecture in which an AGG of consumers plays the role of a higher-level
decision-maker. The problem solved at the AGG level is relevant to the balancing market, and incentives
for LUs (i.e., buildings and microgrids) are considered as well as their flexibility. The higher-level,
representing the AGG, determines the reference values, to be considered by the LUs, minimizing the
overall cost function considered. At the lower level, the local users try to follow the reference values
and, through demand response programs, try to contain their costs and to satisfy their demands.
The microgrids are characterized by higher flexibility with respect to the other LUs (buildings), owing
to the presence of several production plants. The proposed architecture has been developed within
the following assumptions in regards to the (bidirectional) interaction between the two levels. First
of all, the higher level provides the reference patterns for the lower-level problems. Besides, there
is information flow from the lower level to the upper level in regards to the storage initial state and
the maximum affordable reduction for each LU. The application of the presented decision scheme
could be viewed within a receding-horizon framework, in which, at each time step, only the solution
referring to the next time discretization interval is applied. Then, at the next time step, a new solution
to the same problem, concerning an optimization interval of the same length as above, is determined
after having received the information about the current system state. Further developments will
be the implementation of more detailed models for single plants and the use of different renewable
energy sources. Another possible extension could the application of the model to grids with different
architectures to determine if the load flexibility can be improved.
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Nomenclature

Sets:
T = {1, . . . , t} set of time instants;
N = {1, . . . , n} set of indexes associated to the distribution grid nodes;
B = {1, . . . , b} set of indexes associated to LUs of type building;
M = {b + 1, . . . , b + m} set of indexes associated to LUs of type microgrid;
A = B∪M set of the indexes associated to all users;
Hj =

{
1, . . . , hj

}
set of indexes associated to the cogeneration plants of microgrid j, j ∈M;

RRj =
{
1, . . . , l j

}
set of indexes associated to the renewable sources of LU j, j ∈ A;

Rj =
{
1, . . . , rj

}
set of indexes associated to rooms in building j, j ∈ B.

Decision Variables:
pu,z,t = active power flow for line (u, z) at time t [p.u.];
Pu,z,t = active power flow for line (u, z) at time t [kW];
qu,z,t = reactive power flow for line (u, z) at time t [p.u.];
Qu,z,t = reactive power flow for line (u, z) at time t [kvar];
vu,t = voltage magnitude at node u at time t [p.u.];
δu,t = phase magnitude at node u at time t [p.u.];
Dj,t = active power exchange from the node u to the LU at time t [kW];
Qj,t = reactive power exchange from the node u to the LU at time t [kvar];
Pgrid,t = active power exchange form the slack node to the main grid at time t [kW];
Qgrid,t = reactive power exchange from the slack node to the main grid at time t [kvar];
SOCj,t = State of Charge of the storage element j at time t;
QRES, j,t = reactive power from renewables of the j-th LU at time t [kvar];
PS, j,t = active power exchange with the storage of the j-th LU at time t [kW];
QS, j,t = reactive power exchange with the storage of the j-th LU at time t [kvar];
DAGG, j,t = active power decrease requested by the AGG to the j-th LU at time t [kW];
qHP, j,t = electrical power provided by heat pumps in the j-th LU at time t [kW];
Lj,t =active power demand of the j-th LU at time t [kW];
Tj,t = temperature of the building j at time t [K];
PEL, j,t = power produced from cogeneration plants in microgrid j at time t [kW];
PTH,BOIL, j,t =thermal power produced by the boiler in microgrid j at time t [kW];
PTH, j,t = thermal power produced by the cogeneration plants in microgrid j at time t [kW];
DRt = actual power reduction at the slack node at time t [kW];
CAGG, j,t = incentive that the AGG gives to the generic j-th LU per unit time [€/h];
DLU, j,t = actual power flow (calculated at the lower level) from the grid to the LU j at time t [kW];
T̃i, j,t = temperature of the i-th room of building j at time t [K];
q̃HP, j,t = same physical meaning as qHP, j,t in the lower-level problem [kW];
P̃S, j,t = same physical meaning as PS, j,t in the lower-level problem [kW];
L̃ j,t = same physical meaning as Lj,t in the lower-level problem [kW];
Pveh, j,t = power necessary to feed electrical vehicles in the j-th LU at time t [kW];
Pwash, j,t = power necessary to feed washing machines in building j at time t [kW];

Pde f
wash, j,t = deferrable fraction of Pwash, j,t [kW];

QLU, j,t = actual reactive power flow (calculated at the lower level) from the grid to the microgrid j at time t
[kvar];
PEL,h, j,t = active power coming from the cogenerative microturbine h in microgrid j at time t [kW];
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PTH,h, j,t = thermal power produced by the h-th cogenerative microturbine in microgrid j at time t [kW];
PTH,B, j,t = thermal power produced by the (unique) gas-fed boiler in microgrid j at time t [kW];
QRES,l, j,t = reactive power coming from the renewable plant l in microgrid j at time t [kvar];
Parameters
Gu,z = conductance for line (u, z);
Bu,z = susceptance for line (u, z);
CONNu, j = coefficient expressing the connection of LU j and node u;
xMIN =minimum value of a physical quantity x;
xMAX =maximum value of a physical quantity x;
Δ = time interval length [h]
PRES, j,t = active power from renewables of the j-th LU at time t; [kW]
lossj = loss coefficient in the storage of the j-th LU;
CAPj = capacity of the storage of the j-th LU [kWh];

η j
(
PS, j,t

)
= efficiency parameter of the storage of the j-th LU;

ηc, j = charging efficiency parameter of the storage of the j-th LU;
ηd, j = discharging efficiency parameter of the storage of the j-th LU;
QF, j,t = reactive power demand of the j-th LU at time t [kvar];
DAGG,TOT, j =maximum active power decrease over the entire day in the j-th LU [kW];
qE, j,t = active power load without the heat pumps in the j-th LU at time t [kW];
Text,t = external temperature at time t [K];
CTH, j = thermal capacitance in building j [kWh/K];
RTH,ext, j = resistance between building j and the external environment [K/kW];
ηs =heat pump efficiency coefficient;
ηs,heat = heat pump efficiency coefficient in heating mode;
ηs,cool = heat pump efficiency coefficient in heating mode;
σ = constant specifying whether the heat pump operates in heating or cooling mode;
χ = efficiency of the chiller;
PTH,RES, j,t = thermal power produced by renewables in microgrid j at time t [kW];
DH, j,t = thermal demand (heating) in microgrid j at time t [kW];
DC, j,t = thermal demand (cooling) in microgrid j at time t [kW];
PTH,CHI, j,t = thermal power needed to feed the (unique) chiller in microgrid j at time t [kW];
ω = tradeoff coefficient [€/kW2];
aj = parameter of the cost function of the j-th LU [€/h·kW2];
bj = parameter of the cost function of the j-th LU [€/kWh];
cj = parameter of the cost function of the j-th LU [€/h];
MRt = overall (maximal) power reduction at the slack node at time t [kW];
Pgrid,da,t = day-ahead power forecast regarding the slack node at time t [kW];
CMarket,t = benefit from the market for the generic time interval at time t [€/kWh];
C f ee,t = unit cost coefficient at time t [€/kWh];
Ci, j = thermal capacitance of room i in building j [kWh/K];
qi, j,t = electrical power provided by heat pumps in room i in building j at time t [kW];
R̃TH,ext,i, j = thermal resistance between room i in building j and the external environment [K/kW];

Ãext,i, j = entry of the adjacency matrix;
R̃TH,i,r, j = is the thermal resistance between room i and room r in building j [K/kW];

Ãi,r, j = entry of the adjacency matrix regarding rooms i and r in building j;
q̃E, j,t = fixed electrical demand in the lower-level problem in the j-th LU at time t [kW];
ETOT,veh, j = total electrical energy demand for electrical vehicles in the j-th LU [kWh];

P f ix
wash, j,t = fixed fraction of Pwash, j,t [kW];

Ede f
TOT,wash, j = total deferrable energy demand for washing machines in building j [kWh];
μh, j = parameter characteristic of the h-th cogenerative microturbine;
PRES,l, j,t = active power coming from the renewable plant l in microgrid j at time t [kW];
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QD, j,t = fixed amount of reactive power corresponding to the heat pumps and the electric load [kvar];
PTH,RES,l, j,t = thermal power from the l-th renewable energy source in microgrid j at time t [kW];
Objective function:
J = objective function of the AGG optimization problem;
ĴB, j = objective function of building j;
ĴM, j = objective function of microgrid j;
Cinc = cost of providing incentives to the LUs [€];
BDR = benefit from the external grid due to the load reduction [€];
CAF = “Assignment Fairness” [kW2];
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Abstract: In recent decades, many EU and national regulations have been issued in order to increase
the energy efficiency in different sectors and, consequently, to reduce environmental pollution. In the
building sector, energy efficiency interventions are usually based on the use of innovative insulated
materials and on the installation of cogeneration and tri-generation units, as well as solar technologies.
New and retrofitted buildings are more and more commonly being called “smart buildings”, since
they are characterized by the installation of electric and thermal power generation units, energy
storage systems, and flexible loads; the presence of such technologies determines the necessity of
installing Building Energy Management Systems (BEMSs), which are used to optimally manage their
operation. The present paper proposes a BEMS for a smart building, equipped with plants based
on renewables (photovoltaics, solar thermal panels, and geothermal heat pump), where the heating
and cooling demand are satisfied by a Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning System (HVAC)
fed by a geothermal heat pump. The developed BEMS is composed of two different modules: an
optimization tool used to optimally manage the HVAC plant, in order to guarantee a desired level of
comfort inside rooms, and a simulation tool, based on an equivalent electric circuit model and used
to evaluate the thermal dynamic behavior of the building. The paper describes the two modules and
shows the main results of the validation phase that has been conducted on a real test-case represented
by the Smart Energy Building (SEB) located at the Savona Campus of the University of Genoa, Italy.

Keywords: building energy management system; simulation; optimization; equivalent electric circuit

1. Introduction

All over the world, several countries are introducing low carbon and energy-saving policies to
reduce the impact of the greenhouse gas effect and to face the growing energy demand of end-users.
This allows for the development of more efficient energy systems and the spread of Distributed
Generation (DG) technologies. Renewables sources (RES), co(tri)generation plants, and energy storage
units, both thermal and electrical, characterize DG installations [1]. Moreover, smart grid and microgrid
projects arise to integrate sustainable energy generation units, flexible loads, smart mobility systems
and complex ICT infrastructures in the industrial, tertiary, and residential sectors. However, the
dissemination of non-programmable and small-size dynamic generators is leading to balance and
operational issues for distribution grids [2]. Consequently, it becomes necessary to develop software
tools, called “Energy Management Systems” (EMSs), which can be used to optimally operate the
aforementioned infrastructures with the aim of satisfying the energy needs of end-users without
compromising the safe operation of electric and thermal networks. In such a context, flexibility is a
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key factor that both generation and consumption units have to guarantee: first of all, this implies that
dispatchable power plants have to be able to follow the demand profile of end-users and the aleatory
production of non-programmable renewable sources; secondly, demand response strategies have to be
investigated to manage flexible loads [3].

The implementation of energy efficiency interventions, also based on the installation of the
aforesaid technologies, becomes a challenging solution in commercial and residential buildings, which
are one of the most energy-consuming systems: for instance, in the US, Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning Systems (HVAC) represent 27% of the overall consumed energy [4], and contribute
to 30% of the total global carbon dioxide emissions [5]. Consequently, buildings can play a key
role, both as flexible loads and in the reduction of CO2 production, if sustainable and cost-effective
technological solutions are taken into account during the design and construction phase, as well as in
the case of retrofitting. Smart new-built or retrofitted buildings are operated daily by software tools
called “Building Energy Management Systems” (BEMSs), which are based on optimization models
characterized by different objectives: the minimization of operating costs and/or of carbon dioxide
emissions, the maximization of self-consumption to take full advantage of local energy production from
renewable sources, etc. [6]. One of the main goal of BEMSs is that of guaranteeing an acceptable comfort
level to building occupants through a cost-effective management of HVAC plants and other equipment
(lighting systems, waste disposal, rainwater harvesting, etc.) [7–9]. Moreover, it is important to note
that nowadays a progressively higher number of buildings are assembled in clusters: in new residential
and industrial districts, it is a good practice to install centralized heating and cooling systems based
on high efficiency cogeneration and trigeneration technologies. By using this method, thermal and
electrical networks, fed by the aforesaid systems, provide energy to the different buildings and, in
many cases, renewable energy power plants (solar and wind) and storage systems are installed too.
In these cases, the district becomes a “sustainable energy district” where each building is equipped
with a BEMS and the whole energy infrastructure is managed by a centralized EMS; obviously, a close
correlation among BEMSs and the EMS exists.

In literature, two main approaches are presented for the formalization of a BEMS: day-ahead
and real-time management [10]. In the first case, the optimization tool determines the scheduling of
dispatchable generation units and flexible loads for each hour of the following day on the basis of the
forecast of loads (thermal and electrical) and renewable sources. In the second case, the optimization
algorithms are often based on the model predictive control (MPC) technique [11–14].

Another important aspect is related to the energy analysis and thermal load simulation of a
building. In fact, optimization models generally include the system model as a constraint; however,
this should be accurate in order to represent the real system but also simple to be embedded in a
decision problem. In literature, different approaches and tools are proposed to simulate a building
in steady-state and dynamic conditions. In most cases, researchers use commercial software tools,
which are complex environments able to model each space of a building in a very detailed way; the
most used pieces of software are EnergyPlus, DesignBuilder, and IES. In [15], Ogunsola et al. use
EnergyPlus to simulate a data-set in order to validate a reduced order thermal load model; in [16], the
author estimate the overall thermal load of a Near to Zero Emissions Building (NZEB) in Lebanon for
residential application using DesignBuilder; while the detailed thermal load of an educational building
in the UK has been simulated by the authors with IES in [17]. Generally, the 3D model of the building
is analyzed and each structural element (walls, ceilings, etc.) is modeled. A very detailed thermal
analysis can be conducted but computational times become very long; consequently, these tools cannot
be easily integrated within BEMSs, above all those which are real-time executed.

For the reasons explained above, many researchers prefer to develop tools which are usually
based on the lumped-parameter theory, which permits to model a complex system, such as a building,
as an “elementary system”, i.e., a spatial entity, contained within a control volume delimited by a
control surface [18]. The elementary system can exchange mass and/or energy (heat and/or work) with
the environment and is described by state variables that depend on both the time and only a spatial
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coordinate, if a one-dimensional flow modelling is chosen. In this way, a building can be modelled
using different levels of detail, as a one equivalent room or as a set of equivalent rooms with each one
representing similar spaces as a whole, [19,20], not considering each single room and its interaction
with the near ones. These approaches avoid computational complexity issues but are less accurate for
the comfort evaluation of every single ambient [21]; they are more suitable to compute the building
flexibility in demand response applications [22], in which the evaluation of the state of comfort in each
room is not so necessary with respect to other aspects, such as the management of flexible loads and
power plants.

Other literature studies propose more complex and accurate simulation models that evaluate the
thermal load profile of the building as a function of weather and occupancy level forecast. For instance,
in [23], Park et al. use EnergyPlus to model two different residential buildings with a high accuracy
level but a high computational cost; [24] provides an analysis of the different capabilities of the building
energy performance of simulation programs and models. These models simulate all the rooms of the
considered building and are validated through experimental data measured on field. In other words,
the building is modeled as a group of interconnected elementary systems, each one representing a
room. Most of the models use equivalent electric circuits to study the thermal dynamic behavior of
buildings; for instance, walls are modeled as a combination of resistors and capacitors characterized
by resistance and capacitance values depending on the geometry (thickness of different layers) and
materials (masonry and insulation layers, etc.). Due to the complexity of these models, the estimation
of resistance and capacitance values is not so simple, especially in the case of buildings characterized
by a huge number of rooms with a complex space partition. Moreover, the inclusion of these very
detailed simulators within BEMSs is a hard task and in some cases the simulation model needs to be
simplified [25].

The present study aims at defining a BEMS able to optimally schedule the HVAC system of a
smart building, of which both the thermal and cooling energy needs are satisfied by exploiting the
on-site geothermal heat pump. The proposed optimization model can manage both the heat pump
and the fan coils at the room level. Moreover, differently from other approaches proposed in literature
(e.g. [26]), which assume that the building is a single zone to optimize, in this work, all the building
rooms are taken into account.

As is well known, a ground-source heat pump is a system used to heat and/or cool a building
transferring heat from or to the ground (characterized by a nearly constant temperature during the
year), respectively during winter or summer months [18]. Consequently, ground-source heat pumps
are more efficient than air-source heat pumps because they take advantage of the relatively constant
ground temperature. Heat exchangers for specific applications with ground water or geothermal
closed loops can be adopted in the aforesaid systems. In open loop systems, well or surface body
water is used as the heat exchange fluid that circulates directly through the heat pump system; on
the other hand, closed systems consist of underground continuous piping loops filled with a water
and anti-freeze solution, which constitutes the working fluid that is used to transfer heat from/to the
ground to/from the geothermal heat pump, and are typically installed inside the building. Closed loop
systems can be horizontal, vertical, or pond/lake. Horizontal loops are a cost-effective solution for
residential installations, particularly for new buildings where sufficient land is available; vertical loops
are preferable for commercial buildings and schools, whereas pond/lake systems are installed when an
adequate body of water is available.

The developed BEMS acts on the HVAC plant, sending operating commands to the heat pump and
to the fan coils arranged in each room of the building. The BEMS is based on a multi-objective MILP
(Mixed Integer Linear Programming) mathematical model. The objective function to be minimized
takes into account both operating costs of the HVAC system and the discomfort cost. On the other hand,
the constraints of the problem include the mathematical model developed to simulate the dynamic
thermal behavior of the building, based on an equivalent electric circuit approach. The model has been
validated on a smart building of the Savona Campus of the University of Genoa [27].
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In summary, the novelty of the proposed BEMS is characterized by the following aspects with
respect to the literature:

• A detailed system model for the building, characterized by a control variable for each room
associated to the different fan coils;

• A detailed model for the overall heating cooling system characterized by a geothermal heat pump
and a storage system;

• A simulation model fitted with real data coming from a smart building connected to a
smart Microgrid;

• A model for the optimal scheduling of fan coil circuit operation considering the perceived comfort
in each room of the building;

• The possibility of being used in optimization applications due to its low computational cost,
without losing the room level accuracy.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the system’s architecture is
presented and the main equations of the BEMS are described. In Section 3, the description of the case
study is reported and the main validation results of the simulation model are highlighted. Section 4 is
focused on the analysis of optimal results obtained by running the BEMS for a typical day, whereas
Section 5 reports the main conclusions of the study.

2. The BEMS’s Architecture

The proposed BEMS is characterized by different modules (see Figure 1):

• A forecasting module used to predict the energy production from renewable sources and ambient
conditions (external and ground temperature and solar radiation);

• An optimization module able to manage the Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning System
(HVAC);

• A simulation module able to evaluate the thermal dynamic behavior of the building through an
equivalent electric circuit model.

Figure 1. The proposed Building Energy Management System (BEMS) architecture.

The BEMS receives as input both the on-field measurements collected by the supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) and the output of the forecasting tool. Moreover, the simulation and
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the optimization tools are strictly related since the equations used to simulate the building thermal
dynamics represent some of the constraints of the optimization model. In the following, the structure
of the simulator and the optimization tool are described.

2.1. The Simulation Module

In this study, a grey-box modeling approach has been used to analyze the building thermal
behavior. This kind of model is a reasonable tradeoff between purely physically based models, called
white-box, which require many physical parameters, and black-box models, which need a large amount
of data for the training phase to accurately represent the real physical behavior of the system [28].
In particular, an equivalent electric model is proposed here, using a well-known electric/thermal
analogy where current represents heat flux and voltage indicates temperature. In literature, similar
approaches are used to evaluate the thermal behavior of a building, but with different levels of
complexity [21]. The majority of the models presented in the literature assume only one or a few
temperature nodes to define the thermal behavior of the whole building and do not take into account
temperature differences among the internal rooms; in other terms, they do not consider the presence of
several internal walls and external walls characterized by different boundary conditions. On the other
hand, the present model is more detailed since it can be used to evaluate the temperature profile, as a
function of time, for each room of the building. The equivalent electric model is based on an Resistor
Capacitor (RC) circuit, where resistors are used to model conductive and convective thermal resistances
while capacitors are introduced to consider the accumulation of thermal energy inside the building.

2.1.1. Room Temperature Model

To determine the temperature inside each room, it is necessary to model all the thermal flows
exchanged between the room and each adjacent space, which can be represented by another room,
the ground or the outside. Dynamic energy balances have been written to model the thermal energy
accumulation inside the rooms of the building, using first-order differential equations that have been
discretized in order to insert them into the optimization model. In Figure 2, the equivalent electric
circuit for the generic kth room is shown.

For the kth room of the building, the internal temperature Ti
k,t+1 at time t + 1 can be evaluated

through the following energy balance:
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Finally,
.

Q
co
k,t is related to the convective fraction of the thermal flux provided by involuntary heat

generators within the room (i.e., occupants or personal computers) [29], while
.

Q
f c
k,t is the thermal power

(19) supplied by fan coils of the HVAC system.

Figure 2. The equivalent circuit model for the generic kth room.

2.1.2. Wall, Ceiling, and Floor Temperature Model

In the model, each wall (internal and external) and each horizontal masonry element (slab, ceiling,
floor) is modeled with a 3R2C thermal network, as shown in Figure 2. Each node of the network is
characterized by a temperature, which represents a state variable of the whole system [30]. Due to the
chosen electrical model, two nodes describe each structural part (wall or horizontal masonry) of the kth
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room: the first related to its external side (external walls Tew,o
k,t , ceilings Tc,o

k,t , floors T f ,o
k,t , internal walls

Tiw
j,k,t) and the latter to its internal side (external walls Tew,i

k,t , ceilings Tc,i
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k,t , internal walls Tiw
k, j,t).
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2.1.3. HVAC System Model

As shown in Figure 3, in the analyzed case, the HVAC system is composed of a geothermal heat
pump (ghp) feeding a thermal storage (st) connected to a fan coil (fc) circuit. The geothermal heat
pump has as primary source the heat extracted by the geothermal probes; the heat pump absorbs a
constant active power (Pel,ghp) from the grid when it is in operation (binary variable δghp

t equal to 1)
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and produces thermal power (Pth,ghp
t ). The coefficient of performance (COP) correlates the thermal

power to the electrical one, as follows:

Pth,ghp
t = δ

ghp
t ·COP · Pel,ghp t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (15)

 

Figure 3. Scheme of the Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning System (HVAC) plant.

The thermal storage is a water tank, used to store the thermal energy produced by the heat pump;
as a consequence, the thermal power provided to the storage (Pst,in

t ) is assumed to be equal to the
thermal power produced by the heat pump:

Pst,in
t = Pth,ghp

t t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (16)

The storage is a dynamic component that can be used to increase the thermal inertia of the overall
system, playing a fundamental role in terms of load flexibility. It is described by its thermal capacity
(Cst) and its temperature (Tst

t ), which can be calculated by means of the following energy balance
equation:

Tst
t+1 = Tst

t +
1

Cst ·
(
Pst,in

t − Pst,out
t

)
· Δt t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (17)

The thermal power output of the storage (Pst,out
t ) is equal to the sum of the thermal fluxes provided

by fan coils installed inside the building:

Pst,out
t =

K∑
k=1

.
Q

f c
k,t k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (18)

It is important to highlight that all the fan coils installed in the same room are considered as a
single equivalent device, since they receive the same control signal from the BEMS. The thermal flux

transferred to the room by the fan coils (
.

Q
f c
k,t) is defined as proposed in [31]:

.
Q

f c
k,t = δ

f c
k,t · ε f c · .

mair
k · cair

p ·
(
Tst

t − Ti
k,t

)
k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (19)

where ε f c is the fan coil efficiency and
.

mair
k is the air mass flow rate of the equivalent fan coil in the kth

room. The binary variable δ f c
k,t assumes a unit value when the fan coils are activated.

2.2. The Optimization Module

The main goal of the developed BEMS is that of optimizing the operation of the HVAC plant in
order to guarantee the thermal comfort in each different room of the building. The objective function
to be minimized (ObjF) is given by the sum of two terms: the total operating cost of the heat pump
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(due to the electricity absorbed from the grid) and the sum of square errors between the actual room
temperature Ti

k,t and the optimal comfort temperature Ti
k,t
∗. The latter of these two terms is calculated

by applying the Fanger’s comfort model to each room [32]:

ObjF =
N−1∑
t=0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣α · Δt · Pel,ghp
t · pel

t + β · μoc
t ·

K∑
k=1

(
Ti

k,t − Ti
k,t
∗)2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (20)

where Δt indicates the time step of the optimization problem, whereas pel
t is the electricity price.

The (20) is a multi-objective cost function. Since the optimal comfort temperature tracking cost and the
electricity cost are not numerically commensurable, it introduced a numeric coefficient β to make the
two different costs comparable. It might be also seen as a weight to the various objectives (i.e., the
decision maker can give more importance to a specific objective or another one). The α parameter is
always equal to 1 except for when one wants to evaluate only the comfort temperature tracking (α = 0),
while μoc

t is the indicator of occupancy (equal to 1 from 8.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. and equal to 0 in the
remaining hours).

The constraints of the optimization problem are described by the equations of the simulation
model (1-19) together with the following ones, which fix lower and upper bounds for the storage
temperature as a function of the adopted technology:

Tst,min ≤ Tst
t ≤ Tst,max t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (21)

The problem is Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP), since continuous and binary
variables are present, and all the constraints are linear except for (19).

The constraints (19) have been modified in order to obtain a MILP problem. In particular, the
aforementioned non-linearity has been solved with a big-M approach [33] rewriting the constraints
(19) as follows:

.
Q

f c
k,t = ε

f c · .
mair

k · cair
p ·

(
z2

t − z1
k,t

)
k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (22)

z1
k,t ≤ δ f c

k,t · Ti,max k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (23)

z1
k,t ≤ Ti

k,t k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (24)

z1
k,t ≥ Ti

k,t −
(
1− δ f c

k,t

)
· Ti,max k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (25)

z1
k,t ≥ 0 k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (26)

z2
k,t ≤ δ f c

k,t · Tst,max k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (27)

z2
k,t ≤ Tst

t k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (28)

z2
k,t ≥ Tst

t −
(
1− δ f c

k,t

)
· Tst,max k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (29)

z2
k,t ≥ 0 k ∈ K, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (30)

where Ti,max and Tst,max are the big-M values, representing the maximum values that Ti
k,t and Tst

t can
reach in real operation.

The decision variables of the optimization problem are:

• Room, wall, ceiling, floor, storage temperatures (Ti
k,t, Tew,i

k,t , Tc,i
k,t, T f ,i

k,t , Tiw
k, j,t, Tew,o

k,t , Tc,o
k,t , T f ,o

k,t , Tst
t );

• Storage thermal power input/output (Pst,in
t , Pst,out

t );

• Exchanged thermal fluxes (
.

Q
ew,i
k,t ,

.
Q

c,i
k,t,

.
Q

f ,i
k,t ,

.
Q

iw,i
k, j,t,

.
Q

w,i
k,t );

• Heat pump thermal power (Pth,ghp
t );
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• Thermal power provided by fan coils (
.

Q
f c
k,t);

• The binary variables (δghp
t , δ f c

k,t), which constitute the control variables related to the on/off operation
of the heat pump and fan coils;

• The auxiliary variables referred to the room temperature (z1
k,t) and to the storage temperature (z2

k,t)
used to linearize the fan coil constraint (19).

The state variables are:

• Rooms, walls, ceilings, floors and storage temperatures (Ti
k,t, Tew,i

k,t , Tc,i
k,t, T f ,i

k,t , Tiw
k, j,t, Tew,o

k,t , Tc,o
k,t , T f ,o

k,t ,

Tst
t ).

The main input data of the optimization model are the time profiles of:

• The convective fraction of the thermal fluxes provided by involuntary heat generators within the
room, radiative gains due to involuntary heat generators and the solar gains on the external walls

(
.

Q
co
k,t,

.
Q

ew,sol
k,t ,

.
Q

ew,rad
k,t ,

.
Q

c,sol
k,t ,

.
Q

c,rad
k,t ,

.
Q

f ,rad
k,t ,

.
Q

iw,rad
j,k,t );

• The external ambient temperature (Ta
t ) and the ground temperature (Tg

t );

• The optimal comfort temperature (Ti
k,t
∗).

3. The Case Study

The developed BEMS is applied to a real case study represented by the Smart Energy Building (SEB)
at the Savona Campus of the University of Genoa (Liguria Region, north-west Italy) [27]. This section
reports the description of the building and the experimental validation of the simulation model.

3.1. The Smart Energy Building

The SEB, Figure 4, is an environmentally sustainable building connected to a microgrid (called
Smart Polygeneration Microgrid [27]) as a “prosumer” and is equipped with renewable power plants
and characterized by energy efficiency measures.

Figure 4. The Smart Energy Building.

The building has two floors and 22 rooms, it is characterized by a floor area of 510 m2 (for
each floor) and it is 10 m high. It is made of reinforced concrete with Predalles prestressed slabs
and the ground floor elevation has been adopted to prevent flood water entering the building; high
performance thermal insulation materials for building applications (ventilated facades and claddings)
and acoustic insulation systems are applied. The building is certified as A4, which is the most efficient
“energy class” in accordance with the Italian Classification of Building Energy Efficiency. Moreover,
the SEB is a ZEB (Zero Emission Building) since its electrical loads are satisfied by a Photovoltaic (PV)
field and the storage systems of the microgrid, while its thermal and cooling loads are covered by a
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geothermal heat pump. The SEB hosts: three laboratories, a gym, two classrooms, and some offices.
The following technologies are installed in the SEB: a geothermal heat pump, a thermal storage system,
an air handling unit, a PV field (21.25 kW peak power), extremely low consumption LED lamps, a
rainwater harvesting system, and a hydroponic system.

The geothermal plant installed in the SEB is characterized by a close-loop vertical configuration:
eight borehole heat exchangers (Figure 5 left and center) are buried about 120 m deep in the soil.
The geothermal heat pump (Figure 5 right) is a Clivet WSHN-XEE2 MF 14.2; it is hydraulically
connected to a storage water tank having a volume of 500 liters.

   

Figure 5. The geothermal plant.

The SEB is equipped with field sensors for measuring humidity and temperature in each room.
The building has an embedded communication system and can be managed remotely by the control
room of the Smart Polygeneration Microgrid.

3.2. The Validation of the Simulation Model

The accuracy of the simulation model has been evaluated by comparing the values obtained
by the simulator and the actual data measured on the field at the Savona Campus. The availability
of the measured values was guaranteed by the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
system of the SEB. The variables measured by the SCADA system are as follows: the electric power
absorbed by the heat pump, the air temperatures in all the rooms, and the on/off operation of fan coils.
The sampling time of the electric power values has been 1 minute, whereas room temperature values
have been collected every 15 minutes to avoid the overload of the SCADA system; nevertheless, a
sample time of 15 minutes is acceptable to appreciate the thermal inertia of the building. Finally, the
values of solar radiation and external ambient temperature derive from the measurements of a weather
station located in the city of Savona and operated by the Regional Agency for the Protection of the
Ligurian Environment (ARPAL).

The validation of the simulator has been performed by using data collected both during nighttime
and daytime periods. Since during the night the HVAC plant is off, the experimental data referring
to this period reflect only the thermal behaviour of the building without considering fan coil power
injection, and so permit to better characterize the dynamics of the walls; on the other hand, daytime
data have been used to evaluate how the simulation model is able to represent the HVAC operation.
During the daytime, the HVAC system operates to maintain the desired indoor temperature within a
slot of temperature-wide one degree. The mid temperature value of the slot is the optimal comfort
temperature, and this value is set in each room by a central controller and can be modified by occupants
within a range of two degrees depending on their personal feelings. The controller is governed by
means an heuristic rule, this control logic operates turning on the HVAC plant until the internal rooms
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temperatures reach the high value of the slot and then it turns off the plant until the temperature values
becomes smaller than the low limit of the slot, as an hysteresis cycle.

The validation of the simulator has been successfully conducted for each room of the building, but
the results described in the following refer to three typical rooms, featured by different intended uses,
which well characterize the whole building. The aforementioned rooms, depicted in Figure 6a,b, are as
follows: the U-Gym (located on the ground floor and purple-colored in Figure 6a), one laboratory, and
one office (located on the first floor and respectively pink and cyan-colored in Figure 6b).

 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6. (a) Smart Energy Building (SEB) ground floor; (b) SEB first floor.

The nighttime temperature values have been measured between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m., when the
HVAC system is off, during the month of November 2019. Figure 7 shows the comparison between the
predicted and the measured temperature values for the examined three rooms, referring to one day.
It is important to highlight that the stepped profile of measured temperatures is due to the sensitivity
of the measurement sensors, which can only detect a temperature change of 0.2 ◦C. In order to quantify
the accuracy of the simulation model, some statistical indicators have been calculated for each day of
the analyzed month. In particular, in Figure 8, the values of the mean percentage error are reported,
whereas Figures 9 and 10 show, respectively, the maximum percentage error and the root mean square
error. The results show that in 80% of cases the mean percentage error remains below 2.5% while the
maximum error is below 4%.
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Figure 7. Nighttime room and external temperatures.

Figure 8. Nighttime temperature mean percentage error.

The second validation has been conducted considering data collected during daytime periods
to evaluate the accuracy of the model during the operation of the fan coils system. The operation
scheduling of the HVAC plant has been acquired through the SCADA system by using the operation
setpoints as input for the simulator. Referring to a generic day, the resulting temperatures compared
to the actual measured temperatures are plotted in Figure 11a, while Figure 11b depicts the external
temperature referred to that day, which is possible to observe as the curve related to the typical on/off
operation behavior of the fan coils.

In Table 1, some statistical indicators are calculated for each considered room referring to the
analyzed day. In particular, the mean percentage error, the maximum percentage error, and the root
mean square error.
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Figure 9. Nighttime temperature maximum percentage error.

Figure 10. Nighttime temperature root mean square error.

Table 1. Discomfort indicator values.

Room Name Mean Error [%] Max Error [%] Rms Error [◦C]

U-Gym 1.2 3.5 0.3
Laboratory 1.2 6.1 0.4

Office 1.0 4.7 0.3

The mean percentage error and the root mean square error have also been calculated for the whole
month and the results are depicted in Figures 12 and 13.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 11. (a) Daytime room temperatures. (b) Daytime external temperatures.

Figure 12. Daytime temperatures mean percentage error.
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Figure 13. Daytime temperature root mean square error.

4. Optimization Results

The BEMS described in Section 2 has been applied to the Smart Energy Building according to a
day-ahead optimization logic. The aim is to optimally schedule the operation of the HVAC system
to guarantee the thermal comfort of the occupants of each different room and at the same time to
reduce the electrical energy consumption of the heat pump. The time step (Δt) of the optimization
problem has been chosen equal to 15 minutes and the horizon of the optimization problem (N) is one
day (N = 96); consequently, a whole day is analyzed starting from 12.00 a.m. until 12.00 a.m. of the
following day. The optimal comfort temperature values

(
Ti

k,t
∗) are tracked only between 8.00 a.m. and

6.00 p.m., particularly during the period of occupancy of the building. In these hours, the value of
the optimal comfort temperature is assumed to be equal to 21 [◦C], whereas the external ambient
temperature is assumed to be constant and equal to 10 [◦C] for all the following simulations.

The optimization problem has been formalized in the YALMIP environment [34], using CPLEX
12.7 as solver. The optimization has been computed on a PC Intel i7, 16 GB RAM. The average
computation time was 434 seconds.

4.1. Optimization without Minimizing Heat Pump Operating Costs (Case 1)

The results here reported refer to the case of the objective function having α = 0 and μoc
t = 1. In this

case, the BEMS controls the HVAC system with the only goal of tracking the comfort temperature
inside the different rooms. In Figure 14, the temperature profiles of the three chosen rooms are shown.
It is possible to highlight how the temperature profiles are tracking the setpoint of the temperature.

The level of comfort is evaluated, in accordance with Fanger’s model, by means of the predicted
percent dissatisfied (PPD) indicator, which evaluates the percentage of thermally dissatisfied people
who feel too cool or too warm [35]. The PPD values are depicted in Figure 15, whereas the mean PPD
values are reported in Table 2.
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Figure 14. Room temperature profiles in the case of only comfort temperature tracking.

Figure 15. Predicted percent dissatisfied values.

Table 2. Discomfort indicator values.

Room Name Average Predicted Percent Dissatisfied [%]

U-Gym 10.1
Laboratory 9.3

Office 9.4

4.2. Overall Optimization (Case 2)

The results described in the following refer to the case of the objective function having α = 1. In this
case, the problem has a multi-objective function that presents a conflict between two opposite objectives:
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the tracking of the optimal comfort temperature and the reduction in the energy consumptions of the
HVAC plant. Figure 16 depicts the temperature profiles of the three rooms.

Figure 16. Room temperature profiles in the case of comfort temperature tracking and energy
consumption minimization.

Figure 16 highlights how the room temperatures attempt to track the optimal comfort temperature
during the period of occupancy of the building (8 a.m. – 6 p.m.); the temperature profiles follow
the comfort temperature less effectively than in the previous case, because, in this case, the objective
function has two conflictual goals, the comfort tracking and the minimization of HVAC operating costs.
The average daily PPD values for the three rooms are reported in Table 3, whereas, in Figure 17, the
profile of PPD is plotted during the occupancy period.

Table 3. Discomfort indicator values.

Room Name Average Predicted Percent Dissatisfied [%]

U-Gym 10.2
Laboratory 10.1

Office 10.9

The mean values of PPD for the three rooms are within the acceptability limits imposed by the
law, that is 20% [36]. Figure 17 shows how all the values of PPD never overcome 12%.

To compare the previously analyzed cases with the standard case in which the HVAC operation is
not optimized by means of the BEMS tool, a case in which the proposed BEMS is not implemented
within the control system of the thermal plant is simulated (case 0). In Figure 18, it is possible to see
the temperature profiles of the three considered rooms.

Figure 18 shows that the internal temperatures perform a hysteresis cycle within a band that has
the optimal comfort temperature as its average value; this is the result of the heuristic rule that is
imposed in standard operating conditions by the control of the HVAC system. The PPD values are
reported in Figure 19 during the occupancy period, whereas, in Table 4, the daily average values for
the three rooms are shown.
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Figure 17. Predicted percent dissatisfied values.

Figure 18. Room temperature profiles in the case of standard HVAC plant control logic.

Table 4. Discomfort indicator values.

Room Name Average Predicted Percent Dissatisfied [%]

U-Gym 11.05
Laboratory 11.11

Office 11.06
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Figure 19. Predicted percent dissatisfied values.

The PPD values for the three rooms are in the acceptability range. As depicted in Figure 19, the
maximum PPD value never overcomes 14%.

Figure 20 plots the geothermal heat pump scheduling profile for the three examined scenarios;
each bar in Figure 20 indicates that the device is on for a time interval of 15 minutes.

Figure 20. Geothermal heat pump operation scheduling, in the three different cases.

The operating costs of the HVAC plant are reported in Table 5 for the three different cases analyzed.
In case 0, Figure 18, it is considered that the HVAC system operates under control of the heuristic rule
presented in Section 3.2; instead, in case 1 and 2, referred respectively to Figures 14 and 16, the HVAC
operates integrated with the BEMS optimization tool. In Table 5, the overall mean PPD values for each
case are also collected.
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Table 5. HVAC plant daily operating costs and predicted percent dissatisfied (PPD) mean values.

Case Cost [€] PPD [%]

Case 0 36.75 11.07
Case 1 28.87 9.61
Case 2 22.31 10.4

As depicted in Figure 20, the HVAC behavior in the three cases is clearly different. More precisely,
in case 0 and 1, the HVAC system starts to operate at the begging of the simulation in order to fill
the gap between the actual temperature and the optimal comfort setpoint. During the remainder
of the simulation, the HVAC operates to keep the temperature within the optimal temperature slot.
The difference between case 0 and case 1 is that, in case 0, the control logic is the heuristic rule, presented
in Section 3.2, since the proposed BEMS is not implemented, while, in case 1, the proposed BEMS
is implemented and it optimizes the management of the HVAC plant to reach the optimal comfort
temperature in the most efficient way; indeed, between the two cases, there is a significant difference in
terms of electricity costs and also the PPD value is lower in case 1, as reported in Table 5, whereas,
in case 2, the proposed BEMS operates also to reduce the energy consumption. The results highlight
a lower daily electricity cost considering case 0 and case 1, while a higher value of PPD is detected
considering case 1 in which the main goal of the BEMS is the comfort of the occupants, the PPD value
of case 2 is still lower than the one of case 0.

5. Conclusions and Future Developments

A simulator for the evaluation of the thermal dynamic behavior of a building at room level has
been developed basing on an equivalent electric model and by focusing on the operation of the HVAC
system. The simulator has been successfully validated through real data collected on field at the
Savona Campus of the Genoa University, with mean error values of around 1%. Moreover, a BEMS for
the day-ahead optimal control of the HVAC system has been proposed. Future developments will
investigate the possibility to adapt the BEMS to a receding horizon control scheme with the aim of
using it in a demand response application.
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